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The “better story” concept that is put forward in my book The Better Story: Queer Af-
fects from the Middle East offers an understanding of the narrative strategies of those 
most impacted by the legacies of colonialism, war and conflict through the lens of 
cultural trauma and its affects. My intervention aimed at identifying the limits of our 
feminist and postcolonial epistemologies which leaned too heavily on constructivist 
theories, all the while reifying responses to injustices in static identities and accounts 
of resistance and empowered agency. In this story of postcolonial survival, pain is fore-
closed, and vulnerability is sidestepped in favour of representing marginalized people 
as strong and resilient. Though the experience of injury is implied in these discourses, 
the impact of loss on the subjectivities of people it affects is not a consideration. At the 
time I was developing the book, it felt risky to challenge what had become a corner-
stone of postcolonial studies. Ironically, my training in the field compelled me to be 
suspect one of its major tenets. As such, The Better Story begins with a curiosity about 
the centrality of resistance in our postcolonial and feminist stories and argues that it 
is an emotionally compelling narrative. Examined through a psychoanalytical lens, the 
faith in resistance, I suggested, helps defend against harder, more ugly feelings, of 
pain and suffering. As the best possible story, or the better story, it arms us with lan-
guage to challenge power and fight for justice and representation.

As a story of our generation, resistance (or fighting power) has served us well and will 
continue to serve us well. But we have outgrown its aversions to suffering and pain. 
We see this in movements such as Black Lives Matter. Although the death of George 
Floyd sparked rage and protests against police brutality, the pain and suffering of a 
community has been palpable. The incident brought awareness to trans-generational 
trauma of Black people. In Canada, the discovery of unmarked graves of Indigenous 
residential school children has had a similar impact. As I see it, these communities are 
not just asking for more rights, they want to be seen as having grievable lives, deserv-
ing of meaningful reparations. The fact that these events occurred during the glob-
al pandemic might have been a coincidence, but what they triggered in people—an 
outpouring of grief and protest—had very much to do with the context in which they 

Foreword 
By Dina Georgis
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occurred and who had been affected the most. Black, Indigenous and other discrim-
inated groups saw a disproportionate amount of suffering. That is because they were 
essential workers often performing high risk jobs without protections, paid sick leave 
or equitable healthcare. Those communities also had the highest fatalities from COV-
ID-19. All this added stress and trauma to already ill-treated communities. While no 
one wants to suffer, the pandemic may have helped people make grievances by way 
of expressing grief, which is to say to tell the story differently. 

The stories collected in (Better) Stories From the Pandemic is an archive of the inti-
macies of pain and struggle. It privileges the stories of those who may not have suf-
fered the most but whose social location rendered them the most vulnerable. Unique 
about the pandemic is that it brought all of us to face to face with uncertainty, angling 
us toward a future no one could control or predict. People talked about how “we’re 
all in this together” and in many ways, that was indeed true. The pandemic certainly 
brought up difficult feelings for just about everyone, and perhaps this made us more 
attentive to care for one another. But the refrain conceals all the ways that we are not in 
it together in the same way. (Better) Stories From the Pandemic makes this abundantly 
clear. The voices chronicled are here are diverse, varied, and almost always exposing 
systemic and intersectional injustices. Women generally suffered more, especially if 
they had children to care for while holding down a job. Story after story described 
the tensions of home-life behaved like a pressure cooker making women more vul-
nerable to domestic violence. The stories of health workers really brought to life just 
how burdened they were and what risks they took under terrible labour conditions. 
And because healthcare privileged COVID-19 patients, trans people had even less ac-
cess to trans-specific services. The undocumented were in limbo, often with no access 
to healthcare or vaccines. These are just highlights of themes that emerged from my 
reading of the heart wrenching accounts. In sum, the stories in (Better) Stories From the 
Pandemic attest to how the pandemic gave rise to new issues while existing injustices 
got amplified. But these stories do more than attest to how people were challenged, 
it also accounts for how they lived with hardship. Though it is tempting to generalize 
how they survived difficult experiences (which I am guilty of doing briefly below), these 
stories are better witnessed than represented. Indeed, this may not even be the final 
word on their experiences as not enough time has passed to metabolize the last three 
years. There are likely wounds that remain silent, unable at this moment to find a voice.

FO
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(Better) Stories of the Pandemic suggests that we do not read these stories as final ac-
counts on pandemic experiences. As people change, so do their accounts about the 
past. This is a book that resists conclusions and neatly packaged summaries. I want to 
end this foreword with a note on the method utilized, which is deceptively simple in 
its basic technique of inviting people to tell their stories. The best way to describe the 
method is to talk about what the editors did not do. There were no interview questions, 
no lengthy analysis, and no discussion of “findings.” A network of researchers across 
29 countries were tasked to find and select stories that best exemplified the challeng-
es and inspiring revelations in people’s experiences. A straightforward and unwrought 
research agenda gave birth to stories that took the reader to the emotional worlds of 
80 individuals. Many of the stories expressed resilience under extraordinary pressures. 
Many found creative coping strategies. And some even felt that the pandemic, though 
hard, steered them in new directions. A number of stories however described feelings 
of defeat. In other words, these stories were not what we would typically describe as 
“inspiring” but they were not excluded from the collection. The inclusion of these sto-
ries is very important because it makes for good research. Also significant is that the 
“better story,” as I have defined it, is simply about the capacity to narrativize pain, to 
give it language, through which otherwise ways of being and knowing might emerge. 
Consistent across all the pages of this collection are the unfettered voices of the 80 
contributors. As readers, one gets the impression that the researchers merely listened 
and did not interfere with the direction of the narrative. This book makes space for 
people to be witnessed, not scrutinized or fixed. Their stories are not gleaned for data, 
nor is any single narrative interpreted. It is radical in its refusal to do so. The subjects 
of this archive are the authors of their better stories, sharing their experiences in their 
own way framed through how they see themselves and the world around them. 
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On 11th March 2020, the World Health Organisation declared the COVID-19 a global pan-
demic. The virus has a high transmission rate that can rapidly lead to respiratory deaths. Within 
a few weeks, cases of affected persons were reported worldwide, and hospitals registered a 
dramatic increase in admissions and deaths. From then on, governments in the most affected 
countries were faced with radical uncertainty on how to handle the situation, dealing with se-
vere health, economic, and social challenges. To slow down the infection and prevent deaths, 
emergency measures were introduced everywhere to restrict freedom of movement and con-
tact between people. By spring 2020, more than half of the world’s population has been forced 
to stay indoors, under ‘lockdown’.  

In most nations, only the economic sectors and services deemed ‘essential’ were kept open, 
for example, grocery stores, health care providers, utilities, transportation providers, and gas 
stations. Moreover, in many areas of the world, schools were closing, offices were closing, and 
borders were closing.  The use of face masks and social distancing became mandatory almost 
everywhere.  Despite this, COVID-19 continued to spread, affecting almost all countries and 
more than 50 million people in 2020. By January 2021, COVID-19 had caused approximately 
2.5 million deaths worldwide.  

In Europe, since March 2020, the severity and timing of policy measures to combat the infec-
tion have differed and have led to an upheaval in the organisation of society in the EU and 
beyond: physical and social estrangement, quarantine and self-isolation, working from home, 
home schooling, and an intensified online presence became the new norm.   

Emergency measures to mitigate the virus transmission caused the loss of hundreds of thou-
sands of jobs through business and school closures, leading to economic hardship and health 
problems, both physical and mental, and delays in routine healthcare for many. People experi-
enced fear and anxiety in relation to contracting COVID-19 and the risk of dying, for both them 
and their loved ones.  

Individual, social, and economic challenges continued throughout the duration of the pan-
demic, until a mass vaccination programme started globally in late 2020. The COVID-19 vac-
cine made real advances in saving lives and slowing the infection down. However, anti-vaccine 
groups started to spread in the EU and worldwide, claiming negative side effects of collective 
immunisation.   

Societies around the world have been shaken by this health, economic, and social crisis. More-
over, from its onset, it was evident that its impact was likely to be most intense for already vul-
nerable groups. The pandemic and subsequent policy responses have in fact led to increased 
risks and inequalities for already vulnerable groups such as women, children, people with dis-
abilities, the elderly, migrants, and disadvantaged and marginalised individuals.   

The context of the COVID-19 pandemic  
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The stories collected in this book represent the voices of people from all walks of life and 
provide visibility to the lived experiences of different individuals during the COVID-19 
pandemic. In particular, this book allows us to explore how this crisis – and the policies en-
acted to address it - shed light on pervasive inequalities in European societies. Each story 
goes beyond the individual experience and becomes an opportunity to look at broader, 
systemic inequities and at how the pandemic amplified these issues. On the other hand, 
this book allows for the identification of different ways in which agency is exercised in a 
context of profound challenges. 

The 80 stories presented in this book are taken from a selection of about 800 narrative 
interviews1 conducted by a network of national researchers (one or more experts based 
in each country) across the three cycles of RESISTIRÉ research: July 2021, February 2022, 
and November 2022. For the realisation of this book, national researchers were asked to 
identify a selection of challenging and inspiring narratives that they believed best exem-
plified the complex lived experiences of the pandemic from among the interviews they 
had conducted. In terms of selection, researchers were especially encouraged to identify 
narratives from vulnerable communities and from those with intersecting inequalities, in 
line with the aims of the broader RESISTIRÉ project. 

The narratives encapsulate the struggles of vulnerable and marginalised communities, as 
well as (better) stories of inspiring actions during the crisis. The book therefore illuminates 
the consequences that the measures taken to contain COVID-19 have had on pre-existing 
gender and intersectional inequalities.

Stories in this book are a kaleidoscope of emotion, some carrying the weight of challenge, 
others brimming with inspiration, and yet others carrying both light and shadow, all ar-
ranged in a wave-like sequence. As you wander through the pages of this book, you are 
invited on an intimate journey into the lives of 80 individuals from 29 countries during the 
pandemic period, to bear witness to their struggles, resilience, and hope.

1 Narrative interview methodology detailed in Appendix 1

A journey through the stories from the pandemic 
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This collection of narratives is built on the concept of the “better story” developed 
by Dina Georgis in her book The Better Story: Queer Affects from the Middle East 
(2013). At the individual level, the author uses narratives to understand both the 
struggles and the agency of marginalised communities in the Middle East, with a 
particular focus on queer artists and communities. The term ‘better’ does not sug-
gest a moral hierarchy but acts as an invitation for deep listening to stories, acknowl-
edging pain as well as resilience, and imagining the possibility of alternative futures 
and actions. Georgis highlights the transformative potential nature of painful stories, 
particularly when they are collectively acknowledged and shared. Indeed, this book 
invites the reader to engage in deep listening to acknowledge the personal and 
collective challenges posed by the pandemic, mourn the layers of loss and trauma, 
and explore the possibility of imagining better futures shaped by greater equality, 
inclusion, and healing. As Georgis (2013) argues “there is always a better story than 
the better story”. 

Drawing on this approach and through the collection of narratives from the pan-
demic across Europe, this book aims to provide insights into how people from differ-
ent backgrounds made sense of this period and how they faced COVID-19-related 
difficulties. Each narrative therefore represents a (better) story that explores individ-
ual and collective resources and constraints.

The better stories told in the following pages, especially those belonging to vulner-
able individuals and groups, include contextual elements, subjective experiences, 
and coping mechanisms. They represent emotional resources that at the same time 
allow for reflection on better political futures. By articulating collective and individu-
al factors leading to resistance, better stories constitute valuable resources to envi-
sion desirable changes at a larger scale and in other contexts. 

The better story concept 

“There is always a better story than the better story”
Dina Georgis (2013)
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Intersectionality and a gender+ approach2 has shaped the overall methodology and 
analytical perspective of the RESISTIRÉ project. Therefore, all the narratives have 
been collected with careful attention to the intersectional inequalities affecting dif-
ferent aspects of life, such as education, work & labour market, care, gender-based 
violence (GBV), and healthcare. The individual narratives demonstrate that not only 
intersections of inequalities, but also how the interconnections between different 
aspects of people’s lives have shaped the intricate nature of individual experiences. 
For instance, the challenges of pandemic lockdowns and the shift to online educa-
tion converge in the experiences of a single mother having to balance work, car-
egiving, and home schooling her child. Taking inspiration from the ebb and flow of 
waves, this book embraces a fluid structure, sequencing narratives across diverse 
themes and countries. Instead of compartmentalising experiences according to spe-
cific themes, the book captures the organic interconnectedness of individuals’ sto-
ries during the COVID-19 pandemic. The waves are a continuum that invite the read-
er to observe the complexity of reality, where extremely painful experiences and 
stories of individual and collective resilience coexist. This structure allows the reader 
to engage with the complex, multifaceted lives of people during the pandemic and 
to notice the commonalities and differences among the experiences of individuals 
from all sections of society across Europe. 

While the narratives are not grouped under certain themes, the readers can select 
the narratives according to specific keywords (e.g., sexual orientation, migration, 
gender care gap, access to healthcare, older people, remote work, poverty, etc.) 
that might be of particular interest to them by using the thematic index list at the 
end of the book. The index brings together narratives under thematic keywords, and 
therefore provides a navigational tool to the reader with specific interests relating to 
stories of the pandemic.

Structure of the book 

2 The RESISTIRÉ project is informed by a gender+ approach, recognising intersections of gender 
with age, race/ethnicity, class, disability, and sexuality as likely to be particularly significant in the 
analysis of the impact on inequalities of policy responses to COVID-19. 
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Narrative after narrative, this book advances our understanding of the pandemic in, 
at least, three ways. 

Firstly, the stories illustrate the diverse challenges that people have been subjected 
to during the pandemic, facilitating cross-country comparisons and highlighting the 
effects of various policies and measures adopted in response to the coronavirus 
pandemic. 

Secondly, this book shows how people went through this period taking into con-
sideration intersecting characteristics and challenging situations. Bringing together 
narratives from single mothers, young migrants, sex workers, women with disability, 
trans students, queer artists, and many others, the book shows how a similar set of 
events can be endured in different ways. More precisely, it shows the importance of 
inequalities and how some people’s characteristics and identities shape experienc-
es of global phenomena such as the COVID-19 outbreak. 

Thirdly, this book showcases the coping mechanisms of marginalised individuals 
during the crisis, highlighting the strategies they employed and the contextual fac-
tors that enabled or hindered them. Ultimately, the compilation of better stories 
from the pandemic provides concrete examples of how global events translate into 
specific contexts of intersecting inequalities, affecting individuals in unique and of-
ten unjust ways. These intersectional inequalities, however, also provide a view into 
structural issues, and the ways in which individual experience is shaped by govern-
ment policies, institutional capabilities and local, regional and national priorities. 

These narratives are unique and offer valuable insights into how people can cope 
with similar events at the individual and collective levels. More importantly, they rep-
resent better stories that constitute cumulative experiences which can help us to 
resist and build back better for the future.

Lessons from this book
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July 2021
SERBIA

The real heroes 
of this pandemic 
are caregivers 
and nurses.  

“
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I am Sloboda. I work as an occupational ther-
apist in a nursing home, which means that I 
work directly with service users in creative 
workshops: painting, social games, and cre-
ative work. When we discovered that we 
had COVID-19 infection both among bene-
ficiaries and employees, our hell began. We 
stayed in quarantine for 15 days. We had to 
wear complete protective equipment. After 
only half an hour in that equipment, you were 
drenched in sweat. It is physically tough to 
perform our usual tasks in that equipment, 
but it was also necessary. If service users be-
come infected, it is directly our responsibility. 
We worked, slept, and lived in the red zone 
for 15 days with service users and colleagues, 
and then we spent 15 days at home in iso-
lation so that we could return to work again. 
We slept in the offices, in the dining room, 
and in the common rooms. We had a place 
to take a shower; the nurses had their rooms 
and bathrooms, but it was not possible for all 
employees. It was tough, but no one quit.
   
Some service users, especially those with 
severe dementia, were unaware of the sit-
uation. We found ways to help them main-
tain the same quality of life as before the 
quarantine. For example, the management 
cancelled our subscription to newspapers, 
so we downloaded all kinds of news from 
the internet for them to read. We had the 

support of our manager and a psycholog-
ical service available 24 hours a day for 
both the service users and the employees. 
Many began to forget their loved ones.  
 
The real heroes of this pandemic are car-
egivers and nurses. They bore the heaviest 
burden. I remember when relatives were al-
lowed to come; one son visited his mother in 
her room. He had to wear protective equip-
ment and could not take it longer than five 
minutes. He said, “This is hell.” And our nurs-
es were in the same protective gear for eight 
hours at a time!   

We celebrated Easter 2020 and Labor Day in 
isolation. The first group in isolation went out 
and played music and danced in front of the 
quarantine fence, and the second group un-
der complete protective equipment danced 
on the other side of the fence - their quaran-
tine had just begun. Great connections and 
solidarity was created between the workers 
and the beneficiaries, who could not see their 
loved ones for almost nine months. I was es-
pecially glad to get to know my colleagues 
who do other, harder jobs than me, such as 
bathing users, changing their clothes, cutting 
their hair, shaving, and feeding them. The 
pandemic has positively changed my attitude 
towards work, colleagues, and service users. I 
would never change my team. ”

40 years oldSloboda

The pandemic has 
positively changed 
my attitude towards work, colleagues 
and service users.
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November 2022
SLOVENIA

I used to work 14-15 
hours a day, but 
during the pandemic 
I realised that a job is 
not all there is in life.

“
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I am 43 years old, and I live in a city with my 
partner, child, and dog. I have a regular job.  
During the pandemic, I began to grow plants 
to keep myself sane. I think plants are real-
ly good, taking care of them relaxes me. I 
joined different online groups to sell, buy and 
exchange plants, and to get advice on how to 
take care of specific plants. As a result of the 
pandemic, I now have a real jungle of around 
50 plants that I really enjoy.  

During the lockdown, many of us also reflect-
ed on our lives, our jobs, and the things that 
matter. I used to work 14-15 hours a day, but 
during the pandemic, I realised that I had had 
enough, that a job is not all there is in life. I 
used to be available 24/7, which resulted in 
a lot of anxiety, stress, and impatience, which 
also impacted my private life. I was nervous 
and my mind was not present. During the 
lockdown, I worked from home and took care 
of my three-year-old. I had to feed and en-
tertain my child, as the kindergartens were 
closed. In fact, kindergarten was available but 
only for certain parents who did certain jobs; 

this was not the case for me. My job didn’t 
save lives, so my kid was at home. My partner 
was working, so I had to juggle my job and 
taking care of my child. And when my partner 
came home, I would then work until 9 or 10 
pm to complete my work. It was at this point 
that I realised it was not worth it, and maybe I 
am too old for that.  

Many companies don’t understand that work-
ers are an asset, and that they need good 
work-life balance. Maybe this will change with 
the younger generations who understand the 
importance of free time. I started looking for 
a new job, and now I know it was the best 
decision. I am now more at peace, my brain 
functions better, and I have more energy to 
take care of my child. Now, I have an eight-
hour working day, free weekends and hol-
idays, and I don’t even bring the computer 
home, because I don’t have to. This is a very 
positive outcome of the pandemic, because 
without it, maybe I would have continued to 
live like I did before COVID-19. ”

43 years oldJoy

During the lockdown, many of us also 
reflected on our lives, our jobs, and the 
things that matter.
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November 2022
DENMARK

I can be who I am 
and be LGBTQIA+. 
I feel like I have found 
a home in my own 
skin and body.

“
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I live in a small city in Denmark, and I’m about 
to turn 30. I live alone in a small house close 
to nature, which is good because I like to hike. 
I am a substitute teacher at two schools, a 
public school and a private school. Also, I am 
a substitute teacher at a home for disabled 
people. I spend a lot of time with my family. 
Currently, I am studying Danish and German 
to become a teacher in elementary schools.  

I did not deal well with everyday life during 
the pandemic. I was close to becoming de-
pressed. I was in a relationship where I did 
not feel comfortable. I had to re-discover my-
self and realised that I am gay. I moved back 
with my family because the relationship I was 
in felt toxic. When I moved home with my 
family, I spent a lot of time taking walks with 
my mom. My system had to slow down, and I 
had to find myself again. My family have chal-
lenges with their health and as the only child 
I felt pressure to take care of them. COVID-19 
also did some good things for me, because 
I realised that I was where I should be. I am 

grateful for all the challenges because reality 
kicked me and told me that some things were 
more important - even though it was really 
hard. It was, in a way, like the Phoenix bird—
burning completely to the ground, only to rise 
up again.

I see the pandemic as a turning point in my 
life. I spent my time figuring out if I was gay 
and met with women and non-binary people. 
It was a period where I had to figure out what 
I wanted. I spoke to my parents about it a lot 
and told them I didn’t believe in myself when 
it came to being attracted to women. My par-
ents said that I should do whatever makes me 
happy, they would love me either way. Before 
I felt that I had to prove something, that I had 
to fit some stereotype. It’s hard to explain, but 
I have now just let go. I don’t have to look a 
certain way to be LGBTQIA+. I don’t have to 
act a certain way to be LGBTQIA+. I can be 
who I am and be LGBTQIA+. If someone feels 
differently, that is okay as well. I feel like I have 
found a home in my own skin and body.

”

30 years oldCarina
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AUSTRIA

Getting this legal suit 
underway was quite 
a lot of work, but very 
satisfactory.

“
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I am Florence, a union activist and a self-em-
ployed journalist. When the pandemic start-
ed, I was alarmed. I was not concerned by 
the lockdown, as I work from home by myself 
most of the time anyway. But I saw how other 
people struggled. I was also worried because 
of the increasing polarisation of our society. 
At the beginning of the pandemic, the gov-
ernment did not pay enough attention to the 
long-term effects for society. People got dis-
appointed, month after month, as every time 
we were told it was over, it was not. I feel it 
would have been better if communication 
had been more honest and open. They could 
have told people that there are different 
forms of therapy available, instead of leaving 
a kind of information vacuum which was filled 
by fears and insecurities. I began looking for 
ways to do something about this increase in 
fear and insecurity. I reached out to the re-
gional government and produced a podcast 
for them. In this podcast, I aimed to capture 
the overall mood, to provide something for 
the mental health of people as well as realisti-
cally assess what was going on. This podcast 
provided a platform for people, from children 
to senior citizens, to voice their feelings.   

I also organised a class action suit so that 
self-employed individuals and small enter-
prises would not have to pay rent for prem-

ises if they were unable to use them due to 
lockdowns. I realised that this was a signifi-
cant issue for small enterprises and self-em-
ployed individuals, as they were still required 
to pay rent despite being unable to conduct 
any business. I looked up the tenancy laws, 
which state that the rented object belongs to 
the landlord and a tenant is only obligated 
to pay rent if they can use the object for its 
intended purpose. Therefore, if the tenant is 
unable to use the premises for its intended 
purpose, they do not have to pay the rent, 
and the risk lies with the landlord. I then or-
ganised the class action suit in front of the 
constitutional court. I began by conducting 
media outreach, informing newspapers and 
media outlets about our initiative. I distribut-
ed handouts by walking through shopping 
streets, placing a leaflet under the door of 
each closed shop. The leaflets contained 
basic information, a phone number, and an 
email address. We were inundated with hun-
dreds of calls, which were answered by three 
individuals over several days. In the end, the 
court ruled in our favour, affirming that land-
lords have no right to collect rent if the prem-
ises cannot be used as intended in the rent-
ing contract. Getting this legal suit underway 
was quite a lot of work, but very satisfactory. 
We helped many people. ”

47 years oldFlorence

I also organised a class action suit so that self-employed individuals and small enterprises would not have to pay rent for premises if they were unable to use them due to lockdowns.
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LITHUANIA

Situations like this 
show what a powerful 
force CSOs are. They 
react here and now, 
not waiting for yet 
another meeting 
to take action.

“
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I live in a city in Lithuania and lead a CSO 
founded by my mother who passed away six 
years ago. I live with my partner, and I have a 
severe disability. At home or at work, I walk 
with crutches, and when I need to go further, 
I use a wheelchair.   

The biggest challenges I experienced during 
the pandemic were in relation to my work. Our 
organisation has a range of activities: a wom-
en’s crisis centre, charity canteen, day care for 
children, and specialised help for victims of 
domestic violence and other people in need. 
During the pandemic, we continued to assist 
victims of violence, providing psychological 
and legal help remotely. The biggest chal-
lenge was with our charitable canteen as, es-
pecially during the first quarantine, all cater-
ing activities had to stop. For a few weeks, we 
could not resume our activities and people 
called me every day, asking “when are you 
going to give us food?”. I just raised my hands 
in despair. I appealed to the municipality for 
help, asking them to provide us with protec-
tive gear so that we could resume activities. 
The municipality’s first response was that 
CSOs should purchase protective equipment 
themselves, but how could we? These were 
unexpected expenses, and we did not have 
the funds. Little by little we pushed through, 
people sewed cloth masks and brought them 
to us. As soon as we collected protective 
gear, we resumed our activities. We gathered 
in a small team and decided how to proceed. 
It felt like we were sitting at the barricades, 

strategising how to help others while keep-
ing the volunteers safe. We started distribut-
ing food ensuring that there was as little con-
tact as possible.    

Other people stayed at home during quaran-
tine and rested, but my workload increased. 
I sent hundreds of letters to local companies 
requesting help so that we could continue 
helping people, but only a couple respond-
ed to my call. We made a fuss about the lack 
of support from the municipality. I called pol-
iticians complaining about the attitude of the 
municipality and publicised the situation on 
Facebook. Eventually, the municipality coor-
dinated procurement of protective equip-
ment for various organisations. They gave us 
disinfectant liquid and masks. Situations like 
this show what a powerful force CSO can be. 
They react here and now, not waiting for yet 
another meeting to take action.    

At the beginning of the pandemic, I worried 
about my own health. Not only do I have a 
disability, but my lungs are sensitive. The 
slightest draught is enough for me to cough 
and suffocate and, as we know, lungs are ex-
actly what COVID-19 targets. I had anxiety 
that if I got sick, it could end badly. On the 
other hand, the quarantines brought some 
positive developments. Remote work has its 
advantages, and quarantine showed me that 
you can connect and discuss problems de-
spite distance. ”

41 years oldAgne
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TURKEY

It was so difficult and 
exhausting to do all 
the household chores 
while also trying to 
follow online classes, 
submit papers,
and take exams.

“
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I am Müjde. I have five sisters and three broth-
ers. My father is a construction foreman; my 
mother is a housewife. I am a senior university 
student, and I stay in a student dormitory dur-
ing the school term. 

After the first COVID-19 case in Turkey in 
March 2020, we switched to online educa-
tion. I went back to stay with my parents and 
three brothers. It was a very difficult period. 
Attending classes online while staying with 
my family affected me badly in every sense. 
My mother has brittle bone disease, so it can 
be difficult and painful for her to do house 
chores. When I went back home, the bur-
den fell on me since my sisters are all mar-
ried, and I am the only female child left in the 
household. My youngest brother is a senior 
high school student. I forced him to contrib-
ute to household chores, but he used his 
schoolwork as an excuse to avoid it. My father 
does not do domestic chores unless the rest 
of the household is all sick. So, I had to do 
almost all the housework, preparing meals, 
cleaning dishes, cleaning the house, doing 
laundry, serving tea in the evenings, serving 
guests, and so on. It was difficult and exhaust-
ing to do all the household chores while also 
trying to follow online classes, submit papers, 
and take exams. I remember times when I 
was making coffee for guests while also try-
ing to respond to exam questions. Due to all 
that stress, I ended up having physical and 

psychological health issues. I lost a lot of 
weight, my ulcer got worse, my glasses pre-
scription changed from 2 to 3.75, and I had 
panic attacks. As I was trying to catch up with 
everything, I had to go to bed late at night 
and get up early in the morning and I started 
to have sleep problems. I still cannot sleep 
properly. I received psychiatric treatment be-
fore the pandemic and I was doing okay, but 
the pandemic exacerbated my psychological 
problems and I had to start seeing a psychi-
atrist again. Although I used to have good 
relations with my family and had almost no 
arguments, I started to have quarrels with my 
parents and brothers. 

Online education was another problem. I 
did not have a computer, only a cell phone 
for the first few months. Our house does not 
have an internet infrastructure or network, so 
I had to use my phone and its data to follow 
online classes, write my papers and exams. 
My phone was old and broken and I could 
not download the applications or readings 
our professors shared with us. Before the 
pandemic, I never failed a course.  Even un-
der these circumstances, I attended all the 
classes; yet my grades dropped considera-
bly during the pandemic. I even considered 
dropping out. Then I motivated myself to 
continue, thinking that I should complete my 
education and have my economic independ-
ence.   ”

23 years oldMüjde
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SPAIN

The pandemic has 
made it very difficult 
for those of us who 
work without a fixed 
and stable contract.

“
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My name is Olivia, and I am a mother of a 
six-year-old girl. I am also a victim of gen-
der-based violence. I have always worked as 
a waitress, a profession that I loved, but since 
giving birth to my daughter, I had to quit be-
cause my work schedule was incompatible 
with her care. I separated from my daughter’s 
father when she was around three years old 
and since then, my life has consisted of fight-
ing, getting by, and surviving for my daughter.  

I have worked in many jobs, like cleaning and 
taking care of older people, but with the pan-
demic, these opportunities vanished. Finding 
a job where I live has been quite difficult. I 
have to work because I must earn money to 
pay the bills and buy everything my daughter 
needs. I try to look for jobs that I can com-
bine with my daughter’s school schedule.  
My parents are elderly with health problems. 
Besides, they do not live nearby, so I cannot 
count on their support. I don’t have much 
help. The pandemic has made it very difficult 
for those of us who work without a fixed and 
stable contract. This type of work was my only 
source of income, and with the pandemic, I 
have found myself in precarious situations, 
without money for necessities. There is an 
association where I live that helps people 
like me and we have survived thanks to their 

constant help. They gave us non-perishable 
food and something fresh once a week, so 
we could have some basics to survive.   

The lockdown period was an uncertain and 
lonely time, where the only thing that kept me 
alive was my daughter. I had a very hard time 
because suddenly, I found myself with a child 
without being able to go out. My apartment 
had no terrace or balcony, which made it ex-
asperating. My daughter spent the whole day 
restlessly looking out of the window. When 
we could go shopping, I had to take her with 
me, but how could I take such a little girl to do 
the shopping? Because of her age, she is very 
active, moves a lot, and touches everything. I 
felt I could not handle going to the supermar-
ket with her. I asked my neighbour upstairs 
for help, and she was nice. When I needed 
food, I asked her to take care of my child 
while I went to do shopping. I felt terribly 
lonely. I missed the help of different organi-
sations that should have been more involved 
with vulnerable groups such as mothers in 
charge of minors. External help would have 
helped me with my daughter. She still expe-
riences difficulties because of the lockdown, 
such as behavioural problems and changes 
in her sleep schedule. I don’t know what to 
do to calm her down and normalise her days. ”

40 years oldOlivia

I missed the help of different organisations that should have been more involved with vulnerable groups such as mothers in charge of minors. External help would have helped me with my daughter. 
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ITALY

With the lockdown, 
all his attention was 
on me. It was 
continuous violence.

“
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My name is Maria. I am 35 years old, and I have 
two children aged five and almost three. I was 
with my ex-husband for 13 years. In the last 
two years, the psychological violence started, 
followed by the physical violence. With the 
lockdown, all his attention was on me. It was 
continuous violence. Before it had been inter-
mittent violence. 

Once, secretly, I asked my mother to get in-
formation from the counselling centre on 
how to deal with violence. They told her that 
I should contact 1522, the national hotline for 
violence against women and girls. However, 
he forbade me to use the phone. In July 2020, 
a neighbour of mine heard me shouting when 
my husband had gone out, and he knocked 
on my door and asked me how I was. I asked 
him to make a phone call to 1522. The social 
workers on the phone told me to get myself 
to a safe place as soon as possible and then 
to contact them again for help.  

Two days later, I was able to call 1522 again. 
They explained about possible ways to es-
cape the violence. It was an emergency sit-
uation, so they took me to the shelter. In the 
shelter I had legal, psychological, and practi-
cal assistance. The ten months in the shelter 
were a break from life, to understand and 
become aware of what had happened to me 

so I could start again. I started receiving cit-
izenship income. I found a house and now I 
am looking for a job. The Juvenile Court ruled 
that the father of my children has no parental 
authority. He cannot come near us.  

When you live in violence you resign yourself, 
you think there are no alternatives, but it is not 
so. There are the fears and the threats, and 
you ask yourself: “Where do I go alone with 
two children?”. You have to ask for help from 
institutions and anti-violence centres, like the 
one that helped me. Relatives and friends are 
not enough. When you call 1522, they ex-
plain what they do; they don’t put obligations 
or limits on you. They show you the different 
possibilities to get out of the violence. Howev-
er, we need to intensify the presence of shel-
ters, raise awareness in schools, and increase 
funding. 

The children adapted very easily to the new 
situation. In the shelter there were other wom-
en’s children and they understood that they 
were not the only ones in that situation. They 
did not feel like they were second-class chil-
dren. They had witnessed, both directly and 
indirectly, the violence, they had seen their 
mother crying, or they had seen me with 
bruises. Now I am a free person.  ”

35 years oldMaria

When you live in violence you resign yourself, you think there are no 
alternatives, but it is not so.
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GERMANY

Since I work in a 
hospital, I never had 
the option of working 
from home during the 
pandemic.

“
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My name is Olga, I am originally from Russia 
and came to Germany when I was 13 years 
old. I am 39 years old and a single mother. I 
live with my daughter who is eight years old. I 
work part-time in a hospital and as a self-em-
ployed personal fitness trainer and nutrition 
counsellor. My job is 40 km away from my 
home, so I commute four times a week. Since 
I work in a hospital, I never had the option of 
working from home during the pandemic. 
Also, for employees in the medical sector, it is 
mandatory to be vaccinated. I had to be vac-
cinated even though I had several concerns 
regarding the vaccination and the campaign 
around it because I have a blood disease. 
I was put under a lot of pressure at work to 
have it so I finally decided to take the vaccine, 
otherwise I would have risked my job.  

My impression is that this situation led to a 
bad image of mothers. Women were the ones 
who were missing at the workplace and who 
really were affected. At my work, I was able 
to see in our internal system who fell sick, 
when and how people complained about 
childcare conditions, and I realised that they 
were always women. I also know from male 
colleagues who are fathers that they hardly 
missed work and were mostly present at the 
hospital. Men just continued working as usual. 

I also had a fight with my daughter’s father be-
cause he refused to take care of her during the 
pandemic and to make a firm commitment to 
split the work equally between us. Nowadays, 
I feel much more helpless as a single moth-
er than before. Partially, I was able to rely on 
the school’s emergency childcare for children 
of ‘system-relevant’ people since I work in a 
hospital. However, this only helped a little be-
cause the care was only available until 2 pm 
and therefore someone else had to pick up 
my daughter, sometimes her friends’ mothers.  

Regarding my private life, I was lucky to have a 
network of friends and family in the city where 
I live and who I could rely on for help. When 
the pandemic started, my daughter was still 
in kindergarten, but shortly afterwards, her 
school enrolment took place. My parents 
helped me during this time when my daugh-
ter had to stay at home, but this was not al-
ways reliable since they still work full-time. A 
good friend of mine who was on maternity 
leave during the pandemic helped me a lot. 
Once, I told my supervisor that I simply did 
not know what to do and he just answered, 
“this is your responsibility!”. At work, they 
once talked about an option of offering child-
care for the employees’ children, but this idea 
was given up. ”

39 years oldOlga

Nowadays, I feel much more helpless as a single mother than before.
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BELGIUM

My husband is 
self-employed and 
kept working 
full-time, so I largely 
cared for both of my 
sons. I thought this 
was an unfair 
arrangement.

“
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I am a 36-year-old graphic designer, photogra-
pher, and art educator living in a large city in 
Belgium with my husband and my two young 
children, aged five and three years old. Before 
COVID-19, I worked for the local photogra-
phy museum (organising workshops and pro-
viding promotional materials) but this job fell 
apart during COVID-19, since the museum 
was only open digitally. I currently work for 
a cooperative. My husband is self-employed 
and kept working full-time, so I largely cared 
for both of my sons. I thought this was an un-
fair arrangement. My youngest son usually 
goes to a rehabilitation centre because he is 
underdeveloped for his age due to suffering 
from meningitis when he was younger.  

When the pandemic first hit, he initially kept 
going to the centre, but there were very limit-
ed opportunities for us to visit, and his group 
was quickly put under quarantine and thera-
peutic practices came to a halt. There was no 
point in keeping him there, so we brought 
him home for about three months. It was 
tricky figuring out how to compensate for 
the centre’s therapies and, at the same time, 
juggle the work I had left and the care for my 
other son. I basically had to become a speech 

and physical therapist quickly. I managed to 
do it through trial and error. I also reached out 
to the rehabilitation centre, informing them 
about the things I was trying out, and they 
gave me some tips. I’d say it worked, and my 
son actually learned how to walk up the stairs 
during this time.  

My husband and I try to split the care/domes-
tic work more evenly, though I still do more 
than him. When my kids could go to school 
and the centre again and the grandparents 
could babysit weekly again, I found a job at 
the cooperative through my personal net-
work. The cooperative engages in activism 
which is important to me. We participate in 
not-for-profit projects with local organisa-
tions. For example, we have created a safe 
space in the local library for women, mostly 
women from a migration background and/
or have limited knowledge of the language. 
They can access a dedicated space in the li-
brary’s garden to mingle with each other and 
to collectively work on a spice and vegetable 
garden. We have some ideas for expanding 
to other public spaces as well and have an 
ultimate goal of making the city a more wom-
an-friendly place.  ”

36 years oldJasmine

I basically had to become a speech and physical therapist quickly.
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ROMANIA

The pandemic was 
a hard blow for the 
gay community in 
Romania. We were 
confronted with a 
medical crisis and 
a community crisis.

“
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I am a 29-year-old gay man and gay-rights 
activist. I am HIV-positive. As I am aware of 
my privileges as a white, non-Roma person, 
I try to make good use of them. I live publicly 
as HIV-positive in order to advocate for the 
rights of HIV-positive persons. The pandem-
ic was a hard blow for the gay community in 
Romania. We were confronted with a medical 
crisis and a community crisis. 

In September 2021, there was a terrible na-
tionwide medication crisis for HIV, cancer, 
and auto-immune diseases. This drug crisis 
happens annually, usually in January-Febru-
ary, because the state stalls the approval of 
the annual budget. However, this crisis deep-
ened with the pandemic, because the state 
cut the funds for drug subsidies and diverted 
them for the medical emergencies associat-
ed with COVID-19. During the pandemic we 
were cut off from our doctors and from HIV 
drugs. Once I came out as gay, I reached out 
to a larger gay community and learned that 
there are HIV patients in the country who have 
not started treatment even five months after 
the diagnosis. The pandemic increased pa-
tients’ mistrust in the authorities and it is really 
difficult for patients without moral support or 
access to information to keep faith and contin-
ue treatment. They stopped seeing their doc-
tor, they stop trying to secure the necessary 
medicine, they are in denial. Some of them do 

it out of mistrust and others even did it as a 
gesture of revenge against the system. These 
reactions were always present, but now they 
have exploded into a full-blown crisis. Hardly a 
day passes that we do not receive a message 
or a phone call from someone threatening to 
commit suicide or to stop taking their medi-
cation. The drugs are critical, but they are just 
one piece of the puzzle. There is also a need 
for psychological counselling and monitoring. 

There is a lot of misunderstanding of HIV 
among medical personnel. I experienced it 
when I got my first dose of the COVID-19 vac-
cine. I ticked HIV-positive on the medical form 
and the nurse panicked and asked me whether 
it is safe for me to receive the vaccine, instead 
of encouraging me to opt for it. She spoke to 
the coordinating doctor, and he told me that 
there was a risk that my retroviral medication 
will neutralise the vaccine’s effect and recom-
mended that I stop the antiretroviral medi-
cation for around a week, for the vaccine to 
take effect. To add insult to injury, he warned 
me that if the vaccine is not effective, I would 
be wasting a precious dose. I confronted him 
and went ahead with the vaccination and 
then I created a scandal on social media to 
make a point. There is a 40% vaccination rate 
among the HIV-positive population in Roma-
nia, a very low rate for immunocompromised 
patients. ”

29 years oldAndrei

There is a 40% vaccination rate among the 
HIV-positive population in Romania, a very low rate for immunocompromised patients. 
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HUNGARY

The pandemic came 
and suddenly Roma 
children had a lot of 
problems: no internet 
at home, no tablets, 
no electricity in the 
houses, no desks, no 
separate rooms.

“
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I live in a midsize city in South Hungary, I am 
43 years old, and I still live in the same house 
where I grew up. My mother was 16 when I 
was born. I was not planned and my father, 
who was 17 at that time, never accepted me. 
I was raised by my grandparents, because my 
mum moved out early and she didn’t take 
care of me. I was the first to graduate from 
high school. My grandparents were illiterate. 
I wanted to go to college and live in a dor-
mitory, so I found a teacher training univer-
sity in a midsize city. Nobody supported me, 
my grandparents didn’t want to let me go, 
they were afraid, and the Roma looked down 
at me because I wasn’t married at 19 and I 
would be too educated. But I wanted to be 
free, and I wanted to leave. I wouldn’t have 
stayed here for anyone.

In 2018, I joined the Child Welfare Service, 
first working as a mentor helping Roma wom-
en and families. Now I work as a social worker 
in kindergartens and schools. People used to 
bring their Roma children to me when I was in 
college so I could help them, and the Roma 
got used to me helping them. Then the pan-
demic came and suddenly Roma children had 

a lot of problems: no internet at home, no tab-
lets, no electricity in the houses, no desks, no 
separate rooms. I joined forces with another 
Roma activist, and we decided we had to do 
something. I got three laptops from my work-
place, I had two tablets and a computer, and 
then the Roma children came to study with 
me. The Roma were not afraid to meet each 
other, there was no fear of each other or of 
catching the virus. But at home we wore masks 
when the children were here. In April 2020, 
18-20 children came to our house to study, I 
kept in touch with the schools about how and 
what we were learning. A small church also 
helped us so we could give the children food 
when they were here. We saved the children 
from dropping out of school. In January 2021, 
I decided to turn this into a civil association. 
Several Roma and non-Roma educational and 
social professionals and parents joined us. 
We founded this organisation to receive do-
nations and grants. But in the meantime, I had 
my own child who was in first grade when we 
were home schooling. I had to study with my 
own child in the morning and in the afternoon 
the kids would come, and I had to help them. 
It was a tough period. ”

43 years oldGabi

We saved the children from dropping out of school. 
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CROATIA

My life suddenly 
turned into 
a horror story.

“
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My name is Vera. I am 72. When I was 24, I 
was diagnosed with paraplegia, a type of 
paralysis which affected both of my legs. At 
the beginning, I just needed a cane for sup-
port, but then I needed a wheelchair, which 
has remained my companion ever since.  Af-
ter I retired and my partner died, I decided 
to move to a residential home for the elderly. 
For a while, it met part of my expectations, but 
they are not used to having very active ten-
ants. They expect to deal with tired and help-
less people. I was very energetic and organ-
ised many workshops. I founded an CSO with 
people with disabilities. Thanks to funding 
from the municipality, several beehives were 
placed in a huge park opposite our building. 
The bees live there and produce honey.

My stay in the residence home was endurable 
up to a certain point, but COVID-19 changed 
everything. My life suddenly turned into a 
horror story. They locked us in our rooms, put 
a chair in front of the door, brought meals, 
knocked on the door, and left it on the chair. 
Later, they would collect empty plates, without 
knocking, of course. For 130 days, I was treat-
ed as a prisoner sentenced to solitary confine-
ment. A special part of this story is about my 
beloved 15-year-old dog. They did not let him 
stay with me, but before lockdown I arranged 

my car as his living space. During the day, we 
went out together, during the night, he would 
sleep in my car. Lockdown changed our rou-
tine, and I had to ask my friend to take my dog 
to his home. Also, if people came and talked 
to me over the balcony, the staff screamed at 
them and demanded that they leave. They 
would say they were endangering the poor 
old people. But the truth was that COVID-19 
was already inside, with us from the begin-
ning - out of 300 permanent tenants, 170 
were infected.   

I decided to move to a house at the coast. 
Now I know that it was the best decision I have 
made in my whole life. One year has passed 
since I have been living in this house. A month 
after my arrival, I found out that the aban-
doned village above the town has a perfect 
space for my bees. I put hives in the courtyard, 
and bees immediately settled there. My daily 
routine has become to ride six kilometers to 
that village every day in my wheelchair scoot-
er, work with the bees and prepare different 
healthy products for several hours, and then 
ride back. Tourist guides have put the area on 
their route to visit. I do not sell products, but I 
ask people to donate money to the NGO that 
I founded. ”

72 years oldVera

I decided to move to a house at the coast. Now I know that it was the best decision I have made in my whole life. 
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UNITED KINGDOM

I think that COVID-19 
has really strengthened 
people’s sense of 
community and their 
desire to support 
others.

“
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My name is Mark, and I am a 36-year-old man 
living in Oxfordshire. I have worked at my lo-
cal supermarket for six years. At the begin-
ning of lockdown, I was living with my mother, 
who had just finished cancer treatment, and 
my father. However, my father sadly passed 
away in April 2020 due to sepsis. During lock-
down, I saw on a local Facebook page that a 
woman with two young children, one of which 
had a muscle-wasting disease, was struggling 
to get food and essentials. I decided to sup-
port her and delivered two bags of food for 
free to her door. The woman was appreciative 
and told others of my good deed, which start-
ed me off volunteering. I’ve always been the 
sort of person who fixes a problem when I see 
it, and I saw a gap in how people were being 
supported during the pandemic. I’m fit and 
healthy and was leaving the house as I was a 
key worker, so I decided that I was well placed 
to support vulnerable people. I started post-
ing on local Facebook groups offering my ser-
vices for delivering essentials and began de-
livering around 20 prescriptions daily. I think 
that I have supported over 2000 people since 
I started volunteering and have made lots of 
friends in the community, both people I have 
supported and other volunteers in the area. I 
feel that doing this work has given me a sense 
of purpose and direction in my life that I did 

not have before. I am proud of what I’ve done 
and have found that supporting others has 
helped my mental health and with the grief of 
losing my father. 

I was hit by a taxi when delivering blood to 
a doctor’s surgery in February 2021, which 
forced me to take a break. My bike had to be 
scrapped, but a charity heard about my vol-
unteering work and gifted me a new bike to 
carry on once I recovered. The great thing 
about volunteering is that anyone can do it. I 
didn’t need any resources, just my bike, Face-
book, and people’s willingness. I also utilised 
one of the apps which was developed by 
the government to connect people in need 
with volunteers. I have been also nominated 
for an award to honour volunteers by one of 
the prestigious institutions. I have also been 
asked to speak at local schools to inspire chil-
dren to support others. None of these things 
would have happened without COVID-19, 
and I will forever be thankful for the ways my 
life has changed. The pandemic completely 
changed my life. I think that COVID-19 has re-
ally strengthened people’s sense of commu-
nity and their desire to support others, which 
is great. One day I hope to start a charity, as 
volunteering will now always be a part of my 
life. ”

36 years oldMark

One day I hope to start a charity, as volunteering will now always be 
a part of my life.
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FRANCE

The institutions 
took advantage of 
COVID-19 and
lockdowns to deny 
us foreigners 
our rights.

“
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I am a 49-year-old Brazilian dancer and cos-
tume maker and I have two daughters in their 
twenties. I left my violent husband and sought 
refuge in France about ten years ago. In Bra-
zil, I was a homeowner making a good living. 
After I arrived here, I could not do my job as 
a specialised educator since my diploma was 
not recognised. I had to work to support my 
daughters, so I became a capoeira and dance 
teacher. I gave classes Monday to Friday and 
did shows on Saturday and Sunday. With pan-
demic restrictions and my illness, I couldn’t 
work like I did before. I have polyarthromy-
algia, a degenerative disease. I can’t do any-
thing about it, nor can the doctors. 

Initially, I was afraid of the COVID-19 situation. 
My daughters spent the lockdown with me. 
They were worried about catching it, especial-
ly because I have respiratory problems. With-
out the vaccine, it would be fatal for me to 
contract COVID-19. I was also afraid because 
my older daughter is studying to be a nurse. 
I saw doctors and nurses dropping dead like 
flies because of the virus. She was forced to 
go and work in the hospital.  

During the lockdowns, the Family Allowance 
Fund suddenly stopped paying my benefits. I 
spent two months in the doldrums, I was des-
perate. I had to prove that I had a residence 
permit to validate my rights. I had the papers 
that prove my legal status, but I needed a cer-

tificate from the prefecture, and it was closed. 
Orders for costumes were cancelled, and my 
savings were gone. I had rent to pay. I asked 
a social worker for help. She gave me food 
vouchers but that’s all we had, and not all su-
permarkets take vouchers! What saved me 
was a man who paid for masks that I made be-
cause he knew I was struggling financially. I am 
grateful to him. He brought me milk, bread, 
and vegetables because I had nothing. A Bra-
zilian friend contacted someone about my dif-
ficulties and how I was afraid of ending up on 
the street. This person went shopping for me 
too. I saw people who didn’t care about skin 
colour or nationality. They just wanted to help 
a mother and her children. I will never forget 
that. Some, on the other hand, treated us as if 
we foreigners had brought COVID-19 here. I 
imagine it must have been worse for Asians.  
I received an answer from the prefecture in 
May 2020. Fortunately, the estate agency un-
derstood my rights and did not kick me out. 

The institutions took advantage of COVID-19 
and lockdowns to deny us foreigners our 
rights. We know that there is COVID-19, but 
that doesn’t mean that we don’t have rights, 
or that we have fewer rights than others. I 
need the Disability Agency to accept my file 
so that I can work with a disabled status. Even 
now, we are still fighting against the system 
which makes it complicated to get aid. ”

45 years oldAndrea

I saw people who didn’t care about skin colour or nationality. They just wanted to help a mother and her children. 
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SLOVAKIA

I have to deal with 
the court, the police, 
and everything. 
COVID-19 is on top 
of all of that.

“
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My name is Sylvia. I am 36 years old, and I 
have four children. I was with a partner during 
the first wave of the pandemic. I experienced 
violence, both psychological and physical. He 
also stole my money, and at that time a lot of 
money was needed. The children had to do 
online schooling, I had to buy equipment and 
increase the internet data. I still breastfeed 
the youngest, and with online school for old-
er kids it was very difficult. My children and I 
were in a terrible state. When I came to the 
shelter, I weighed 49 kilos. When my partner 
hit my daughter so badly that she needed to 
see a doctor, I knew that I had to leave. But I 
had nowhere to go. I’m from an orphanage, 
I don’t have a family. My brother helps me 
with money sometimes, but he doesn’t always 
have any. 

The shelters were closed, and having four chil-
dren with me meant it wasn’t easy to find one. 
When they told me in June that I could come 
here to the shelter, it was unbelievable. But I 
had to figure out how to leave the house, how 
to pack. In the end, I managed to flee from 
the house. It was difficult in the beginning. 
We were scared that he would find us. Then 
we got a restraining order, so we felt much 
safer. They help us a lot here with the author-
ities and with psychological counselling. We 

also get some groceries and some cosmetics 
when I need it. This is a big help, because I 
only have parental allowance and I need to 
pay for everything, things for the school, kids’ 
courses, food, and diapers for the baby. The 
allowance is not enough. Now I at least know 
how much I have. Before, I did not know how 
much I had in my bank account since he took 
my bank card. It is much better now. But then 
another disaster came. The father of my child, 
(my ex-partner, not the one I left) got an in-
terim measure to take custody of my daugh-
ter. Now I am waiting for the court trial to get 
her back. But even in court everything is de-
layed by the pandemic. We don’t even have a 
hearing date yet. Her father makes all sorts of 
problems so I can’t see her. He invents things 
about the pandemic, he wants me to be test-
ed for COVID-19 all the time. Testing requires 
additional expenses. 

There’s a lot going on. Sometimes I feel like 
I can’t take it anymore, but I have to. We ap-
proach COVID-19 differently. I am not saying 
it is not serious, we also had it. But it doesn’t 
stress us the way that it stresses other people. 
People stress about the shops being closed, 
but I have to deal with the court, the police, 
and everything. COVID-19 is on top of all of 
that. ”

36 years oldSilvia

The shelters were closed, and having four children with me meant it wasn’t easy to find one. 
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LITHUANIA

With just two weeks 
left before the end 
of the season, we 
were informed that 
we would be laid off 
because the hotel 
would not be 
operating.

“
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I am 25 years old. I studied logistics and trade, 
and I worked in a hotel as the chief adminis-
trator for over two years. I currently live with 
my fiancée in an apartment we bought with 
the help of a bank loan. My life and work were 
greatly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

In March last year, we started hearing ru-
mours that many businesses would have to 
close. The hotel manager and owners calcu-
lated that it was no longer financially viable to 
operate the hotel. We had to stop all activities 
at the hotel within two days, cancel bookings 
or move people to other hotels. The fate of 
the staff was unclear. At first, it was said that 
we must use our available leave days. But I 
didn’t have any days left, so I was forced to 
request indefinite unpaid leave.  

Later, information spread through the media 
that companies could receive subsidies from 
the government, but only if employees were 
paid during their downtime. The company di-
rector contacted us and said that we would 
be put on downtime and receive minimal 
pay. I stayed on downtime from March till the 
end of May. The hotel still couldn’t open, so I 
was offered a job by the same owners at the 
seaside in a holiday home. I was told that ei-
ther I take this offer, or I’d be fired. I agreed. 
By the end of July, rumours started spreading 

that we were going to be laid off and no one 
wanted to let us know beforehand so that we 
could at least try to find a new job. Finally, 
with just two weeks left before the end of the 
season, we were informed that we would be 
laid off because the hotel would not be op-
erating. They forced us to sign voluntary res-
ignations. We parted with the employer and 
owners not on very nice terms, because our 
personal situations were not considered.  

I was registered as unemployed at the Em-
ployment Service for eight months. At first, I 
thought I would rest, not look for a job. When 
I started looking for a job, I realised that the 
situation was bad. I couldn’t find a job that I 
would like with a similar salary. Finally, I got 
tired of sitting at home and needed money, 
so I started working at a grocery store. The 
salary is almost the same as I got at the ho-
tel and working conditions are good. Luckily 
my fiancée kept his job during the quarantine 
and could pay our loan for the apartment. If 
I were alone, I probably would have had to 
move back in with my parents. My fiancée 
proposed last August, and we were plan-
ning to save money for the wedding. Our 
wedding will take place one way or another 
this autumn, but it is much harder to save the 
needed amount. We had to tighten our belts 
so much more. ”

25 years oldKristina

They forced us to sign voluntary resignations. We parted with the employer and owners not on very nice terms, because our personal situations were not considered.  
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ICELAND

People had been 
stuck at home for 
over a year, 
contemplating who 
they were and why 
they felt bad in 
their own body.

“
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I´m 24 years old and I am a high school teach-
er. I’m non-binary and I go by they/them. I 
spend most of my spare time on activism 
and fighting for human rights, especial-
ly for non-binary people. I realise that it is a 
great privilege to have the time and finan-
cial security to be able to do this. Spending 
my time educating and fighting for a better 
world gives me purpose and peace of mind 
amidst adversity. I thought that adversity and 
aggression against non-binary would have 
gone down with the pandemic, but this did 
not happen. Society moved away from dis-
cussing queer people to health-related top-
ics. Government actions in the pandemic 
were executed based on gender binary. For 
example, everything regarding vaccinations 
was based on the two genders and all data 
published also.  

The gender backlash is bad for trans people 
and non-binary in general. The most margin-
alised groups like queer/disabled immigrants 
and sex workers were mainly affected by the 
backlash. The backlash isn’t affecting people 
with more privileges like cis queer people as 
much. The government is aware of this issue 
and are trying to act, however when we were 
in the middle of the pandemic nothing was 
being done. It is often difficult for trans peo-
ple to go into the healthcare system know-
ing that the staff may not be aware of or ed-
ucated in these matters. This was especially 

evident during the pandemic. There is stress 
associated with walking into an organisation 
where you know people are going to misun-
derstand you, where you can’t use the appro-
priate bathroom or get the service that you 
need. I understand that during these unprec-
edented times that health care staff do not 
have the time to educate themselves in these 
matters such as using the right pronouns, but 
it still sucks.   

During the pandemic, only necessary surger-
ies were performed, meaning that no gen-
der affirmation surgeries were undertaken 
as they are categorised as optional. There 
was a huge surge of requests for the trans 
team at the hospitals right after COVID-19. 
People had been stuck at home for over a 
year, contemplating who they were and why 
they felt bad in their own body. As a result of 
COVID-19 people who would normally take 
longer to come out were able to do so quick-
er. The pandemic made them realise that life 
is short so it’s better to live it in their truest 
form. We have also noticed this wave of peo-
ple coming out at the organisation. Before 
the pandemic, we had support meetings for 
trans people and no one would show up, but 
now a lot of people want to join. Even though 
life is getting back to normal I don’t think that 
trans and non-binary people can just go back 
to their lives like others do. ”

24 years oldMax
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AUSTRIA

COVID-19 has 
exacerbated the 
situation of sex 
workers and made 
the problems of 
women even more 
visible.

“
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My name is Seila. I work as a self-employed 
dominatrix with my own studio. Due to the 
lockdowns, I had to close my studio tempo-
rarily and my daily structure was disrupted. 
The first lockdown was a shock for me. I could 
no longer feel joy. The uncertainty about how 
long this phase would last, how to cope finan-
cially, and whether there’d be any support 
available got to me. In the second lockdown, 
I tried to cope with the uncertainty by deter-
mining the closing time of my studio myself. It 
was an emotional rollercoaster. Only in the last 
lockdown was I able to use the free time con-
structively. Financially, I was able to make ends 
meet because I had savings to fall back on.

Many of my colleagues had financial prob-
lems. Especially because we must register 
as self-employed and insure ourselves which 
is difficult for some because of bureaucrat-
ic issues. Many continued to work illegally 
because of financial pressure. However, this 
leads to dangerous situations in which the 
women can be blackmailed and cannot turn 
to the police. I got offers to work illegally 
during the lockdowns. I had the impression 
that some people exploited this situation. 
I also know that during the long lockdowns 
some of my colleagues piled up debt, es-
pecially the migrant sex workers, who were 
not allowed to formally earn money but also 
couldn’t return to their home countries as the 
borders were closed. Later, they were able to 
work for four months and could reduce their 
debts but not really save up money for the 

next lockdown. Some sex workers were in a 
hard place. They did not have money to buy 
winter clothes for their kids and some lost 
their homes. A lot of brothels closed during 
the pandemic and many women have not yet 
returned from illegality. 

As sex workers, we go for a health check 
every six weeks. Before the pandemic, about 
3000 women went for this check-up, now not 
even 2000 women attend. This means that 
many have reduced or cancelled their self-in-
surance and now work illegally or have taken 
other jobs to make ends meet. The vaccina-
tion was very important for me – it was kind 
of a gift. As a sex worker, it is not possible to 
comply with all hygiene measures. For exam-
ple, neither I nor my colleagues wear FFP2 
masks, it is simply not possible. But testing 
is very important for me. I test myself daily 
because I don’t want to infect myself or my 
clients. I also clean and ventilate even more 
thoroughly than before. 

During the pandemic, I founded an associa-
tion, a kind of lobbying group because I was 
annoyed that sex work was always left out of 
press conferences. Through the association, 
we supported each other and shared infor-
mation. We wrote letters to the ministries and 
went public. We also collected donations and 
bought shopping vouchers that were distrib-
uted. COVID-19 exacerbated the situation of 
sex workers and made the problems of wom-
en even more visible. ”

45 years oldSeila
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ROMANIA

The first months of 
the pandemic were 
traumatising for me 
and my children. 
I think this period had 
a negative impact on 
their psychological 
development.

“
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My name is Crina, I am a single mother of two 
boys who are nine and four years old. I suffer 
from depression and struggle with obesity. 
My children’s fathers are not involved in their 
upbringing. My second son’s father was vio-
lent with me, and I left him when I was preg-
nant and moved to a maternal shelter, where 
I stayed for two years, until early 2020. I gave 
birth while I was there. Right before the pan-
demic, I moved into my own place, because I 
had managed to save some money.  

The first months of the pandemic were trau-
matising for me and my children. I think this 
period had a negative impact on their psy-
chological development. We lived in fear, 
did not go out, and the apartment was un-
derground and full of mould. In 2020, we 
jumped at the first opportunity to move out, 
even though we had to leave the capital for a 
small town 100 km away. Someone offered us 
a house there, to stay for free until it was sold. 
Two years later, we are still there. When we 
moved, I dropped out of university. I was in 
the third year studying Social Work. It should 
have been easy to follow courses, as they 
had moved online during the pandemic, but 
here we found a house which had been aban-
doned, there was no running water, it need-
ed to be cleaned and painted. I was stressed 

and ran out of psychological resources for my 
studies.   

In the summer of 2020, when my young-
est was two, I attended a foundation which 
supports women with professional reorien-
tation. After a while, I decided to re-enrol in 
my Social Work studies. Luckily, the profes-
sors are supportive and allow me to follow 
their classes without attending in person. I 
plan to graduate next year. It is time to make 
a breakthrough. I do not feel comfortable in 
this vulnerable position anymore. I rely a lot 
on other people’s help, especially financially. 
My youngest son is older now and has over-
come some of his problems, so I have a bit 
more freedom. Now my focus is on securing 
a job. A neighbour recommended me for a 
job, and I am hoping to be called for an inter-
view. My nephew, who is about my age, has 
been living temporarily with us for a month. It 
was a revelation to see what it is like to have 
help with the childcare. In four years, I have 
never experienced this relief; no one had tak-
en my youngest son to kindergarten or the 
park, and no one has done homework with 
my eldest. I felt spoiled this month. It made 
me realise that my living conditions have ex-
hausted me, and I was left completely out of 
breath and out of resources. ”

42 years oldCrina

My nephew, who is about my age, has been living temporarily with us for a month. It was a revelation to see what it is like to have help with the childcare. 
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LATVIA

Quarantine gave 
me a chance to 
return to myself 
and to understand 
that I am gay.

“
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I am 23 years old. I was born in Riga. I’m a 
master’s student and I’m involved in social 
networks, photography, and volunteer work 
in various European projects. Quarantine 
gave me a chance to return to myself and to 
understand that I am gay. 

I spent a lot of time alone reading, sitting on 
social media. The more information I con-
sumed, the more I understood that my feel-
ings are normal. There are some things in 
my life that I didn’t pay attention to or didn’t 
notice but the pandemic helped me to no-
tice all of this, to have a revelation. I was able 
to discover my true orientation. Before the 
pandemic, I tried to build relationships, but 
nothing worked out for me. During the pan-
demic, I noticed that I had a lot of posters 
with female idols. And I somehow began to 
think about it: “Why did I have so many fe-
male idols?”. When I began to delve into it, it 
dawned on me. It was hard for me to accept 
this because I considered myself homopho-
bic. I had always liked female characters and 
women, but I had never connected with these 
feelings. I was always told that I should get 
married and have children.   

Since November 2020, I began to accept my 
orientation rather than deny it. I didn’t come 
out, but I started talking about it like it was 
something ordinary. Then I joined TikTok, and 
people began to subscribe to me, and I be-
gan to feel that I was starting to enter the lo-
cal LGBTQIA+ community. Later, I even went 
to my first Erasmus meeting on the theme of 
LGBTQIA+. And yesterday, for the first time, I 
went to the Latvian LGBTQIA+ community of-
fice, which was the first to organise pride pa-
rades. It was my first public appearance, and 
it was like my coming out, because everyone 
around understands who you are and why you 
are there. I was received warmly, like family.  

From the beginning of quarantine to this 
day, I have gained self-acceptance. Quaran-
tine helped me in some ways, although this 
is strange. Before I started seeing a therapist, 
I had no one to talk to about it. I tried to talk 
to my friend, but she said it was a temporary 
thing. It was painful, we don’t talk anymore. 
When a loved one does not accept you or 
says that your feelings are temporary, it is 
very unpleasant. This experience helped me 
to understand who my friends are. Thanks to 
social networks I have found support and a 
community. ”

23 years oldVika

When a loved one does not accept you or says that your feelings are temporary, it is very unpleasant. 
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SERBIA

I noticed that violence  
escalated during  
COVID-19, and that  
poverty has too.

“
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I am Maja, and I am 60 years old. I am a single 
mother of one son, and I am a Roma wom-
an. I have been an activist for Roma women’s 
rights for over 20 years. I don’t know how 
many times I’ve had COVID-19 so far, prob-
ably four or five times. I’m constantly going 
around Roma settlements, visiting them, 
and bringing humanitarian aid. My life has 
changed because of COVID-19. For exam-
ple, the health centre where I regularly go 
became a COVID-19 hospital, and now there 
are no more regular check-ups. You can only 
go there if you have the virus. After so many 
viruses, my breathing has weakened, and 
I have to use a pump for asthmatics. But I 
didn’t stop working, my job is important. 

I noticed that violence escalated during COV-
ID-19, and that poverty has too. Those who 
used to work don’t anymore; everything has 
stopped and has not returned to the way it 
was. From my experience, violence against 
women increases during holidays when every-
one is at home, poor, and drinking leads to 
violence. That’s how it was during COVID-19, 
as if those few months of lockdown were one 
long holiday that would never end. That was 
terrible. Mortality among the Roma increased, 
especially among the elderly, although young 
people also died. But we cannot say that the 

cause was the COVID-19 because most were 
not tested before death. Few have gone to the 
doctor and doctors do not come to Roma set-
tlements. Health centres near the settlement 
were closed. The Roma did not even get vac-
cinated. God alone knows how they survived. 
And instead of them coming to us, we went 
to them. And then, we went to the COVID-19 
clinics and informed them where sick people 
were. Before the pandemic, we had a group 
of women in every settlement who were con-
tact points for violence against women. That 
all stopped when the pandemic started. Peo-
ple could not gather, and we could not reach 
them. They began to use electronic means 
of communication, the telephone, and so-
cial networks, which was the only information 
source.   

Thanks to COVID-19 I have had more time 
for myself - to work on me. One thing that 
changed is that I started thinking about my 
health more. Also, I have found some comfort 
in crochet as it helps me to disconnect from 
everything. Although I followed all the health 
instructions, it didn’t help me avoid getting 
COVID-19 because I couldn’t leave these 
women in the settlements that were waiting 
for me to come. ”

60 years oldMaja

Before the pandemic, we had a group of women in every settlement who were contact points for violence against women. That all stopped when the 
pandemic started.
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TURKEY

“ I have experienced 
incredibly hard 
situations since the 
pandemic. On the 
other hand, I am 
saying to myself 
how strong I am.
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I am 26 years old. I just graduated from uni-
versity in environmental engineering. Before 
the pandemic, I was staying in a dormitory. 
When lockdown measures were applied, I re-
turned to my family house. Unfortunately, my 
experience with my family was not positive. 
One night, we were all together at the din-
ner table and listening to the news. There was 
news about the head of Turkey’s Presidency of 
Religious Affairs targeting LGBTQIA+ individ-
uals and claiming that “homosexuality brings 
with it illnesses”, specifically referring to COV-
ID-19. When I heard this news, I made some 
pro-LGBTQIA+ comments. Then my brother 
started accusing me of having changed and 
told me that these ideas of LGBTQIA+ rights 
do not suit me. I got very angry and upset. 
We started to fight, and he beat me. Actu-
ally, something very ‘funny’ happened dur-
ing this fight. Although he is a very tall and 
good-sized guy, when a fight broke between 
us, I accidentally broke his arm. In fact, it did 
not happen accidentally, it was self-defence. 
This was the first time that I was subjected to 
violence. I think the fact that I had nowhere 
else to go and it was obvious that this peri-
od of the pandemic would be long, made my 
family more ruthless. They thought that they 
could suppress me during this time. 

As in politics, where there is a vulnerable per-
son, there are more attacks towards them. I 
think that the pandemic was a period that en-

couraged those who are prone to violence. In 
addition to the pandemic-related feeling of 
being stuck, statements from political leaders 
against women have given strength and en-
couragement to men’s use of violence.  After 
the fight with my brother, I left the house and 
moved to Istanbul. As I was leaving, I said to 
my family “only call me for someone’s death 
or wedding!”.

In Istanbul, I could not find a job as an envi-
ronmental engineer, so I started working in 
a café. Recently, I was also subjected to vio-
lence by my housemate. One day, I saw some 
scars on my dog and wanted to talk to my 
roommate about it. She battered me when I 
asked her about my dog. After this incident, I 
got a doctor’s report for proof and filed a law-
suit against her. But she is comfortable know-
ing that in Turkey the legal system and justice 
mechanisms do not work. She was saying to 
our mutual friends “What can they do to me?! 
They even release the rapists. Are they going 
to do something to me?”. I have experienced 
incredibly hard situations since the pandem-
ic. On the other hand, I am saying to myself 
how strong I am. Now I have decided to leave 
the house. But rents have doubled. I will find 
a way. I do not want to be exposed to threats 
or passive-aggressive behaviours anymore. 
My peace of mind with my dog is more im-
portant than anything else. ”

26 years oldÇiçek
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SPAIN

I had to rise like 
the Phoenix 
from the dust.

“
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My name is Carla, and I left South America 
five years ago with my son to live in Spain. 
I left my country because of extreme vio-
lence, and I had high expectations of a bet-
ter life, but my life here has been hard since 
the beginning. I worked as a carer for elderly 
people, but the conditions were inhumane. 
I worked seven days a week, and the salary 
was below minimum wage. The lady I was 
taking care of treated me poorly, insulted 
me, belittled me, and made jokes about my 
weight. Basically, I was exploited. When the 
pandemic started, I was working as a live-
out carer for a person with Alzheimer’s. The 
lady constantly insulted my skin colour. Her 
son fired me for fear of contagion, and as I 
had no contract or regular residence, I could 
not do anything. I went to a church asking 
for food, because we had nothing to eat. 
Then, a local anti-racist organisation called 
me to learn about my situation and gave 
me some money. That day I had nothing, I 
almost cried, thinking “there are still good 
people out there, caring for others”. Later, I 
was diagnosed with breast cancer. I had no 
money, no work. I felt the world was falling 
on my shoulders, but I thought that I had to 
rise like the Phoenix from the dust. I went 
to social services, and they gave me a small 
allowance that was enough to survive on at 
that time. I have trouble asking for help, be-
cause I am used to being autonomous, but I 

had to. I don’t feel shame, because it was a 
matter of survival. 

While I was in bed recovering, my son looked 
for a job, but struggled due to our lack of res-
idence. He sometimes worked without pay. 
I eventually found a cleaning job through a 
WhatsApp group. After the treatment, work-
ing became even harder. I work at night so I 
can go to the hospital during the day. Thanks 
to this job I could finally get a residence per-
mit. 

I experienced a lot of discrimination and hu-
miliation. I did not want to tell my person-
al story to anybody, but then I looked for a 
support group on the internet, and I found a 
WhatsApp group. I read the stories of others 
who were living in difficult situations during 
the pandemic. The group was anonymous, 
and I took ideas from other people on how to 
endure my situation. For instance, I learned 
to look at myself in the mirror and give my-
self encouragement with positive words. 
Now when I feel overwhelmed, I write down 
everything in a diary. These things helped 
me. I also pray to God. One needs to have 
faith in something, otherwise you will break 
down. I heard a song that says, “I will resist 
and struggle to be alive”. I repeated this to 
myself all the time. I am still fighting, and I 
have hope that everything will be alright. ”

60 years oldCarla

I heard a song that says, “I will resist and strugg-le to be alive”. I repeated this to my self all the time.
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SWEDEN

It is better now that we 
are no longer on asylum 
seekers’ benefits and that 
we live in a larger town 
with cheaper options 
available, but money is 
still tight.

“
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I am a 38-year-old Iranian woman, I came to 
Sweden as an asylum seeker two years ago. 
I live with my husband and my son. We had 
a good life in Iran. I worked as an architect, 
we had a nice house, a nice car, everything. 
But because I voiced my opinions about 
religion, it wasn’t safe for me to stay. I had 
to leave suddenly. I did not even get to say 
goodbye to my mother. Shortly after arriving 
in Sweden, the Migration Agency offered us 
accommodation in a small town where we 
lived for over a year. When we got our res-
idence permits, we moved to a larger town.     
For me, COVID-19 has been a catastrophe. 
My son had to take the train to school every 
day and I was scared he would get sick. I 
stayed home all the time and prayed that 
there would be a vaccine soon. But before 
I got the vaccine, I caught COVID-19 when 
I went to the Migration Agency for an in-
terview. I was very sick for three weeks and 
was taken to the hospital by ambulance. 
The town we lived in as asylum seekers was 
small and there was little to do there. Of 
course, COVID-19 made this more difficult. 
When we moved there, I was happy to hear 
an adult education association offered free 
Swedish classes for asylum seekers. But I 
only got to attend for one week before all 
classes were cancelled due to COVID-19. 
They said I could study using WhatsApp but 
that did not work for me. I think I understood 

maybe 20% of the online classes. Not being 
able to learn Swedish was stressful.    

Access to the internet was another obsta-
cle. Every month we bought 200 minutes of 
phone credit and three gb of data each. That 
costs 300 SEK which is a big part of the 5000 
SEK (approx. EUR 500) we get monthly. My 
son had to do online classes and once he 
ran out of data during a lesson. I called the 
Migration Agency for help. They put me on 
hold and after 15 minutes, my phone credit 
ran out. COVID-19 also made food more ex-
pensive. For instance, bread was expensive, 
so I bought flour and made my own. I tried to 
limit myself to two small meals a day. My son 
had to go without things. His shoes were old 
and broken, and he told me that he wanted 
new shoes as other kids were looking at him 
on the train. I had to tell him to wait.   

It is better now that we are no longer on asy-
lum seekers’ benefits and that we live in a 
larger town with cheaper options available, 
but money is still tight. I am happy that we 
are back in the classroom now and I feel 
like I am learning Swedish. But it is difficult 
to focus with thoughts running through my 
head. I think about my mother, about Iran, 
and about money. I need to find a job so I 
can bring my mother here. I am scared that I 
will never get to hug my mother again. ”

38 years oldSara
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CZECH REPUBLIC

The pandemic experience, 
especially the issue of 
access to healthcare and 
being treated as 
second-class citizens 
here became a sort of 
deal-breaker for us.

“
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I am Valeria. I have three children. We moved 
to the Czech Republic four years ago when 
my husband got a job here as a software en-
gineer. I am originally from Russia, where I 
got my medical degree. I could not finish the 
qualification recognition process to continue 
my aesthetic medical practice, so I opened a 
cosmetic studio. When the pandemic start-
ed, I had to close my salon for an extended 
period. I applied for some financial compen-
sation programs, and I was able to pay the 
rent and buy some food with that, but that’s 
it. Luckily, contrary to many other migrants 
in the Czech Republic, we are financially se-
cure as my husband’s job wasn’t affected by 
the pandemic.       

Even though we will be able to obtain per-
manent residency soon, we have decided 
to move to a different country. The pan-
demic experience, especially the issue of 
access to healthcare and being treated as 
second-class citizens here became a sort of 
deal-breaker for us. As non-EU migrants with 
long-term residency, we are not part of the 
public healthcare system and have to pay 
for private insurance. Also, the government 
passed a law last year changing the condi-
tions of private insurance for third-country 
nationals. Now the prices have risen, and we 
are obliged to register with one state-owned 
insurance company. As we need to pay for 
the overall period upfront, this is a consider-

able amount of money, and many migrants 
struggle to pay it. The state denying us mi-
grants’ access to healthcare became even 
more apparent during the pandemic. While 
Czech nationals had several COVID-19 tests 
for free per month, we had to pay for a test 
every time we wanted to use services. I was 
among the first migrants to get vaccinated– 
the vaccination for migrants with long-term 
residency regardless of their age or health 
status opened at the beginning of June 2021 
– long after the registration was open for all 
Czechs over 18 years old and EU citizens 
and migrants with permanent residency. I 
had to pay upfront, which was reimbursed 
to me by my private insurance after approxi-
mately one month.

Our family trusts science so we wanted to 
get vaccinated as soon as possible, and we 
have the money to pay upfront. But again, 
for migrants who work as low-skilled labour-
ers, this might be money they cannot spare. 
That’s why most migrants with long-term res-
idency got vaccinated only after the Ministry 
lowered the price from 800 CZK to 400 CZK 
in November 2021. Imagine you came here 
with your grandma, or you have a disabled 
relative, and you could not get a priority spot 
for them. So, this was a decisive moment for 
me. We like living in the Czech Republic, but 
we will be moving to a different country. ”

39 years oldValeria

The state denying us migrants’ access to 
healthcare became even more apparent during the pandemic. 
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ITALY

Before the pandemic 
I was 63 but I felt like 
I was 40. Now, I feel 
that old age has crept 
up on me all at once.

“
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I am a woman, and a mother. As a woman, I 
face one set of problems. As the mother of 
a person with disabilities, I have another set 
of problems. Before the pandemic, my life 
revolved around routines and activities that 
helped me manage my son’s mental and 
psychological disabilities while also taking 
care of myself. Before COVID-19, we would 
get up in the morning, have breakfast, and 
get ready for the day. I would go to work 
while my son went to the day-care centre. 
During my lunch break, I would go to the 
gym. On certain days of the week, I would 
do activities with him after the day-care cen-
tre. Other days, care assistants would look 
after him. This way, we managed to survive 
until dinner time, when the whole family 
came together. After dinner, my son would 
go to sleep under his father’s supervision, 
and I would often go out with friends.   

The pandemic disrupted my routine, I sud-
denly found myself solely responsible for my 
son’s care. I faced the same challenges other 
women may have faced, but mine were ag-
gravated by the fact that I could not escape, 
not even to work, which became nearly im-
possible. My remote working experience 
was constantly burdened by my son’s de-
mands for attention, he would yell and call 

out to me all the time. Not to mention when 
the tension was sky high, and he became 
physically and emotionally unmanageable. 
Additionally, my husband, who never par-
ticipated in our son’s care before, was not 
prepared for his new role. This raised the 
tension between us, which spilled over onto 
our son. In fact, his disability worsened over 
the past year, leading to more unreasonable 
behaviour. This situation drained my ener-
gy, physically and intellectually. Before the 
pandemic at least I could go for a walk, re-
lieve tension at the gym, enjoy a meal out 
and have moments for myself. I am now a 
caregiver every day, compared to just Sat-
urdays, Sundays, and holidays before COV-
ID-19. Before the pandemic I was 63 but I 
felt like I was 40. Now, I feel that old age has 
crept up on me all at once. The only alter-
native I have is to send my son to a centre 
for people with disabilities. But I feel that 
he is too young as he’s only 27 years old. If 
everything had remained the same, I could 
have kept him at home until he turned 40. 
But this is no longer possible. He’s sick and 
so am I. However, I fear that sending him 
away will coincide with my collapse. What 
would I do? How would I ever live with the 
guilt of sending him away?  ”

65 years oldGrazia

Before the pandemic at least I could go for a walk, relieve tension at the gym, enjoy a meal out and have moments for myself. I am now a caregiver every day.
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Today I have a 
different approach 
to teaching than 
before the 
pandemic.

“
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My name is Kaja, I am 40 years old. I am a 
language teacher and single mother of two 
boys who are eleven and 17 years old. We 
live in a three-room rented apartment in a 
small town in south Poland. During the pan-
demic, as a teacher, I was completely on my 
own. I did not have institutional support in 
terms of tools and competencies to commu-
nicate with the children. I bought myself a 
Zoom license and I learned how to use it in 
two days. Remote teaching was very demoti-
vating for me. I was exhausted. 

During the second wave of the pandemic, 
we received more tools to work with the chil-
dren, but I felt more powerless than ever. I 
avoided meetings, only visiting my parents 
and meeting friends in the woods. At school, 
it was confusing to jump from physical to 
online teaching, not only for me but also for 
the children. So, I decided to organise ille-
gal meetings for them in public spaces, with 
the agreement of their parents, so that they 
can spend some time together. They rode 
horses, made a fire, and played together in 
the playground. However, every lockdown 
was difficult for me, because the children 
became anti-social, and I had to constantly 
focus again on socialising them.  At school it 

was obvious that children became addicted 
to the internet and their phones. The same 
happened to me. It was the worst decision 
to keep children in their homes with 24-
hour access to the internet, and the parents 
had difficulty controlling them as they were 
working from home. 

The pandemic did have some positive sides 
for me too, I could re-evaluate my life. Now 
I only buy what I really need. During the first 
six months of the pandemic, I got organised 
with other teachers to support each other 
in the process of remote learning, especial-
ly from the technical side. I also organised 
online parties and meetings for children at 
school. However, today I have a different 
approach to teaching than before the pan-
demic. I decided not to overload myself 
with the emotional and economic costs that 
come with online teaching. I had profes-
sional burnout and paid for everything from 
my pocket. I decided to quit my job at the 
language school where I was teaching, and 
I established my own language school, to-
tally online. I have students from Poland and 
abroad. I work a lot now, but I do not feel 
controlled by others. That is what I needed. ”

40 years oldKaja

During the second wave of the pandemic, we received more tools to work with the children, but I felt more powerless than ever. 
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Even if we got 
COVID-19, we went 
to work anyways 
because we could 
not afford to lose 
the job.

“
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I am 35 years old and married with two chil-
dren. I am from Syria, and I came to Cyprus 
around 15 years ago, to work and live in bet-
ter conditions. I am not a refugee or asylum 
seeker, but my family in Syria suffers from the 
war. I send them money and try to help as 
much as I can. My wife is a housewife and I’m 
a builder. I started as a worker in construc-
tion, which is the lowest paid-skilled job at 
construction sites, with a salary of up to EUR 
800 per month. After some years of experi-
ence, I became a skilled worker, with a sala-
ry of up to EUR 1600 per month. Now I also 
have my own employees, ten in total. I have 
my own van and I supervise them. My usual 
life is to leave home at 6 am and get back at 
7 pm. I also work on Saturdays and Sundays. 
My life is hard. To survive, I cannot register 
all my employees at Social Insurance Servic-
es. I know this is illegal, but I need to survive 
for my family and for my employees. If I ap-
ply the law and pay all the contributions, I 
will have to raise my prices and then I will 
lose jobs.  

In this sector, things were very hard during 
COVID-19 lockdowns, and they are hard 
now too with the war in Ukraine creating an 

economic crisis. During lockdowns when 
we were not allowed to get out and work, 
I could get the minimum state allowance, 
but I could not apply for the COVID-19 al-
lowance for my non-registered employees. 
So, we illegally went out and worked. That 
was the only way we could survive because 
we had to feed our families and send money 
back to Syria as well.   

During the first lockdown, it was difficult. We 
had to send SMS messages when going out 
and lie if we were caught. But during the fol-
lowing lockdowns, the police presence was 
reduced so we could just work after hours 
and get paid. Another setback during COV-
ID-19 was when one of the crew contracted 
the virus. Even if one got sick, we all had to 
stay home and lose the job. So, we got by by 
lying. Even if we got COVID-19, we went to 
work anyways because we could not afford 
to lose the job. I know this is bad. But what 
could we do? What would my family and I 
eat if I lost the jobs? Fortunately, we never 
got caught. On the bright side, when I was 
in lockdown, I had the opportunity to see my 
children and wife, spend quality time with 
them, and get some rest. ”

35 years oldAhmet

What would my family and I eat if I lost the jobs?
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AUSTRIA

Emergency 
management plans 
need to take disabled 
people more into 
account.

“
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I am Kristin, and I am a woman with a disa-
bility. Since 2016, I’ve been working for an 
organisation that supports self-determined 
living for people with disabilities. I live in my 
own flat and have a personal assistant, who 
supports me with my daily routine.  

In emergency situations, such as the pan-
demic, people with disabilities are not con-
sidered. This is evident, for example, with the 
distribution of vaccinations. Initially, people 
not living in care homes were overlooked 
and they gained access to vaccines much 
later. Once they were eligible for vaccina-
tion, the facilities were not all barrier-free. I 
was not able to use the facility close to my 
home, so I had to drive across town to use an 
accessible one. At the beginning, there was 
no information available in sign language or 
simple language. Private initiatives assisted 
by translating important information into 
simple language. However, this should be 
something that the state provides for every-
one. Access for all people to all information 
is important to ensure that people have 
agency over their own lives.  

People with disabilities who live by them-
selves have more self-determination and 
agency compared to their peers who live 

in care facilities. They are employers, they 
choose and instruct their assistants them-
selves. However, we had a big problem dur-
ing the pandemic, because we didn’t know 
what to do in case our assistant got sick or 
didn’t want to work due to fear of infection. 
For the past two years, it has been very diffi-
cult to find new assistants in this sector, and 
this is a major problem for us, as we depend 
on their work.   

A positive effect of the pandemic is that I 
have more energy because I don’t have to 
commute two hours every day to work. I’ve 
started writing again. I like writing horror 
stories. Online events have enabled me to 
attend conferences which I could not do oth-
erwise, because of the travelling. I have the 
privilege of owning computers and being 
able to handle technology, but not every-
one can afford this and not everyone has the 
necessary equipment, for example, for voice 
input software for people with visual impair-
ment. This must be considered, as digital 
exclusion can also result in social exclusion. 
Emergency management plans need to take 
disabled people more into account. If the 
presence of people with disabilities was nor-
malised, we would not have to remind policy 
makers over and over again. ”

37 years oldKristin

Access for all people to all information is 
important to ensure that people have agency over their own lives.  
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LITHUANIA

The pandemic only 
had advantages 
for me.

“
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My name is Inga, and I am 28 years old. I re-
cently became unemployed and enlisted 
with the Lithuanian Employment Service. I 
have a severe disability, cerebral palsy, and 
I can hardly control my legs. I can stand up 
only with someone’s help. I can move only 
independently with the help of a wheelchair 
and I’m in need of full care. I lost my job a 
few months ago, I used to work as a project 
coordinator in a project for children with 
disabilities. Sadly, when the crisis came, the 
fund went bankrupt, and the project finished. 
I hope to find a new job soon. For me nothing 
changed during the pandemic. I worked re-
motely before the pandemic and continued 
to do so during it. No changes whatsoever. 
I lived as I always had. I mean, we experi-
ence quarantine every winter, like now: snow 
everywhere, and that’s it. I’m in quarantine be-
cause I cannot leave the house. It’s not easy to 
plough through the snow with a wheelchair.  

A lot of conferences, seminars, and discus-
sions I was interested in went online during 
the pandemic. This was a huge plus for me, 
because it was much more convenient. I 
could just turn them on whenever I had time, 
I did not need to go anywhere. I feel like I 

participated in and listened to more online 
events than I would have if I needed to at-
tend them physically. Another area where 
the pandemic had a positive effect for me is 
healthcare. It became possible to take care 
of everything remotely, which was not the 
case previously. Now it’s a matter of a phone 
call, all prescriptions and all consultations 
are being done remotely. This has helped a 
lot. Even though I felt pressured to get vac-
cinated, I did my research and decided I did 
not want to. This meant that I could not go 
shopping in certain shops as I did not have 
an ‘opportunity passport’. I could not buy 
groceries online, as we live in a small town. 
So, our friends and acquaintances helped us 
out by shopping for us and leaving packag-
es at our door. 

Quarantine hastened things in my person-
al life. I live with my parents, but when the 
quarantine started and it was forbidden to 
see people from another household, my 
partner moved in with us. It would have hap-
pened anyway, but probably later. We had 
an excuse to hurry this step. The pandemic 
only had advantages for me. ”

28 years oldInga

I feel like I participated in and listened to more online events than 
I would have if I needed to attend them 
physically.
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FINLAND

During the pandemic, 
my relationship with 
our home has changed, 
and it began to feel like 
a prison to me.

“
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I’m a 46-year-old man and an artist. I live 
with my husband and our cats. Home has 
always been an important place for me, a 
safe place that protects me from the world 
outside.  However, during the pandemic, my 
relationship with our home changed, and it 
began to feel like a prison to me. I want to 
be anywhere else but home. I have an ADHD 
diagnosis, meaning that my mind is very ac-
tive and it’s sometimes difficult for me to get 
my mind to stop. When I was forced to stay 
at home all the time, this activity turned into 
a negative force. Nothing at home could in-
spire me anymore, and everything I did and 
thought at home blurred in my head, para-
lysing my brain. There were times when all I 
could do was to lay in bed.  

I’ve worked from home all the time. Howev-
er, my art exhibition in London was cancelled 
because of the pandemic. I organised it in 
Finland but there were only a few visitors. I 
also organised a commercial exhibition in 
Finland, but there were very few visitors to 
that too, and I only made one sale. I applied 
for pandemic-related funding for artists and 
got it. It’s easy for me to write proposals, 
however, I don’t think that it was fair to make 
us write proposals and compete for funding. 
Every professional artist should have simply 
received funding. Instead, money was pro-
vided for many big companies that did not 
need it.   

I’ve been disappointed to see how our gov-
ernment handled the pandemic. It’s been a 
very political process in which fierce illogical 
debates have been held publicly not only with 
the opposition but also among politicians in 
the same government. It’s been sad to see, 
and it diminishes my trust in this government 
and in the Finnish state generally. There should 
have been more epidemiologists leading the 
situation. Some of the mistakes include the 
fact that Finland was unable to control its bor-
ders at crucial moments. Thousands of peo-
ple arrived on ferries, for instance from Esto-
nia, and they were not even forced to use face 
masks. Also, the new wave hit Finland sooner 
than expected when the Finns returned from 
the football match in St. Petersburg in 2021 
without testing and quarantines. Another 
problem is that the government has provid-
ed many recommendations and ‘strong rec-
ommendations’ instead of clearly restricting 
people. There are always some people who 
don’t follow recommendations. This has di-
vided people and made us hate each other. I 
think this is also why we have so many people 
that oppose vaccinations. And there is a lot 
of propaganda and conspiracy theories out 
there; it’s like a religion. 

I hope that my feelings towards our home 
will be normalised at some point. I don’t 
know how long that will take and what I need 
to do to accomplish that. Moving abroad for 
a while might help. ”

46 years oldKristian
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DENMARK

I had all the roles. 
I was supposed 
to be the teacher, 
the mom, and an 
employee at the 
same time.

“
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My name is Diana, I am 44 years old. I parent 
my two children alone; one is 13 and one is 
six years old. 

I think COVID-19 restrictions have been 
hard.  Both children were at home attending 
online schooling. If it wasn’t one pulling on 
my arm, it was the other having trouble get-
ting on with his school stuff and figuring out 
what he had to do. And then there was work 
with its own set of expectations. It has been 
difficult. I felt pressured to be enough in all 
areas.

At one point, I completely lost motivation. I 
sort of felt that nothing mattered, because 
I wasn’t doing enough anywhere. The pan-
demic affected my mood, my energy, and 
my general feeling of being able to do 
things. I didn’t feel like I had the energy to 
do anything; it was just a nightmare. I con-
tacted my manager to tell him that I was 
not feeling well. I had suffered from stress 
before and was starting to experience the 
same symptoms again. I was then allowed to 
go to the office with another colleague, so 

that there was something outside of these 
four walls. Sitting at home constantly took 
my peace away. Just getting out and being 
able to sit in my office made a difference. At 
one point when working from home, I had 
to throw everything that I was working on 
a way to help my son with his schoolwork. 
The teacher didn’t reply when my son asked 
questions. So, I had to contact the school 
and tell them that if teachers were supposed 
to be available, they had to be there. 

I had all the roles. I was supposed to be the 
teacher, the mom, and an employee at the 
same time. I thought it was hard juggling 
these roles. Eventually, I had to pull the 
brake and say, “I don’t know what to do.” I 
reached out to my dad and said “I don’t have 
any more energy; I don’t know how to act. I 
just get angry with the children all the time.” 
I remember one episode in particular, when 
my son came and said to me: “Mom, you are 
angry all the time. You are just scolding us.” 
That was the last straw. I realised that I didn’t 
want that. I’m not interested in being the 
mom who is just scolding her children.  ”

44 years oldDiana

I realised that I didn’t want that. I’m not 
interested in being the mom who is just 
scolding her children.
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BELGIUM

They want to impose 
vaccination on nurses, 
but we have been 
exposed to the virus 
for months without 
any protection.

“
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I am Ray. I’m Burundian by origin, and I’ve 
been in Belgium for 14 years. Like others, I 
started here in a reception centre, then got 
my papers and started studying. I am a ra-
diotherapy nurse technologist in a hospital. 
I have been working for seven years in the 
same unit. At the beginning of the crisis, 
working conditions were very difficult in the 
hospitals. No masks were given and if you 
had one, you had to put your name on it, 
keep it on all day, or write down how many 
you had taken. We were sent to the battle-
field without ammunition. We had no equip-
ment and we had to treat all patients even 
if they had COVID-19. We work with im-
munocompromised patients, so it was also 
dangerous for them. I had colleagues who 
caught COVID-19 and contaminated others. 
As we were short-staffed, we were obliged 
to work even if we had COVID-19, unless we 
physically couldn’t. When you love what you 
do, you ‘sacrifice’ yourself a little. 

Today, the situation remains complicated. 
We can’t afford to be tested every day. There 
is nothing organised by the hospital. A fort-
night ago, I went to the pharmacy to buy a 
test and I had to pay for it myself, I was not 
reimbursed. As the test was positive, I was 
prescribed a PCR test, and this confirmed 

that I had caught COVID-19. I had caught it 
in hospital, but still I had to pay for the test 
myself. The hospital’s policy is to make you 
work; you must have really bad symptoms to 
stop working. Otherwise, the hospital would 
have to close due to lack of caregivers. No-
body dares complain to the management 
because they are afraid of the consequenc-
es. We have heard about extra money being 
given to hospitals by the authorities for nurs-
es. But nothing has changed, we have not 
received extra to support our team. So, what 
has this money been used for? We are given 
less and less time to care for patients. Before 
we had 15 minutes, now we are given ten 
minutes. So, we do a minimum amount of 
cleaning, and we don’t have time to provide 
information to patients on all the services 
available outside the hospital. I don’t under-
stand how patients don’t rebel because they 
pay a lot for a bad service. 

There are aspects of the crisis that are total-
ly illogical. For example, we are told that we 
must be careful to protect ourselves and oth-
ers, but when we go home by public trans-
port, we are all on top of each other. Today, 
they want to impose vaccination on nurses, 
but we have been exposed to the virus for 
months without any protection.  ”

40 years oldRay

We were sent to the battlefield without 
ammunition. We had no equipment and we had to treat all patients even if they had COVID-19. 
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GERMANY

It was a difficult time 
because we did not 
receive any income 
for several months.

“
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I am Aïssatou, and I live in Germany. I am a 
dancer, I am married, and have an almost 
two-year-old daughter. We are a migrant 
family and have been living in Germany for 
eight years. When I came to Germany, I was 
part of touring dance groups. Later, I worked 
as a freelance dancer, but it was difficult be-
cause dancing is not a reliable job. As I also 
support my family in Senegal and pay my 
expenses here, I did not earn enough. So, I 
started to do other work too. I was working 
in a kindergarten when I became pregnant. 
I then decided to train to work with elderly 
people, which I enjoy. 

I became a mother during the first lockdown. 
After three months of my pregnancy, I wasn’t 
allowed to work in an area with a lot of con-
tact with other people. Additionally, I was 
sick throughout my pregnancy. I even spent 
months at the hospital.  The pandemic affect-
ed us a lot since we were used to dancing 
at big shows, events, and workshops which 
were all cancelled. My husband was only 
working as a dancer and did not have an ad-
ditional occupation. We had to apply for the 
general state subsidies, but I was in the hos-
pital and my husband did not know enough 
German then to fill out the forms. How could 
a person take care of this paperwork while 

in the hospital? I really could not take care of 
this; I couldn’t even sleep when I was in hos-
pital because I was worried about our situa-
tion. My husband was not allowed to apply 
for state aid as he has another nationality. It 
was a difficult time, because we did not re-
ceive any income for several months. I think 
that it affected my baby inside my belly. I re-
ally felt that the German administration did 
not care about the people behind the letters 
and phone calls. I then realised that life in 
Germany can be very hard, even sometimes 
harder than in Senegal. There, at least, you 
can ask the owners of your flat if you can pay 
your rent later because of financial difficul-
ties. Here, don’t even think about that! 

I won’t ever forget COVID-19; it was the 
hardest time.  I came out of hospital in April, 
took care of the paperwork, and my daugh-
ter was born in May. I then began to look for 
a new job. I was really fed up and did not 
want to depend on the state. Since then, I 
feel free. I am a feminist, I like to work, and I 
don’t want to depend on anybody. Also, my 
husband had to adapt. He learned German 
after our daughter’s birth, looked for anoth-
er occupation, and now has different jobs. 
COVID-19 changed everything in our lives. ”

33 years oldAïssatou

I am a feminist, I like to work, and I don’t 
want to depend on 
anybody.
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UNITED KINGDOM

We had ten days where 
we were really scared 
that we wouldn’t be 
able to get any food 
and our supplies had 
run down.

“
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I am Bethany, I’m a self-employed 29-year-
old mother to a seven year old daughter 
and a 15-month-old son. My husband is also 
self-employed and during the pandemic we 
were living with his parents. The first lock-
down was particularly difficult for us since 
my father-in-law was having chemotherapy 
and was advised to shield. This meant we 
had to completely isolate and make sure 
that we didn’t leave the house. Because he 
was shielding, we had an extreme expe-
rience of being cut off and isolated. There 
was no support from the government, and it 
felt like we’d been forgotten. In theory there 
was a support line you could call to ask for 
someone to step in, but that felt a bit ex-
treme. All we needed was access to super-
markets or deliveries. There was no vetting 
over who could access food deliveries and 
so slots went immediately when they were 
released. My mother-in-law and I were both 
tag-teaming, refreshing the internet, and try-
ing to get a slot, but we didn’t manage. We 
usually shop at a big supermarket chain, and 
they had a thing where you were supposed 
to call up if you were on the government 
shielding list to get priority, but the system 

didn’t work. People from this supermarket 
chain didn’t call back and the website wasn’t 
working. We had ten days where we were re-
ally scared that we wouldn’t be able to get 
any food and our supplies had run down. 
In the end, friends had to bring food and 
things to us and looked after us. I had a list 
of friends that I would text.  

Because of the need to protect my father-
in-law, we also decided to take my daugh-
ter out of school earlier than the official clo-
sures. When her intake was invited back in 
the summer term, we had a lot of debate 
about whether that was a sensible thing to 
do or not. In the end we were shielding for 
about three months straight. It was really 
stressful. I was the one who was trying to do 
it all, that was the worst part of isolating for 
me. I was organising all the food shops, I was 
the sole one looking after my son at night 
due to feeds, I was looking after both chil-
dren during the day while my husband who 
is a builder was on construction sites, I was 
helping with my in-laws, and I was shoulder-
ing a lot looking after my own business too.  ”

29 years oldBethany

There was no support from the government, and it felt like we’d 
been forgotten.
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SLOVENIA

Two years were just 
taken away from us. 
It is different for the 
elderly than it is for the 
young people because 
we will not be able to 
make up for this 
lost time.

“
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I am 76 years old. My husband died, and I 
live alone. I retired four years ago. Retiring 
created a great void and sense of useless-
ness in my life. When the pandemic hit, I was 
already anxious and melancholic, and it just 
increased those feelings. But I was aware 
that everybody was in the same boat, and 
this helped a little. I tried to fill my days with 
different activities. For example, I read a lot. 
I tried to improve my cooking skills because 
I was never good at cooking. I tried a few 
times but soon I questioned myself, I saw no 
point in cooking just for me, so I dropped 
this idea. I also decided to improve my Eng-
lish, French, and German. I created a daily 
schedule to study languages, which I fol-
lowed every day. I just needed to discipline 
myself, otherwise melancholy would set in. I 
would make coffee in the morning, and then 
I would think, “Now what?”.    

Doing tarot helped me a lot during lock-
downs. I did it before the pandemic, so I 
continued doing it online. I am thankful that 
technology has advanced so that I was able 
to do it online, and I even made some new 
acquaintances. We don’t meet in person, but 
we know each other online and we play to-
gether.    

I am also happy to see that all my friendships 
survived the epidemic. We all have just a few 
friends in our lives and all those friendships 
continued. I even deepened my relation-
ships with acquaintances. Nevertheless, I 
still felt lonely. I am a person who cares a lot 
about a touch, or a hug. I missed that very 
much.  

Some measures made no sense to me, for 
example the police curfew and closed mu-
nicipal borders. I also didn’t like that the 
elderly were able to only visit stores for a 
few hours in the morning. Because I have a 
hearing problem, face masks were a great 
obstacle for me. I read from facial expres-
sions and face masks don’t allow that. The 
volume of the voice is also not the same. So, 
when I went to the store or to the pharmacy, 
I had difficulties communicating with other 
people.   

Maybe I was in a specific situation, because 
I live by myself. If you have a family you take 
care of them, you do things around the 
household, but when you are alone all those 
activities don’t exist. Two years were just tak-
en away from us. It is different for the elderly 
than it is for the young people because we 
will not be able to make up for this lost time. ”

76 years oldAva

I am a person who cares a lot about a touch, 
or a hug. I missed that very much.  
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GREECE

In Greece, there are 
many migrant 
domestic workers; 
yet nobody talks about 
us and what we have 
been through during 
COVID-19.

“
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I am a live-out domestic worker from the 
Philippines working in Greece since 2000. 
I came to Greece because I needed to find 
a job to support my family. I have an adult 
son who lives in the Philippines. My husband 
raised him. I was not there for most of his 
childhood.  

At first, I lived in a very rich house in the city. 
Recently I am independent, renting my own 
apartment and cleaning houses. I am glad 
that I was not working as a live-in during 
COVID-19 because the pressure was tre-
mendous for domestic workers. They had to 
be there for their bosses working continu-
ously, cleaning and taking care of the kids. 
Many of them were not allowed to have days 
off. At the same time, I am not happy with 
not having work and having no income dur-
ing the lockdowns. Movement was restrict-
ed in the city, and we were only allowed 
to move if it was deemed necessary. For a 
while we were not allowed to move outside 
the area where we lived, so I ended up with 
no income because most of my jobs are in 
the north of the city in wealthy areas and I 
live in the city centre. My bosses never paid 
me during lockdowns because they pay for 
the service provided each time. This was the 
greatest problem I faced during the pan-
demic. When I started working again after 
the lockdowns were lifted, I was afraid that 
I would get the virus. I had to take the train 
and it was very crowded. Then I would go 

into other people’s houses to clean, they 
would often be there because they worked 
from home, but I could not do that.
   
I got the virus in November 2021. This was an 
additional blow because I had to stop work-
ing again and it cost me a lot, as it took me 
two weeks before I could go back to work. I 
also had to pay my national insurance contri-
butions to get a residence permit while I was 
ill and had no income.  

COVID-19 was a crisis for me and for people 
like me who are domestic workers. We lost 
a lot and must start over again and recover 
what we’ve lost. In Greece, there are many 
migrant domestic workers; yet nobody talks 
about us and what we have been through 
during COVID-19. We have an association, 
and we are in a better position than other 
domestic workers - we support each other 
and are stronger because of this. This was 
important during the lockdowns because 
even when we couldn’t work, we had each 
other.  

I now feel strong enough to work and regain 
what I lost, but I am thinking of looking for a 
live-in job again because rent and electricity 
are expensive. I have a good network and I 
hope I will find a family to move in with and 
make up for the income that I lost during the 
pandemic. ”

45 years oldTracey
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ROMANIA

I am not the same 
person that I was 
before the pandemic. 
I am more confused, 
and my mind is hazier, 
but I am optimistic.

“
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I am a 51-year-old woman living in Romania. 
I was diagnosed with schizophrenia in my 
twenties. I live a very isolated life and I rely 
on an NGO for connection and support, and 
on my former roommate, and my brother. I 
have no one else in my life. I receive a disa-
bility pension which I rely on currently. I used 
to live with my brother in our parents’ apart-
ment. In 2020, there were some special cir-
cumstances, and I could not live in the apart-
ment with him and his family anymore. My 
brother contacted the social services, who 
directed my case to an NGO, who put me 
in a protected apartment, where I currently 
live. For over one year I had a flatmate in this 
apartment. She left this spring. Now I live by 
myself, and I have a dog. I am very happy 
that the NGO allowed me to bring the dog 
to their apartment. In addition to hosting me 
in the protected apartment, the NGO takes 
care of me in many other ways.   

During the first state of emergency, I was 
still living with my brother, and he was tak-
ing care of me. When I became infected with 
COVID-19 twice, I was already living in the 
NGO’s apartment. I had to stay at home for 
two weeks each time. The NGO helped me 
with shopping and medication. They also 
gave us masks. The NGO is central to my life. 

They helped me survive the pandemic. I was 
not in the best state of mind. I am very iso-
lated in general, but with the pandemic I be-
came even more isolated. I have no friends 
except my former roommate, so I spent the 
pandemic watching TV. I sometimes talk on 
the phone with my former roommate, with 
my brother, and with a woman from the NGO; 
they all check up on me. When I go out of the 
house, it is for shopping, for walking the dog 
and for participating in the courses organ-
ised by the NGO. They employ lecturers and 
we can learn different skills. I chose painting, 
music therapy, personal introspection, and 
gymnastics. They also organise daytrips for 
us, to the mountains or to the seaside. They 
are the highlight of my year.  

The NGO supported me to get a job. They 
helped me become employed with a social 
enterprise, for four hours a week, the maxi-
mum time that I am allowed to work. We sew 
decorations and accessories. I earn a little 
money this way. I am not the same person 
that I was before the pandemic. I am more 
confused, and my mind is hazier, but I am 
optimistic. I want to stay here, at the NGO 
house, for as long as it is possible. I feel good 
here. I have my courses and I go to work. I 
feel included. ”

51 years oldVirginia

I am very isolated in general, but with the pandemic I became 
even more isolated.
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GERMANY

Taking care of 
only myself felt 
like freedom.

“
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I was born and raised in Germany, but I 
have a multinational background. I studied 
Cultural Studies and Economics and after 
my studies, I did an internship from home. I 
have been working as a business consultant 
since last year. I would not say that the pan-
demic had an additional negative effect on 
my chances in the job market. I wear a hijab 
and I usually apply without sending a photo 
which helps. I would claim that, on average, I 
have to send more applications than others, 
but I would not say that this changed during 
the pandemic. This new job gave me the op-
portunity to finally move away from my fam-
ily home. Now, I am living alone, and I work 
from home sometimes. My job is very stress-
ful. I am supposed to travel a lot, and I have 
to do a lot of extra hours. Therefore, it really 
helped me to have a place where I can be 
on my own and take my time for everything 
I need. Especially in the first six months, this 
was an advantage. When I go back ‘home’ 
for a visit, I still have to take care of a lot of 
domestic work. My father is living on his own 
and he does not have support from anyone 
else.
 
When I started working at my current work-
place, we always had video meetings which 

helped me to get to know my new col-
leagues and to feel part of a team. My im-
pression is that both our employer and also 
the employees paid attention to creating a 
team spirit through the virtual meetings. Our 
employer offered some seminars on mental 
health, mindfulness, etc. I can say that the 
pandemic brought many advantages to my 
professional life.  

Even when I was still living with my father, 
I could use the time to go out for a walk 
instead of wasting my time commuting. I 
gained a lot of time and tranquillity while 
working from home. But being mostly at 
home meant having more domestic work. 
When I was still living with my father, I felt 
that he expected me to take care of the addi-
tional meal that had to be prepared because 
we all had lunch at home instead of eating at 
the office. I wouldn’t say that it was a burden, 
but an additional annoying task. And at the 
time, I was doing my internship and we were 
both working full-time. This was also a rea-
son why I was looking forward to moving to 
another place and starting my first full-time 
employment without having to think about 
my father’s domestic issues. Taking care of 
only myself felt like freedom. ”

29 years oldSamira

My impression is that both our employer and also the employees paid attention to creating a team spirit through the virtual meetings. 
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CZECH REPUBLIC

I felt the weight of the 
pandemic the most 
while in the psychiatric 
hospital.

“
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I am in my early 20s and I am homeless. 
Growing up, I lived in a children’s home, and 
then I moved to a so-called halfway house 
for young adults when I turned 18, and final-
ly to an asylum house for women. I ended 
up in a psychiatric hospital quite a few times 
between being in the halfway and asylum 
houses. I have an anxiety-depressive disor-
der, borderline personality disorder, and I 
started to drink excessively too.   

I used to work in a company doing internet 
surveys and questionnaires. But I wasn’t hap-
py with the job, and I felt like I was not good 
enough for it. So then, I resigned, but soon 
realised that my income was not enough. I 
decided to terminate my lease and leave the 
mental health treatment cycle, and I ‘moved-
in’ with my mom to her tent. Living together 
is challenging for both of us. We often get 
into arguments over petty things that can 
turn violent quickly, especially if alcohol is 
involved.   

During the past few years, I was admitted to 
the psychiatric hospital at least once a year, 
and I used to quite like my stays there. I got 
to relax a little bit and meet new and inter-

esting people. But this time around, it was 
different. They limited visits between differ-
ent units and the number of people allowed 
per activity so, overall, people were more 
apart. You are never truly alone in the psy-
chiatric hospital, but still, at that time, it felt 
lonelier to me.  

With the arrival of the pandemic, lots of activ-
ities, including therapy, group therapy, and 
art workshops, were suddenly limited. There 
was staff shortages and the whole hospital 
worked in a limited mode. They restricted 
and then entirely banned visits, which was 
pretty tough, especially around Christmas.     

In the hospital, I was offered a free vaccina-
tion and I took it. But when I told my mom 
I’d been vaccinated, she almost slapped me. 
She is anti-vaccination and claims it burdens 
one’s body. I’m happy I had the opportunity 
to get vaccinated, because the more we can 
defend ourselves, the better. But it’s every-
one’s decision; no one should be forced. 
When I talk about this with my mom, I have a 
feeling that she is making fun of it, because 
my mother is older, and I don’t think she will 
ever understand this whole situation. ”

22 years oldLenka

You are never truly 
alone in the psychiatric hospital, but still, at that time, it felt lonelier to me.
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PORTUGAL

I decided to do 
something good 
for my local society.

“
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I am divorced from my husband since my 
younger son was two years old. Dealing with 
him was always difficult; I have had several 
problems. After our marriage ended, the 
kids were living with me. Then, in 2016, he 
decided to move to Portugal and take the 
kids with him. I agreed to that because we 
organised it in a way that I always talked with 
them, and I saw them during the summer 
holidays. With the pandemic, he said it was 
not safe for me to go and meet them in Por-
tugal for a summer holiday as was planned. 
As trips became conditioned with the pan-
demic-related regulations, I needed a per-
son to be responsible for my stay. He refused 
to do that. He even turned my younger son 
against me by saying terrible things about 
me. He continued to behave like this as long 
as he could. In the end, I understood that I 
would lose my kids. Therefore, I decided to 
move to Portugal. By that time, I was work-
ing in the advertising sector, and I had been 
working remotely. I sold a lot of things, and I 
emptied my entire house except for the kids’ 
rooms as, when they first moved, they asked 
me to keep their room as they were because 
of the memories.    

All my family supported my decision. In just 
15 days I had to look for ways of becoming 

a legal resident in Portugal. As a Brazilian, I 
was not able to stay in Portugal for more than 
three months without a job or being a stu-
dent. So, I applied for a masters in Sociology 
and I moved to Portugal. I stayed working 
in the same job remotely as long as I could 
while studying for the masters.  I went to Por-
to every weekend to meet my kids. Howev-
er, some weekends, I could not meet them 
because of the difficulties created by their 
father. Some weekends my younger son did 
not want to meet me. He has not spoken to 
me since September. But I keep calling and 
texting him. 

At my job, when the decision to move to re-
mote working was cancelled, I had to quit 
the job. I decided to change my life. Meet-
ing a lot of people and projects here played 
a big role in my decision as well. I decided 
to do something good for my local society. 
I want to help other people grow, especially 
women. I am now in contact with a local so-
cial incubator working together on a project 
to support women to change their lives and 
to be entrepreneurs. I am discovering a lot 
about myself and the world. Things are still 
not good, especially with my younger son, 
but I like better my life now. ”

54 years oldMildred

I want to help 
other people grow, 
especially women.
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ITALY

Now, it’s even 
harder to trust 
standard healthcare 
than it was before.

“
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My life has been affected by the COVID-19 
situation in several ways. Most importantly, 
my husband was going through the diag-
nostic phase of a serious illness when the 
pandemic began. He started having symp-
toms in Autumn 2019 and by January 2020 
his symptoms were getting worse, and his 
sore throat wasn’t going away. We thought 
this could be related to COVID-19 due to 
similar symptoms, however, we soon real-
ised that, unlike COVID-19, his symptoms 
lasted much longer. At the time, we were 
also going through three months of lock-
down in Italy. By the time he could see a 
throat specialist, it was six or seven months 
after the first symptoms.    

Since the healthcare system was shaken by 
the pandemic, my husband has not received 
the level of attention he needed. The doc-
tors were too focused on COVID-19. My 
husband was one of the first patients after 
the lockdown period to go to the local hos-
pital. The doctor he saw seemed like she 
just wanted to be done with him as soon as 
possible and move on to the next patient. 
Even though she used the small camera ap-
paratus to see down his throat, she missed 
the tumour on his tonsil, and diagnosed him 
with acid reflux. After that, he went to several 
different specialists, and was misdiagnosed 
repeatedly. Each time, to investigate further, 
he had to ask his GP for a referral to another 
doctor, then another, and so on. All in all, it 
took a year for the health system to realise 

what was wrong and by then he had stage 
four throat cancer. This was very traumatic. 
I could only begin to imagine what he was 
feeling, as he tried to put on a brave face.    

To compound matters, the cancer doctors 
kept mentioning the COVID-19 vaccine. 
And when my husband said “Look, I have no 
interest in getting the vaccine, I’m already 
dealing with my cancer, I don’t want to add 
to that burden. It’s my choice”, the doctors 
said he would have to get weekly COVID-19 
testing and that there were no vaccine ex-
emptions- even for cancer patients. This 
was despite the fact that those with serious 
illnesses were never part of the initial vaccine 
trials, and they had no idea how the vaccine 
might react with the treatment they were 
recommending for his illness. This made us 
very uncomfortable, and in the weeks lead-
ing up to his treatment, we became increas-
ingly anxious and uncertain about how to 
proceed. In the end, my husband decided 
not to continue with any kind of traditional 
treatment because he had lost confidence in 
the system.   

I think they should have separated COV-
ID-19 from the rest of the medical system, 
while keeping the other routine healthcare 
objectives separate and up to date. It seems 
to me as if the healthcare system has gone 
completely backward and gotten unscientif-
ic in so many ways. Now, it’s even harder to 
trust standard healthcare than it was before.    ”

59 years oldFlore
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UNITED KINGDOM

I suffered from a lot of 
anxiety. I constantly 
feared that if my friend 
or my daughter became 
ill, I would have 
serious difficulties.

“
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I am a divorced mother of one daughter, liv-
ing in my former marital home with my best 
friend. I have been divorced for two and a 
half years and my daughter is five and a half 
years old. I work full time in an accounting 
firm and my best friend, Anne, who lives with 
us, helps to take care of my daughter.  

Anne is a constant in my life and has been 
a godsend during the isolation, she under-
took home schooling and was well posi-
tioned for it as she has worked in schools. 
I continued to work, but I felt constantly on 
edge because it only needed one thing to 
fail to put me into financial difficulty. I rely 
heavily on child support payments from my 
ex-husband, but he has no real parental in-
volvement. However, at the beginning of the 
pandemic he tried to get his way and force 
me to take my daughter out of the nursery, 
which would have been impossible because 
of my job. When my ex had my daughter 
during the week, he refused to educate her 
at home. The rest of the time he never asked 
how she was doing, and he is very dismiss-
ive of my friend and devalues her role in our 
daughter’s education.  

I suffered from a lot of anxiety. I constantly 
feared that if my friend or my daughter be-
came ill, I would have serious difficulties. My 
anxiety also began to have physical man-
ifestations, which was worrying. I am fortu-
nate because many of my friends are easy to 
contact and work in therapeutic fields, so we 
discussed how best to deal with our respec-
tive situations.  

The pandemic highlighted my need for fi-
nancial stability. I have pervasive anxiety 
that began with my divorce but has now in-
creased. In some ways however, I welcomed 
the level of simplicity that came with lock-
downs as my life was so complicated before. 
I was forced to shrink my world and it was a 
relief that dating would not be on the agen-
da after the divorce.  In some ways I was bi-
zarrely well positioned to face uncertainty 
again, as my divorce had been so unexpect-
ed that I had been forced to quickly change 
course and reorient my life.

”

36 years oldLucy

The pandemic highligh-ted my need for financial stability. I have pervasive anxiety that began with my divorce but has now increased. 
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FRANCE

He didn’t call our son 
during the entire 
lockdown and my son 
developed behavioural 
problems.

“
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My name is Zoe, and I have a ten-year-old 
son. I’m an independently working reflex-
ologist and we live in the south of France. 
Initially, COVID-19 just seemed like another 
announcement, like bird or swine flu. But 
with the first lockdown, a voice inside me 
said “This is serious”.

Clearly the consequences of the lockdowns 
were not fully considered, particularly for 
families with strained relationships. How do 
you deal with children who are distressed in 
such families? My son was traumatised when 
he saw people wearing masks, sometimes 
covering their entire face. I encouraged him 
to draw pictures to express himself. His fa-
ther didn’t care. He came to pick up our son 
when we had already been in lockdown for 
a week while he was not confined and was 
living with a group. As a mother, I wanted 
to protect my son. His father didn’t like the 
fact that his son didn’t go to him, so he de-
clared war on me. He told our son that I was 
holding him hostage. He didn’t call our son 
during the entire lockdown and my son de-
veloped behavioural problems because his 
father abandoned him, and he started to 
physically abuse me. It was very hard. 

I have asthma and weak lungs yet had no 
help whatsoever. Everything was closed, 
and we were not allowed to see anyone. 
Eventually, I called the local service for med-
ical and psychological assistance. I confined 

myself with another family after the isolation, 
so that my son could be with other children. 
I also had telephone conversations with a 
friend. He came to our house because I was 
really in bad shape. Then my son’s father 
told me to stop because he didn’t want me 
to have visitors. That was the last straw! I had 
difficulties with my professional life too. The 
recovery after the lockdown was complicat-
ed. People were unwell and it was difficult 
to take care of them. Every time there was 
a wave of COVID-19, you could no longer 
work. Appointments were cancelled at the 
last minute. I’ve been receiving minimum 
benefits since last spring which had never 
happened to me in 22 years of work. Luckily, 
the family benefits organisation got in touch 
with all the self-employed professionals in 
the area and I was eligible. It keeps my head 
above water, nothing more. My son’s father 
thinks that’s unfair. He wants to receive a 
portion of what I get!

Then I had surgery and was on sick leave for 
three months. Since the lockdowns, things 
have been precarious. It’s a vicious cycle: 
you feel like things are picking up, and then 
there’s a new wave of COVID-19, and it all 
starts again. It’s the sword of Damocles. It’s 
instability and permanent anxiety. For me, 
COVID-19 was a revelation, highlighting the 
failures at all levels. Before, we couldn’t real-
ly see them. But now it’s all too obvious. ”

46 years oldZoe
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ITALY

Due to the restrictions 
and the lack of income, 
my partner and I had to 
turn to social services for 
assistance.

“
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My name is Boris, and I have been living in 
Italy since I was five years old. I was born in 
Macedonia, but I have no nationality, I am 
stateless.     

When COVID-19 hit, I initially had confi-
dence in the government’s ability to man-
age the situation. The lockdown had some 
positive aspects for me, as I could spend 
more time with my partner. But it also had 
negative consequences for my work sit-
uation. Since I could not go out, I had no 
way of earning money through petty jobs 
or begging. Due to the restrictions and the 
lack of income, my partner and I had to turn 
to the social services of the municipality for 
assistance. I must say that we received a lot 
of help, such as vouchers for groceries or 
direct financial aid to pay for medicines. My 
brother and his family also received signif-
icant support. There were people who un-
derstood our difficulties and were willing to 
help us, without slamming the door in our 
faces. I was impressed by the attention and 
care provided by the director of social ser-
vices. She welcomed us warmly and assisted 
us with various issues.   

In 2021, the social services offered me a 
community service job as a gardener, pay-
ing me EUR 600 per month. I worked for al-
most a year until August when I fell ill with 
a stomach problem, an ongoing haemor-

rhage. I was transferred to hospital where I 
underwent transfusions and an operation. 
The doctors and nurses treated me well, 
helped and respected me throughout my 
stay. After my hospitalisation, I encountered 
other problems as I required ongoing medi-
cal treatment, medicines, and a GP. However, 
a regular residence permit, I lost the right to 
have a GP. I applied to renew my residence 
permit, but I have been waiting for a year 
and a half without a definitive answer. I have 
been sent from one office to another with-
out any clear resolution. Therefore, I have to 
pay for private visits each time. I usually visit 
a doctor at the hospital, who helps me and 
provides me prescriptions as if she were my 
GP. But I cannot afford the medications at 
the pharmacy.   

For me, the COVID-19 period has been quite 
positive. I have noticed an increase in com-
munity support for those in need. Through 
my work, I discovered a passion for garden-
ing which I would like to continue doing. I 
keep asking friends to involve me in working 
with them. I don’t want to beg or steal. I need 
to find a job, as obtaining a contract will al-
low me to apply for Italian citizenship and 
access many more services, including health 
services. I have reached out to a building 
company, and they have told me that once 
I obtain my residence permit, they will hire 
me. I, therefore, keep on waiting. ”

43 years oldBoris

Since I could not go out, I had no way of earning money through petty jobs or begging.
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BELGIUM

My partner couldn’t 
come to the prenatal 
appointments with me 
because of the rules.

“
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My name is Melanie, and I am Belgian but 
Ivorian by origin. I’m 26 years old and I work 
as a housekeeper. At the beginning of the 
lockdown, I was in the early stages of my 
pregnancy. We all had to stop work and I 
stayed at home. When work slowly resumed 
in May, it was not clear whether COVID-19 
was dangerous for pregnant women. Unfor-
tunately, the husband of one of the elderly 
couples I worked for contracted COVID-19 
and died. As I had worked for them the week 
before, my boss called me and told me to 
stay at home and get tested. I tested neg-
ative, but my boss decided to put me on 
COVID-19 unemployment benefits until the 
end of my pregnancy. 

I was lucky to have an understanding boss 
who didn’t want me to put myself and my 
baby at risk. After that, I went on maternity 
leave. It was challenging not to see anyone 
for the first three months, especially my fa-
ther who lives alone and is not in good 
health. My partner worked all day and did 
the shopping, so I had no physical contact 
with people, which was hard. I went for a 
thirty minute walk every day because my 

gynaecologist told me it was important as I 
have a bad back. At least I had that, although 
I hardly saw anyone on the street.

My only trips out of the house were to the 
hospital because my pregnancy had to 
be closely monitored. My partner couldn’t 
come to the prenatal appointments with me 
because of the rules. I took pictures during 
the ultrasound and tried to record the baby’s 
heartbeat so that he could participate in the 
experience. He would have liked to partici-
pate, but he was deprived of this opportu-
nity. When it came time for the delivery, we 
were lucky because at that time dads were 
allowed to attend.  

When I started working again, there was a 
system in place in case our clients contract-
ed the virus, so that we didn’t have to work 
but still got paid unemployment benefits. 
I contracted the virus at one point and im-
mediately went on unemployment benefits 
and got paid. Overall, I don’t have very good 
memories of this period, even though in the 
end, everything turned out well for me. ”

26 years oldMelanie

I was lucky to have an understanding boss who didn’t want me to put myself and my baby at risk.  
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TURKEY

Overall, the pandemic 
was a quite productive 
period for me.

“
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I studied in the Education Faculty at univer-
sity to become a primary school teacher, but 
my time in a small town of the Aegean region 
was a turning point in my life. As a scout, I 
was spending weekends in nature, and I saw 
the annihilation of nature. After that I knew 
that I was not going to work as a teacher, but 
I would do something about ecology.  

When the pandemic started, I was working 
in a CSO, specifically on a renewable energy 
project, and they had to halt the project due 
to lack of funding. So, I became unemployed 
until June 2021 for 16 months. However, it 
did not affect me very badly, because I had 
already downsized my life and knew the val-
ue of consuming less. I was also in love and 
living with my girlfriend in her house and 
wasn’t paying rent. 

I had extra time to focus on a project that 
my friends and I had started working on be-
fore the pandemic. We wanted to promote 
neighbourhood-based solidarity. The idea 
emerged as an answer to this question: “How 
can people outside of the labour market 
have income using their kitchen?” We wanted 
to set up an online platform in which people 
could advertise the food they cook at home 
for sale and other people from the same 
neighbourhood could order. But due to the 
pandemic restrictions, we could not physical-
ly come together and realise this goal. So, we 
organised online cooking workshops every 

weekend instead with somebody sharing 
their recipe with the participants and cook-
ing together with them on Zoom. Those who 
shared their recipes made income thanks 
to the participation fee of the workshops. 
We also had world cuisine weeks. For ex-
ample, two migrant siblings, who had diffi-
culty economically surviving the pandemic, 
shared their recipes on several occasions and 
earned a decent amount of money. After our 
initiative became popular, we got offers from 
three CSOs who wanted sandwiches for their 
events. We found a woman in our neighbour-
hood, who is unable to work because of her 
husband. She prepared sandwiches for these 
events and earned income. Eventually, we 
turned this initiative into an association.    

In June 2021, I went back to work with the 
same CSO again, but in July 2022, I became 
unemployed again since I was a conscien-
tious objector (Military service is compulsory 
for all male citizens in Turkey). I had declared 
my conscientious objection and was a draft 
dodger. The CSO got a notice from the gov-
ernment about me being a draft dodger ask-
ing them to fire me so as not to face any pun-
ishment for having me as an employee. It was 
a terrible summer. I was very depressed. Then 
I connected with a new startup for an online 
platform for ordering only vegan-vegetarian 
food. I started working there in September. 
Overall, the pandemic was a quite productive 
period for me. ”

31 years oldOzan

“How can people outside of the labour market have income using their kitchen?”
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It has been a very 
positive time for me 
in terms of personal 
growth.

“
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My name is Emilia. I am 26 years old, and I 
moved to Ireland in summer of 2019. I was 
fortunate in a sense that when the pandemic 
really kicked off in Ireland, I was already done 
with most of my courses. I was also very lucky 
that I lived in a house with four other peo-
ple back then. We were living in a big house 
in a nice neighbourhood in the south of the 
city, which has a very suburban feeling, and 
we had a garden. Not everything was easy 
though. I felt like everyone was kind of just 
struggling in the house as well. You wanted 
to support each other but you didn’t always 
have the capacity to do so.    

I am a very high achiever, I have always had 
very good grades, and I put a lot of pressure 
on myself to do that. I was under so much 
pressure during COVID. Even when things 
opened during the summer of 2020, before 
I handed in my thesis – I remember the night 
before I handed it in, I just started sobbing 
in the garden, and then had to wake up the 
next day feeling like absolute shit, and finish 
writing up the thesis. The winter of 2021 was 
particularly hard because we thought that af-
ter the summer everything will be better, but 
then it just got worse, and we were all stuck 
at home. My job was part-time, it was winter, 
and everything was closed. I would say it was 
my lowest during the pandemic, just in terms 

of feeling very isolated. I had very few friends 
here, a lot of people who I would have gotten 
close to from my course had left the country, 
and you don’t want to have only one person 
to rely on, because the other person is also 
obviously struggling.   

I started therapy during this time, which re-
ally helped to have somewhere to go to and 
talk freely. But I didn’t have a lot of money 
because I was on a part time contract, and 
while there were mental health support ser-
vices for people on low income, they had 
long waiting lists and I needed to speak to 
someone immediately. I just needed to talk 
to somebody. I didn’t need long-term sup-
port, I just needed immediate support.   

And then things got much better, during last 
summer. I still have ups and downs, but I got 
much better. I listen to myself and my needs, 
and I am mindful of myself. For me I was kind 
of coming to terms with my gender identity 
as well, because I recently started to identify 
as non-binary. And that was a big step for me 
because I think I have a lot of ‘internalised 
homophobia’. So, it has also been a very pos-
itive time for me in terms of personal growth. 
And it is something that I probably wouldn’t 
have done as quickly if I hadn’t had so much 
time to reflect on myself. ”

26 years oldEmilia 

I felt like everyone was kind of just struggling in the house as well. You wanted to support each other but you didn’t always have the capacity to do so. 
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GREECE

I had to struggle in 
these difficult 
conditions without 
being able to express 
my true identity.

“
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My name is Manos and I am a trans man. I 
am 20 years old, and I am a student in a 
small town in Greece. I have spent the lock-
down with my family, my mother and my twin 
brother in Athens. I have not physically tran-
sitioned yet and I have not come out to my 
family. The fact that my family doesn’t know 
my gender identity was a problem for me 
because I could not be myself in the house 
where I was isolated. I had to struggle in 
these difficult conditions without being able 
to express my true identity. I couldn’t bring 
my friends home and I couldn’t speak open-
ly to them on the phone as I was afraid that 
my mother and brother would listen to what 
I was saying and realise my true identity. Hid-
ing was a struggle for me.    

I spent the first year of the quarantine at home 
studying to pass the exams to go to univer-
sity. It was a very stressful process. We were 
not allowed to go to school and all classes 
were moved online. The next year, I passed 

my exams and was admitted to a university 
outside Athens, but I couldn’t go because of 
COVID-19. The university classes were car-
ried out online during the second year of the 
lockdown. This created problems for me be-
cause I couldn’t meet my fellow students and 
I couldn’t move to a new town to escape the 
situation at home and meet new people. I felt 
isolated and also, I could not express myself 
freely. I received no help from state agencies 
or from NGOs, for example there was no sup-
port from the school or from social services. 
I’ve managed to cope by going for frequent 
walks and meetings with my friends outside 
the house. We had to send automated mes-
sages explaining the reason for leaving our 
houses and we would put ‘exercise’ and go 
to the nearby parks and streets. I also started 
photography, which has helped me to ex-
press myself better. These activities helped 
me to keep in touch with those I consider 
as my true family, with people that know me 
and accept me for who I am.  ”

20 years oldManos 

The university classes were carried out online during the second year of the lockdown. This created problems for me because I couldn’t meet my fellow students and I couldn’t move to a new town to escape the situation at home and meet new people.
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THE NETHERLANDS

I often had online 
meetings, and 
during breaks I tried 
to help the kids and 
coordinate the 
assistants’ work.

“
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My name is Elsa. I live with my two children 
aged eleven and 15 in a village. My young-
est son has an unknown mental disability 
syndrome and has the intellectual capacity 
of a three year old. His health is fragile. For 
his care, I have always relied on home-based 
caregivers in the mornings, after school and 
until he goes to bed.  I work as a consultant 
for a large social science research company.    

The COVID-19 pandemic suddenly left me 
and my two children at home. I immediately 
created a workspace in the living room. My 
oldest son had to stay in his room all day to 
take online classes. My youngest son was 
jumping and bouncing all over the house, so 
I needed home assistants before and after 
lunch so that I could work. I often had online 
meetings, and during breaks I tried to help 
the kids and coordinate the assistants’ work. 
However, I feel I failed in all of this. My oldest 
son developed an addiction to online games 
and even stole money from my account to 
pay for them. When I found out, I did my best 
to help him.  As for my younger son’s health 
condition, it depended a lot on the ability of 
healthcare providers. However, with the pan-
demic, some were unwilling to come for fear 

of being infected, partly because I am not 
vaccinated.    

My mother played an important role in rais-
ing my children. Before the pandemic, she 
travelled from Belgium every Thursday to 
take care of them. During the pandemic, this 
was no longer possible. My children did not 
see her for six months, which was like los-
ing a parent for them. I missed her both as 
a mother and as a caregiver. She does so 
much for us. On the contrary, my father, who 
is a doctor, was very angry with me because 
I did not want to vaccinate. He even called 
me a murderer, which was very painful. Even 
today, our contact is limited. The multitude of 
painful situations like this caused me to burn 
out. For the past year, I have been exhausted 
and developed heart problems. When I am 
overstressed, my heart vibrates, and rhythm 
disturbances occur. I still have a long way to 
go to recover. I am on the mend, but it only 
takes something small to make me take steps 
backward. I don’t know if I will ever fully re-
cover. I have built a small wooden house in 
the garden to have a place where I can re-
treat from this overcrowded life. ”

43 years oldElsa

I have built a small wooden house in the garden to have a place where I can retreat from this overcrowded life.
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ROMANIA

When everything 
crumbled during 
the pandemic, it left 
me with a sense of 
uselessness and 
the feeling that 
no one needs 
artists.

“
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I am a 38-year-old independent theatre actor 
and director, and a single mother of a six year 
old child. I have been in this field for fifteen 
years, working mainly in a collective or with 
theatre artists who conceive and stage polit-
ically themed plays in independent spaces.    

The pandemic was a terrible turning point 
for me, professionally and personally. The 
restrictions forbade most live performances 
for most of 2020 and 2021. My child was four 
years old when it started. I was alone at home 
with my child, no job and no prospects. In 
April 2020, the authorities announced that 
they would offer unemployment support 
for independent artists. Initially, I saw it as a 
relief, then I learned that the money was in 
fact a lump sum out of which we were re-
sponsible for paying taxes and contributions 
amounting to half the sum we were given. 
After a few months, I stopped applying for 
fear of accumulating debt. The state acted as 
a creditor who was now out to collect.   

Except for a brief period in 2021, we could 
not organise plays until the spring of 2022. 
So, theatre artists had two years with no 
jobs. In the meantime, I tried to transfer my 
work online. It took me one year to figure 
out how to reach online audiences. In 2021, 
I won funding for a project of online plays. 
The project required us to meet deliverables, 
such as audience numbers, which was diffi-
cult due to assembly restrictions. This forced 
us to record some performances and broad-

cast them online to reach the project require-
ments. However, we could not obtain copy-
right for the online shows which was unfair.     

During COVID-19, I thought independent art 
would disappear. Spaces were disappearing, 
and colleagues migrated or changed career. 
Now we have opportunities, but we work in 
worse conditions and with less pay than be-
fore COVID-19. I cannot turn down anything 
because of the debt I have and the fear that 
something will prevent me from working in 
the future. In independent arts we rely mainly 
on funding from cultural grants. This creates 
a terrible work rhythm, with ‘dead’ seasons 
with no income and periods when we are 
overworked. In times like these I feel that I 
am sacrificing my child and my psychologi-
cal welfare.    

The pandemic made me slow down and 
provided me with an opportunity for self-re-
flection. I realised that I was defining my-
self through my work and social relations 
which I do not want to do anymore. When 
everything crumbled during the pandem-
ic, it left me feeling useless and that no one 
needs artists. I realised that I had the right to 
exist on this planet and escape the capitalist 
logic in which I can only justify my existence 
as a wheel in the system. I found joy in small 
things like plants and cooking. I found soli-
darity with other mothers of young children. 
I have also decided to look for another stable 
job. ”

38 years oldMira
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LUXEMBOURG

What I don’t accept 
is that people who 
respect the protection 
measures and get 
vaccinated are 
considered to be 
followers.

“
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I’m 70 years old, I’m retired, I have two adult 
children and I live alone. I will always remem-
ber the year 2020, we had sunny weather 
from March to September and I spent my 
time on the terrace. I live in a house where 
there is a lot of space, and a big garden. I 
was on the terrace, looking at the apple tree, 
seeing without observing, it was so static, it 
was like I was paralysed. I could have tak-
en advantage of all this time to work in the 
garden, but I didn’t do that. I was stunned. 
And I thought, I understand how people who 
are in prison go crazy. I thought afterwards, 
maybe they have more interaction. My chil-
dren phoned me, but it was to forbid me to 
go and buy the newspaper. For them, what 
was important was that nothing happened to 
me physically. I begged them to phone me at 
least once a week, but they didn’t. I can see 
that we, as old people, are no longer useful. 
I used to take care of my little girls a lot, and 
then they had to cope by themselves and 
now they are used to it.   

I read a lot to survive, I put myself in artifi-
cial worlds by reading stories. I used to have 
a very active pensioner life, taking drama 
classes and going to exhibitions. From the 
beginning I marked each day with a marker 
on the window, like a prisoner. But living like 

this took my life force and I was depressed 
without knowing it. I started setting goals to 
try and give myself some energy and then 
I thought I see now how depressed people 
must feel. In the autumn of 2021, I thought 
I was going crazy, I had anxiety, and I have 
never felt that before, it’s a destructive thing. 
My deliverance in May 2020 was being able 
to buy masks, it was already better and with 
the vaccination it is even better.     

One day we were on an excursion, and the 
driver said, “we’re going to put our masks 
back on because there’s one person who 
doesn’t agree with taking them off”. I said 
“yes, it’s me”, I didn’t want to hide. I got back 
in the minibus, everyone put on their mask, 
and they started yelling at me. One of them 
said “you’re really a coward”, another one 
said, “why do you come on these excursions 
if you’re so scared?”. The whole world has 
fallen apart for me, because people I liked 
very much are behaving in ways that I con-
sider selfish. I can understand and accept 
that people are afraid of the vaccine. What I 
don’t accept is that people who respect the 
protection measures and get vaccinated are 
considered to be followers. So, I lock myself 
in by reducing the activities I sign up for be-
cause I don’t know how to manage.    ”

70 years oldUlrika

From the beginning I marked each day with a marker on the window, like a prisoner. But living like this took my life force and I was depressed without knowing it.
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CYPRUS

I felt that my ability 
to help my loved 
ones as a doctor was 
compromised due 
to COVID-19 
measures.

“
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I am a doctor and married with three chil-
dren. I have eight siblings. COVID-19 affect-
ed me in multiple ways. I remember in 2020, 
around the end of March, my older sister had 
an accident and injured her leg very badly. 
She needed immediate medical assistance. 
Usually, I run to help as I am the only sister 
who is a doctor. However, I could not help my 
sister because I was quarantined due to trav-
elling. I felt that my ability to help my loved 
ones as a doctor was compromised due to 
COVID-19 measures. After the lockdown, my 
sister was my first patient in April 2020.    

As a doctor, I did not charge my patients and 
tried to help them through phone calls. How-
ever, this was difficult for me. Technology was 
a very important feature of COVID-19. I was 
forced to learn how to use various systems. In 
2020, I made my first steps into the National 
Health System as a doctor. I could not prac-
tice medicine face-to-face with my patients 
and I had to examine my patients online with 
the risk of making an incomplete diagnosis. 
I did not get paid so COVID-19 was also a fi-
nancial problem for me, and I also had to pay 
taxes, social insurance, and all other levies to 
the government. But I could not benefit from 
the government measures and company/in-
dividual schemes as I was ‘working’.  

I observed that many of my patients devel-
oped psychological issues, including stress 

and depression, and they needed to see a 
professional. COVID-19 was a dark period 
for my psychological status too because I felt 
alone. I could not see my children for a whole 
year. I didn’t see my family and I reduced my 
activities. I was worried for my niece and my 
daughter who are both doctors. I am grateful 
that nothing happened to them.   

The positive side of COVID-19 is that I live 
next to my older daughter, so I did not feel 
so lonely. Also, my husband and I have fields 
with oranges, and we could escape from 
everyday home quarantine. I felt uncomfort-
able with one particular incident during lock-
down. We were allowed to send two SMS per 
day to leave the house. We sent one to go to 
the fields to cut oranges. We had to cut them 
alone since we had no ability or willingness 
to employee anybody due to COVID-19. So, 
we went in the morning and naturally it took 
more than the three hours ‘unwritten rule’ 
for each message. When we were returning 
home, a police officer stopped our car and 
accused us of using the SMS in the wrong 
way because a whole day’s work in the field 
was not ‘reasonable time’. We started argu-
ing and shouting. He did not impose a fine 
in the end, but we felt bad. I believe this was 
a grand obstruction of our human right to 
free movement due to a bad interpretation of 
government measures. ”

65 years oldBirjou

I could not practice medicine face-to-face with my patients and I had to examine my patients online with the risk of making an incomplete diagnosis. 
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POLAND

I think activism 
helped me escape 
from my grief.

“
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My name is Katarzyna, and I am a 22-year-old 
student. I am an asexual and aromantic per-
son. I define myself as queer. I live in a city in 
northern Poland with my parents, two sisters, 
my grandmother, and two dogs. My mental 
health has deteriorated during the pandemic 
due to lockdowns and isolation. I was locked 
in my house, I couldn’t see my friends, and I 
had no one to talk to. Before the pandemic, 
I was developing professionally, but due to 
the pandemic and my emotional needs, I de-
cided to dedicate myself to activism.   

I joined an association that works for people 
on the asexuality spectrum and have partic-
ipated in the campaign for ‘asexuality spec-
trum visibility week’. I also joined a project for 
LGBTQIA+ rights. Through workshops, the 
project increases people’s awareness and 
knowledge regarding the rights and needs 
of the LGBTQIA+ community. Also, together 
with my friend, we founded a student organi-
sation for LGBTQIA+ people at my university. 
We have various support and self-develop-
ment groups within these associations that 
were active during the pandemic. We organ-
ised all events online, except the social cam-
paign which adhered to COVID-19 rules. But 
it was not a completely new reality, because 
some of them had already been organised 
online before the pandemic to reach a wider 
group of people. People needed to social-

ise, so paradoxically we had a higher turnout 
than before the pandemic. Since I live 65 kilo-
metres from the city where the association is 
based, it was also sometimes difficult for me 
to attend board meetings in person. There-
fore, the pandemic and the organisation of 
these meetings online made it easier for me 
to attend. Instead of studying, I focused on 
activism. Now, meetings of support groups 
are organised in a hybrid format: people 
who are vaccinated can attend them on-site, 
others can attend online. We follow hygiene 
guidelines to avoid infection. The hybrid for-
mat of the meetings was also dictated by the 
needs of people with disabilities, as our of-
fice is not accessible.  

At the beginning, my parents were a bit con-
fused, but over time they became proud of 
me. I raised their awareness on asexuality. 
When they learned about asexuality, under-
stood what it is, and that my activism makes 
me happy, they supported me. The pandem-
ic also allowed me to seek professional help 
and it turned out that my concentration prob-
lems and rejection sensitivity were caused 
by ADHD. The most traumatic experience for 
me was the death of my grandmother. She 
died of COVID-19. I think activism helped me 
escape from the grief of my grandmother’s 
passing and channel my focus towards learn-
ing how to help others. ”

22 years oldKatarzyna

At the beginning, my parents were a bit confused, but over time they became proud of me. I raised their awareness on asexuality. 
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LUXEMBOURG

We were placed in a 
shelter, but by then 
my residence permit 
had expired and I lost 
my right to stay at 
the shelter.

“
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I am Togolese and I have three children. By 
November 2021, I had been in Luxembourg 
for two years. I left the marital home in April 
2021 and ended up in hospital due to do-
mestic violence against my children and me. 
It was the cries of my six-month-old daughter 
that alerted a neighbour who came to check 
on us. Her father dropped her, and I had 
been unaware of her injuries until we arrived 
at the hospital. That’s when I decided to call 
the police and make a complaint against my 
husband. My other children who are aged 13 
and ten (a boy and a girl) are still with their 
father. I did not know then that it would be so 
difficult for me to have them by my side.

After the hospital, I was placed in a hotel by 
an association with wounds all over my face 
and my little girl in plaster. In May, we were 
placed in a shelter, but by then my residence 
permit had expired and I lost my right to stay 
at the shelter. Normally I would go to the im-
migration office, but they cancelled the ap-
pointment without providing a new one. My 
daughter, who will be 16 months old soon, 
does not have a residence permit either. It is 
my residence permit that should resolve the 

situation. However, the process is going very 
slowly with COVID-19. I have a court decision 
to access family assistance, but my appoint-
ments are very rare due to COVID-19. I also 
sought psychological follow-up for the chil-
dren despite their father’s objections. It took 
a long time to receive the letter authorising 
the psychological follow-up for them, but un-
fortunately, no action has been taken so far. I 
do not know when they will be able to follow 
up. Thankfully, I have a counsellor here who 
helps me a lot.

I said to myself, no one would believe all the 
things my children and I have been going 
through. I thought that they were things you 
would only ever see in films. But it is true. I’m 
not afraid to go back to Togo, but if I go back, 
I will lose all the people who support me 
here. So, I prefer to stay here for the children 
and to be protected. When I have the resi-
dence permit, I want to ask for custody of the 
children and look for work to put things in 
place and simply continue my life. I just want 
my children back; they are very important to 
me. I want it to see the end. I believe there 
will be justice. ”

36 years oldMina

I said to myself, no one would believe all the things my children and I have been going through. 
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GERMANY

It feels as though my 
life has been put on 
hold since recently 
discovering my 
gender identity.

“
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My name is Elisa. I am 25 years old, and I re-
cently came out as a trans woman. I will com-
mence my hormonal treatment this summer. 
I am a nursing student. I have been working 
as a COVID-19 vaccinator, administering vac-
cines to people.

Before the pandemic, I had completed three 
semesters of my education but with the on-
set of COVID-19, most of our lessons were 
moved online. I did group work with people 
that I had no prior social interactions with 
which was challenging. I missed out on an 
internship opportunity and the chance to fol-
low a patient through treatment. I had to take 
a virtual exam which I failed. I believe the vir-
tual format contributed to my failure, as when 
I retook the exam in person, I passed with the 
highest grade. Because of the pandemic, the 
opportunities to gain valuable skills through 
internships have been lost, with no compen-
sation available. My degree has not been put 
on hold. I have just had to continue through 
it. I feel I could have become a better nurse 
if COVID-19 had not disrupted my educa-
tion. The practical skills necessary for nurs-
ing have been lacking in my training, and I 
now have to find alternative ways to acquire 
them. Despite these challenges, my experi-
ence working as a vaccinator has been posi-

tive. I never experienced anything dodgy or 
anyone being angry. I never felt threatened. 
It was a pleasant experience, and it was safe 
to work there. I am pro-vaccines and have re-
ceived all my shots. 

I have experienced a sense of loneliness 
during the pandemic. I could celebrate 
Christmas with only one family member. I 
have been impacted by the pandemic also 
as a transgender individual. Normally, there 
is a waiting period of four to five months to 
access treatment, but due to the impact of 
COVID-19, the wait time has extended to 
eight months nationwide. Gender affirma-
tion services have not been prioritised as 
much as life-saving procedures such as heart 
surgeries or cancer treatments. It feels as 
though my life has been put on hold since 
recently discovering my gender identity. I 
often imagine how wonderful it would be to 
begin treatment right away, both in terms of 
the legal changes such as updating my name 
and CPR number (social security number), as 
well as undergoing hormonal treatment and 
voice training. I feel let down by the Minis-
try of Health and the Prime Minister as it 
seems that my access to treatment has been 
deemed less essential. ”

25 years oldElisa

Gender affirmation services have not been prioritised as much as life-saving procedures such as heart surgeries or cancer treatments. 
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LITHUANIA

Eventually, I had
to quit my job, 
because everything 
started falling apart 
at home.

“
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I am 41 years old, and I live in Lithuania. Cur-
rently, I am unemployed, and together with 
my husband, we are raising five children. The 
youngest one will soon be four years old, and 
the oldest one is 13. During the first quaran-
tine, we put a lot of effort into making the sit-
uation as good as possible for the children, 
so that they wouldn’t have to experience a 
painful quarantine. The twins went to the kin-
dergarten, while the youngest child stayed 
at home. I wasn’t working at that time. We 
spent a lot of time together, playing board 
games, going for walks, and exploring local 
areas. My husband took time off from his re-
mote work at least once a week to spend it 
with the children. We had ideal circumstanc-
es, because we had a lot of rooms, allowing 
those who needed it the most - my husband 
and the two school-going children - to have 
their own space.

There were some issues with remote learn-
ing. It was completely different from usual 
schooling, and the children lost interest with-
in the first two weeks. I had to spend a lot of 
time helping my sons with remote schooling 
and constantly motivating them. The teach-
ers had high expectations, and I struggled to 
meet them. Unfortunately, this meant that the 
youngest children were deprived of my at-
tention. Towards the end of the first quaran-

tine, we all started missing other people and 
gatherings. I missed my mother, but it wasn’t 
possible for her to visit us as during the first 
quarantine travel within Lithuania from dif-
ferent municipalities was not allowed. We 
couldn’t meet with my husband’s parents ei-
ther. However, the most painful thing for the 
children was not being able to spend time 
with their cousins and friends.  

After the first quarantine, there was a relative-
ly calm period. But then, the number of infec-
tions started increasing again in late autumn. 
The second quarantine was much more diffi-
cult. We were confined to our homes for two 
to three months. We lost our patience to en-
tertain the children and be happy. A sense 
of apathy emerged, and I interpreted it as a 
sign that I wasn’t fulfilling my mothering du-
ties. I felt guilty. It also coincided with my re-
turn to work after parental leave and this, of 
course, made the situation even worse. Even 
though I worked remotely, it was very chal-
lenging for me, especially since my mother 
could not come to help me. I was not able 
to focus on work because I was constantly 
thinking about the children, each with their 
own issues. Eventually, I had to quit my job, 
because everything started falling apart at 
home. ”

41 years oldRachelé

I was not able to focus on work because I was constantly thinking about the children, each with their own issues.
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FRANCE

Since COVID-19, our 
caregiver situation 
has worsened. Many 
of them have left 
and they haven’t 
been replaced.

“
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I’m 74 years old and a widow. I live with my 
38-year-old disabled daughter who has myo-
pathy. I used to work in a textile factory, but it 
closed down and I had to find a new job as a 
cleaning woman at the police station. Unfor-
tunately, I had a stroke in 2016, and last year, 
I was diagnosed with breast cancer.   

Just before the COVID-19 lockdown, I lost 
my dad, my mum, and my dog. It was a diffi-
cult time, but we remained strong. We have 
no family, but we have friends. We receive 
home care services from an association that 
we’ve been with for six years. At night, some-
one comes to take care of my daughter since 
my stroke in 2016. During the day, there’s a 
person from 8.30 am to 1 pm and from 2 pm 
to 8 pm. That is the best case scenario be-
cause we don’t always have the people we 
need. There were already a lot of stoppag-
es where people were not replaced, but I’ve 
never seen stoppages like now. When they 
need someone urgently in another sector, 
they take my daughter’s caregiver because 
they don’t have enough staff. They say, well, 
her mother’s there, she can do it. When we 
say something, they threaten to drop us and 
tell us to look for someone else. The last car-
egiver who came was a 19-year-old girl who 
had no experience or training. They only 
taught her how to use the equipment to lift 
people once. This situation puts her in dan-

ger, as well as the disabled person she’s sup-
posed to care for. They even asked her to do 
a tracheotomy without proper training.   

Since COVID-19, our caregiver situation has 
worsened. Many of them have left and they 
haven’t been replaced. Initially, they didn’t 
even discuss protective measures. We had to 
educate them and provide masks ourselves. 
They saw us as a nuisance when we asked for 
protective measures. We were seen as too 
demanding. We were afraid of having some-
one come to our house at night, so we only 
requested a two hour visit to put my daugh-
ter to bed. However, they were still paid for 
the full shift. On another occasion, one car-
egiver spent a day with us, and the next day 
she tested positive for COVID-19. We had to 
disinfect everything she had touched, get 
tested ourselves, and have a nurse visit. It 
was a significant risk for us. But during the 
second lockdown, they arrived in full protec-
tive gear.   

We no longer go out to places like restau-
rants. We don’t feel safe. Before the pandem-
ic, we would go out in good weather during 
the summer, but now we’ve become very iso-
lated.  We tell ourselves that it’s not going to 
last forever, it’s going to end, but we don’t 
dare go out too much. ”

74 years oldMartine
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CZECH REPUBLIC

The commute that 
usually takes 
25 minutes became 
almost four hours 
mainly because the 
government closed 
most of the border 
crossings.

“
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I am 53 years old. I live in a town close to the 
Czech-German border. I have three children– 
two are adults and my youngest is 14 years 
old. I have been working as a nurse in a social 
centre in a city in Bavaria since 2018. I am a 
so-called pendler, someone who commutes 
to work and back across the borders daily.     

When the pandemic struck, our government 
closed the borders and left only one border 
crossing in the area open. The management 
of the social centre where I work pleaded 
with the German government to give an 
exemption for pendlers working within so-
called critical infrastructure. On one hand, I 
was glad, but on the other hand, it brought 
me difficulties, both mental and physical. 
The commute that usually takes 25 minutes 
became almost four hours mainly because 
the government closed most of the border 
crossings, and all the critical workers and 
truck drivers were queuing at one crossing. 
It got to a point where it was psychological-
ly and physically unbearable. There was lots 
of paperwork, the requirements were con-
stantly changing, and we had to check sev-
eral websites and sources daily. We also had 
to get tested every 48 hours, which was not 
easy during the first wave. At times, I waited 
in line for three hours during the winter, in 
the snow and cold. It was a bit like mental 
exhaustion and even a war-like feeling. 

Our employer was extra accommodating, 

switching our shifts so we could at least make 
it to work on time. Later, they offered me a 
place in a dormitory which was more like a 
fully equipped four-star hotel. But when I 
stayed there, it was still challenging because 
at the time I had a 12-year-old son and dogs 
at home. It was difficult lying there, not know-
ing how things would unfold.  

There was a lot of fear in the first wave, caus-
ing hysteria that labelled pendlers as ‘virus 
spreaders’. I was, for example, at the gas sta-
tion, and a cashier said to me, “So you are 
coming from Germany, bringing the virus 
with you, huh?”. On the other hand, there has 
been tremendous solidarity among the pen-
dlers, sharing information about new rules, 
paperwork, or the traffic situation. We also 
received a lot of support from our employer, 
the clients, and the German side in general. 
We received gifts of food, fruit, and sweets. 
They probably thought that a well-fed nurse 
would last longer! People left thank you 
notes and flowers on our cars, that was really 
nice. But those were tough times.  

This pandemic experience is testament to the 
extent that Germany depends on cross-bor-
der labour, especially in healthcare and in 
social services. We struggled with staff short-
ages, many people fell sick, and we worked 
eight days in a row. However, I never thought 
about leaving work, leaving those people 
behind. ”

53 years oldAdina

There was a lot of fear in the first wave, causing hysteria that labelled pendlers as ‘virus spreaders’.
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SPAIN

As a person with autism, 
I am vulnerable to the 
police. During the 
pandemic, they were 
granted more power 
than they have had in 
a long time.

“
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I am Lur, and I am a 33-year-old nonbinary 
person living in a small town in Spain. I am 
also autistic and receive a modest pension 
of EUR 400 a month from the government. 
During the COVID-19 pandemic, I was living 
at home with my mother who is also disa-
bled and my father. I was unemployed the 
entire time and I was studying to get my high 
school degree at the adult’s school. Howev-
er, my education was completely interrupted 
when schools shut down due to COVID-19. I 
felt very lost.    

Living at home was difficult. My parents be-
came very anxious after the confinement.  My 
mother, who was morbidly obese, needed 
help at home because she could not move 
independently or clean herself. Although 
my father helped me sometimes during the 
day, I had to do most of her care, especially 
at night. For several months I slept very little, 
which negatively affected my mental health. 
I have an older brother who did not contrib-
ute to her care at all.     

Also, I am very scared of the police, and I was 
afraid to run into them during the times I did 

leave the house to run errands. As a person 
with autism, I am vulnerable to the police. 
During the pandemic, they were granted 
more power than they have had in a long 
time. My body language and words are of-
ten misunderstood, which can lead to police 
violence against people with disabilities. 
There are people who have been beaten by 
the police because they were unable to ex-
plain why they were outside the house. In a 
neighbourhood in our city, a young man with 
a mental disability and his mother were beat-
en by the police because they had gone out 
to the grocery shop. I was afraid something 
similar would happen to me, and I would not 
be able to explain myself. This fear made me 
rarely leave the house and become increas-
ingly isolated.    

Now that schools have reopened, I have re-
sumed my studies and graduated. I am now 
trying to get a bachelor’s degree. I don’t 
have any work experience, but to earn some 
money I started taking care of young chil-
dren. However, I had to make up my work 
history because I have no skills other than 
caregiving.  ”

33 years oldLur

My body language and words are often 
misunderstood, which can lead to police 
violence against people with disabilities. 
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This COVID-19 crisis 
ended up bringing me 
closer to myself.

“
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My name is Daira. I live with my husband and 
two children in a nice house in a small village. 
I have taken care of other people all my life. 
I focused only on others and was very good 
at putting my needs to the side. That cost me 
my first marriage and I also never had a paid 
job until recently. I did a lot of voluntary work 
and took care of my children.   

During the first lockdown, I had just started a 
new job as a language trainer. Before I could 
properly start, all language courses were 
cancelled and all of a sudden, I found my-
self at home working and doing everything 
online. My children and husband also end-
ed up at home. In the beginning, I enjoyed 
that as I had more quality time with my family. 
However, I also missed the dynamism of the 
participants in my groups.  
 
Besides my work and family, I am a leader of 
a children’s theatre group. Right after the first 
lockdown, a performance was planned. Of 
course, it was cancelled and at first, I thought 
it would go on a week or two later. That 
turned out to be very different. We couldn’t 
even meet each other and practice. The re-
alisation that things might not become ‘nor-
mal’ soon became more and more apparent. 
After a while, the sparkle of being together 
was gone. The children became tired and 

irritable. My husband had to find new work 
and was often busy with it, and I found myself 
alone with my worries more often. After a year 
of ups and downs, I was laid off as my annual 
contract was not renewed. That felt so unfair. 
I felt like I had become a victim of a situation 
I couldn’t do anything about. For the first few 
months, I didn’t let it sink in that I no longer 
had a job. I was still getting unemployment 
benefits. But when that stopped, I suddenly 
looked around me. I asked myself what I had 
built up in all those years besides my family. 
It occurred to me that I had no idea whom 
to call when something was wrong with me. 
That shocked me.   

During that time, I developed confidence by 
doing things. For example, I joined an organ-
isation for people aged 40+ to get to know 
each other. I went to dance parties I would 
never have gone to otherwise. I found that 
connecting with others did me good. I start-
ed asking myself questions about what I re-
ally wanted. I think I was able to make more 
authentic choices rather than please others. 
After a few months, I stepped into a new job 
as a training coordinator at a large company. 
I would never have dared to do that other-
wise. This COVID-19 crisis ended up bring-
ing me closer to myself. ”

48 years oldDaira

I joined an organisation for people aged 40+ to get to know each other. I went to dance parties I would never have gone to otherwise.
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While we were separated 
by borders, different 
government officials kept 
appearing in the media, 
sharing contradictory 
messages about the 
planned anti-pandemic 
measures and how long 
they would last.

“
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My name is Amelia, and I am 32 years old. 
Currently, I am on parental leave with my 
eight-month-old son. I also have a flexible 
part-time position in academia. My husband 
is from South America. We got married right 
before the pandemic in the Czech Republic. 
We had a wedding with lots of internation-
al friends who then flew back to their home 
countries. Some of them got stuck in either 
transfer or home country quarantines. My 
husband, too, left for his home country. He 
had some work-related obligations as we 
lived there from 2019 to 2022. I was sup-
posed to take care of his visa-related paper-
work, submit my dissertation, and then fly 
back to South America. But the Czech gov-
ernment announced that they were closing 
the borders, and that Czech citizens were not 
allowed to leave the country. While we were 
separated by borders, different government 
officials kept appearing in the media, sharing 
contradictory messages about the planned 
anti-pandemic measures and how long they 
would last. It was terrifying and frustrating. 
Then, I met a guy online whose family was 
dealing with a similar situation, and we de-
cided to create a Facebook group. There we 

shared information about restrictions in dif-
ferent countries, border crossing, visa rules, 
etc. At one point, the group had over one 
million members. Eventually, I reunited with 
my husband after four months apart when 
the rules changed.  

Last year, I got pregnant, and we were plan-
ning to move back to the Czech Republic. I 
even got a job starting in the fall of 2021. But 
as my husband’s country of origin was still 
on the so-called blocklist back then, and he 
didn’t have his visa settled for the Czech Re-
public, so he wasn’t able to join me. I didn’t 
want to risk any uncertainty, so I decided to 
contact the Czech ombudsperson pointing 
out that the Czech government does not fol-
low the EU regulations on family unification 
procedures. As other families were in a simi-
lar situation, he appealed to the government 
and the measure was eventually cancelled. I 
believe this measure was an example of the 
structural racism of the Czech government 
against non-EU foreigners. However, by 
then, it was past the date to start my new job, 
so I declined the offer. ”

32 years oldAmelia

Then, I met a guy online whose family was dealing with a similar situation, and we decided to create a Facebook group. There we shared information about restrictions in different countries, border crossing, visa rules, etc.
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This is who I am. 
If that is rebellious, 
then so be it.

“
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I am 42 years old, and I live in a city in 
South-eastern Turkey. I could only finish pri-
mary school. I got married at 23. My husband 
is a carpenter. Four years ago, I lost my twin 
babies shortly after they were born, and I be-
came depressed. Then, one day I went to a 
multipurpose community centre to ask some-
thing for my friend. This centre, like many 
others across the region, contributes to the 
development of the region and empowering 
women. I must have looked so depressed that 
the teachers there noticed. They convinced 
me to attend one of their courses. Eventually, 
I became the coordinator of a project where 
women do hand embroidery. Women, all of 
whom are housewives, come for two - three 
hours a week to work on samples and then 
take material home to embroider. 

Right before the pandemic, I joined a pro-
gram organised at the centre. The program 
consisted of 18 meetings where we acquired 
basic knowledge in many areas, from contin-
uing education to starting a business, from 
mother and child health to reading. This pro-
gram, which continued during the pandem-
ic, changed my life in every sense. I learned 
many things, especially my rights. After the 
program, I decided to continue my educa-
tion and finished middle and high school 
with distance education. I even took the 
university entrance exam with the encour-
agement of my friends. I did not do well, but 
even going to the university campus for the 

exam was a great feeling.    

Even during lockdowns, we had permission 
to work, so I continued to work from 8 am to 
5 pm. Before the pandemic, we had difficulty 
getting by as a family, and it only got worse 
as prices increased and my husband had to 
close his workshop due to lockdowns. We 
kept the natural gas very low or off even in 
winter. We kept the lights off at home even 
during the evenings. I also saw that the num-
ber of women working for the embroidery 
project increased from 250-300 to 600-700 
during the pandemic. The husbands of most 
of those women became unemployed, and 
the women could look after their families, 
meet their own needs as well as their chil-
dren’s thanks to this project.   

As my husband’s work decreased during the 
pandemic, he was depressed and there was 
tension at home. I tried to comfort him, say-
ing that we can get by with my income for 
a while. But that bothered him even more. 
He was not happy with me working, saying 
that it should be him looking after the fami-
ly. In this community, a woman working out-
side the household is considered rebellious, 
not proper. My husband thinks that I have 
changed since I started working. Actually, 
my mother thinks the same too. I have paid a 
huge price to be the person that I am today. 
This is who I am. If that is rebellious, then so 
be it. ”

42 years oldSema
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The violence started 
in January 2021. 
He first hit me in the 
head with a mobile 
phone.

“
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My name is Bojana. I am 37 years old, and I 
have three sons. The older boy is 12 years old, 
and the twins are eight years old. I have been 
divorced recently. I am an agricultural techni-
cian by education. I used to live in the city, but 
now I live in the countryside with my parents, 
my grandmother, and my three sons. Until 
June 2020, I was employed on a short-term 
contract. Then my company terminated my 
contract and offered me a less favourable one 
with less money. So, I resigned. My ex-hus-
band was earning well, but he never brought 
the whole salary into the house. He spent it on 
dinners with friends and gambling.  

At first, we saw COVID-19 as something that 
would pass quickly, not taking it seriously. 
When the government declared a state of 
emergency, we adhered to the measures. I 
had to go to work every day, and my ex-hus-
band worked from home. At that time, he 
mostly dealt with the children and cooked 
for them. 

The violence started in January 2021. He 
first hit me in the head with a mobile phone. 
He immediately started apologising and 
brought me ice to put on the wound. The 
trigger for the violence was probably my 
resignation from work. I didn’t ask him be-
fore I made the decision, and maybe he was 
angry about it. I think that lack of money 

and concern for the future provoked that vi-
olence against me. After that first time, the 
harassment lasted for a month, with mood 
swings and physical violence almost every 
day. He would shout at the children and beat 
them too. I didn’t want to report him; I suf-
fered. Then one day I told my aunt that he 
was beating me, but I begged her not to tell 
my parents. Yet, she called them immediate-
ly, and they called the police. They came and 
took us to their village. We got a restraining 
order against him, first for 48 hours and then 
for 60 days. 

It’s hard for me staying with my parents. My 
older son is going through puberty, and he 
protests against them, he wants to live with 
his dad. It hurts me terribly. My ex-husband 
told me that he still loved me, that he would 
change; go to therapy and marriage coun-
selling. I’m thinking of giving him another 
chance, but my parents will never talk to me 
again and if he starts beating me again, they 
will not let me come back to their house.   

I started learning to drive, and I found a job. 
It’s not permanent, but it’s a profession. I 
work in a greenhouse for organic peppers. 
The only person I can talk to is my cousin. 
She went through the same situation, and 
she tells me not to go back to him under any 
circumstances. ”

37 years oldBojana

The only person I can talk to is my cousin. She went through the same situation, and she tells me not to go back to him under any circumstances. 
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I feared that I wouldn’t 
be able to access 
healthcare due to my 
status or that I would 
die alone in a hospital in 
a country that is foreign 
to me.

“
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My name is Charlotte. I’m a 33-year-old wom-
an from the Philippines, currently living in Bel-
gium. After finishing my studies in Belgium, I 
became undocumented around the time that 
the pandemic started. I feared that I wouldn’t 
be able to access healthcare due to my sta-
tus or that I would die alone in a hospital in a 
country that is foreign to me. During this time, 
I attempted to become a student again, but 
my application was denied, and I was told to 
go home due to my legal status, despite the 
pandemic situation being dire in the Philip-
pines. However, I was fortunate enough to re-
ceive insurance after informing the provider 
that I would be a student, which I still believed 
at that point. This was good, but I was scared 
that somehow it would not be given if they 
discovered my lack of legal status. I got a se-
vere toothache at one point, and I waited ten 
days before seeking medical attention.    

Eventually, I discovered that I could acquire 
a health card from my municipality which 
granted me basic healthcare, even though 
I was undocumented. Unfortunately, this in-
formation is not easily available, and I feel as 
though it is purposely withheld. As an undoc-
umented person, I am constantly anxious and 

apprehensive about approaching authorities, 
as I fear negative consequences. You need to 
show your ID when you want to access health-
care, and if you don’t have any, you don’t 
know what will happen, and this creates a 
lot of stress and anxiety. It was difficult to see 
that some people had access to such good 
healthcare while I was being excluded from it, 
and unable to get help for burnout, depres-
sion, and other health issues.     

When the government distributed masks to 
every citizen, I didn’t receive one. I was con-
cerned that I would miss out on the vaccine. 
Luckily, my partner and his mother called the 
vaccination centre, and because I was already 
in the system somehow, they allowed me to 
get vaccinated despite my status. However, to 
access certain services in Belgium, I needed 
proof of vaccination which I could not obtain 
through digital means due to my status. My 
partner managed to obtain a paper certifica-
tion for me using my old ID number. Unfor-
tunately, government services typically do not 
communicate in English and are unable to 
help you if you don’t fit in the right box. I was 
lucky to have people who could help me.  ”

33 years oldCharlotte

As an undocumented person, I am constantly anxious and apprehensive about approaching authorities, as I fear negative consequences. 
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It took my joy away 
to be teaching during 
lockdowns.

“
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I am 41 years old. I have a husband and two 
girls aged 14 and 16. I am a teacher and I 
largely work in public schools. It was lone-
ly during the lockdown. There were a lot of 
expectations in terms of what we were able 
to do, and I didn’t think there was a lot of 
acknowledgements of these difficulties. We 
were left on our own, especially as the restric-
tions kept changing regarding the length of 
time we would be teaching from home.  

There were also no guidelines in terms of 
what to do if the children started recording 
the online lessons. Some of my colleagues 
said that we needed guidelines and the Dan-
ish Teacher’s Association supported this. The 
management, however, said that it wasn’t 
possible. My colleagues and I experienced 
someone pressing record or sending a re-
cording out on snapchat from class. I wonder 
how many times it has happened. My biggest 
challenge was when I was teaching gym class 
and showing the students how to do exercis-
es. Students figured out how to send links to 
students from other schools. Suddenly, there 
were students from other schools present. I 
also had a student who received nasty mes-
sages through the chat function during a 
crafts class. The male student who sent those 
messages received a link from one of his class-
mates who had changed schools. Apparently, 

this student who changed school had told his 
former classmates to join this online class and 
write ugly messages to that girl. 

I needed understanding from the manage-
ment. The management just said the situation 
with recording classes couldn’t be that bad 
and that there was no more to discuss. I still 
didn’t feel the issue was recognised as impor-
tant or that was it being handled effectively. 
My manager said I could just call the moth-
er of the student sharing videos of me on 
snapchat, but I believed management should 
handle it. I don’t want to be recorded during 
my teaching. It’s illegal when I haven’t been 
asked for consent. Eventually, the manage-
ment called the student and told her that she 
shouldn’t record me teaching again. That was 
the only consequence. I felt violated in terms 
of not being taken seriously by my students 
who thought they could just do whatever they 
wanted.

After that, I didn’t show my face on the screen. 
I contacted the Danish Teacher’s Association 
to request that they should focus on the issue. 
They had so many teachers contacting them 
about similar violations and many were even 
worse than my experience.  COVID-19 made 
it hard for me to do my job. It took my joy 
away to be teaching during lockdowns.  ”

41 years oldTina

I don’t want to be 
recorded during my teaching. It’s illegal when I haven’t been asked for consent. 
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I quickly developed 
stress-related 
symptoms because I 
was working too much 
while pregnant.

“
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I’m a 32-year-old nurse working in the blood 
and oncology ward of a hospital in Iceland 
since 2014. I’m married and I have a daugh-
ter. In December 2019, I became pregnant, 
just as I was asked to become the assistant 
manager of my ward. In the beginning, we 
didn’t know how our patients and pregnant 
women would handle getting COVID-19, so 
there was a lot of stress and uncertainty. The 
workload as an administrator was massive, 
and there was a constant shortage of staff 
due to COVID-19. The rules regarding our 
patients and the quarantine process were 
constantly changing, which added to my 
workload. I quickly developed stress-related 
symptoms because I was working too much 
while pregnant. I should have cut back on 
work, but it was impossible as I was the one 
in charge. Eventually, I had to go on sick leave 
when I was 30 weeks pregnant.   

The sick leave period was challenging as I was 
being very careful trying not to get COVID-19 
so that my partner could be present at the 
birth. I gave birth in September 2020, and it 
was a traumatic experience. I think COVID-19 
added stress to my situation which made 
everything worse, and I developed post-
partum depression as a result. My daughter 
was born in the third wave of COVID-19, so 
we weren’t allowed any visitors which was 
socially isolating. Breastfeeding was going 
badly, but I couldn’t get a lactation consult-

ant because no one wanted to come to our 
house. My baby was restless, and I couldn’t 
sleep. So, it was recommended that we get 
someone to look after her at night. But that 
wasn’t possible due to the pandemic.  I al-
ways had to go to every appointment with my 
child alone, which was not okay as I was so 
depressed. When my baby was just one and 
a half weeks old, I tried to admit myself to a 
psychiatric ward due to severe sleep depri-
vation. But pandemic restrictions prevent-
ed me from bringing my child, so I decided 
against it. Instead, I received psychological 
services at my local healthcare centre which 
were fragmented due to COVID-19 related 
cancellations and delays. Eventually, I gave 
up seeking help. However, I managed to get 
some psychotherapy during my daughter’s 
first year and was diagnosed with PTSD.   

Last spring, I burned out and have been on 
vocational rehabilitation ever since. If I had 
been in a different job, working from home, 
I would be in a better place today. If the sit-
uation at my workplace had been different, 
with less stress and more understanding 
from my superiors, I’m sure nothing like this 
would have happened. I’m still dealing with 
the stress that came with COVID-19 to this 
day. What kept me going through this diffi-
cult time was my resilience and the support 
of those closest to me. ”

32 years oldSophia

My daughter was born in the third wave of COVID-19, so we weren’t allowed any visitors which was socially isolating. 
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It is not good to 
leave a mentally 
disabled person 
alone in hospital.

“
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I’m a married parent with a daughter who is 
also married, and I have a grandson. I also 
have a 40-year-old son who is mentally dis-
abled.   

In 2020, my son was at the day centre when 
they called to say he was having trouble 
breathing. They said they were going to call 
the ambulance and told me to meet him at 
the hospital. When my husband and I arrived 
before the ambulance, I informed the emer-
gency staff that my son was going to arrive, 
and that I needed to accompany him because 
he was mentally disabled. However, they told 
me, “No, Madam, you can’t go with him. It’s 
forbidden”. They refused to let me go upstairs 
with him and instructed me to go home. They 
said, “we’ll do all the tests, and we’ll call you.” 
I went home with my husband. I was feeling 
desperate because I thought of everything: 
he doesn’t speak; if they leave him on a bed, 
he could fall and break a leg. Luckily, I have 
a cousin who works at the hospital, I phoned 
her and explained the situation. She immedi-
ately offered to go to the hospital to be with 
him. After going to the hospital, she told me 
that his tests came back negative. After three 
hours, the hospital called me to say that I 
could collect him. I went to the hospital again 
and this time they let me in. First, I couldn’t 
and then I could. It is not good to leave a 

mentally disabled person alone in hospital, 
a person who doesn’t speak, doesn’t move, 
doesn’t know anything. Mentally disabled 
people and the elderly should always be ac-
companied by someone who is familiar to 
them and knows their needs.   
 
Four days later he was tested again, and it 
was positive; he had caught COVID-19 in the 
hospital. When he tested positive, we kept 
him at home. That was also very hard because 
normally there are two carers in the morning 
and in the evening and they told me, “Since 
there are sick people and to limit contact, only 
one person will come”. I spoke with my hus-
band and I told them not to come, and that 
we would look after him. They could care for 
others. They were exhausted. We took care of 
him for three weeks, and it was hard because 
the centre was closed, he was at home, he 
didn’t see the carers, he didn’t see the family, 
we weren’t in contact with anybody. He was 
very unhappy as there was nothing to inter-
est him at home. Upon returning to the day 
centre, he missed the interaction with others 
as they had put restrictions in place. Before, 
there were 45 of them in one room and dur-
ing the pandemic, he was alone with a carer. 
We used to go on holiday and leave him at 
the centre for a week to have some time to 
ourselves, but now it’s over.  ”

65 years oldAna

I was feeling desperate because I thought of everything: he doesn’t speak; if they leave him on a bed, he could fall and break a leg. 
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I said to myself: 
You’re either 
getting sick now 
or remain tortured 
forever.

“
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I’m 32 years old and I work in the IT sector.  
I was in a toxic and somewhat violent relation-
ship for a long time before the pandemic start-
ed and with the pandemic it worsened. My 
partner had taken me to another city where I 
was away from my friends and family. I got in 
touch with an organisation who help victims 
of domestic violence around seven - eight 
months before I escaped, which was in Janu-
ary 2021. I saw a post on their Facebook page 
about the first signs that a person might be a 
victim of violence- and I recognised myself. 

I got connected with a mentor and we started 
writing online. But at some point, I decided 
to stay with my ex-partner, so out of shame 
I stopped writing to her for some time. Then 
in December 2020 I wrote to her again to 
say that I wanted to leave him. I lied to my 
ex-partner that I have to go to my dentist in 
the city. So, I managed to get there, even 
though it took a long time to persuade him 
to let me go. I slept at a friend’s place for a 
night despite the pandemic. I then returned 
to my mother’s place by taking a train, even 
though I was in a huge panic that I might get 
COVID-19. I said to myself: “You’re either 
getting sick now or remain tortured forever”. 
For a long time after I escaped, I was misera-

ble. I worked with a psychologist from an or-
ganisation who helped me a lot when I was 
having panic attacks. I was getting by, day by 
day. I never called the police or social care 
because I was afraid that if I called the police, 
they would laugh at me, or that my ex-partner 
would persuade them that I was crazy and 
that I was the one torturing him. I never felt I 
could trust the authorities to help me.   

As absurd as it may sound, the pandem-
ic led to a huge improvement in my life. 
When you’re in a huge stress such as the one 
caused by the pandemic, you realise you’re 
not in control. So, you see that in such critical 
moments, it’s better to be surrounded with 
people who love you, not who abuse you and 
put you down. Now, I’m one of the Women 
Survivors- a network of women survivors from 
toxic relationships. We share our experiences 
with other people in order to empower them 
to make a step in their own lives. I joined a 
social initiative that teaches employers to 
recognise and help employees who are vic-
tims of domestic violence. My current partner 
knows my story inside out and he helps me a 
lot and supports me being a part of an organ-
isation- this helped me to get stabilised and 
move on, as I saw there are also normal men. ”

32 years oldMarietta

When you’re in a huge stress such as the one caused by the pandemic, you realise you’re not in control. So, you see that in such critical moments, it’s better to be surrounded with people who love you, not who abuse you and put you down.
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At first, being confined 
gave me peace. Every 
afternoon my son and 
I would go for a walk. 
For the first time in 
years, we had long 
conversations.

“
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My name is Edith. I am 56 years old and until 
recently I lived with my youngest son, who is 
18 years old and has a mild form of autism. 
I am self-employed as a mindfulness train-
er and coach. Before the pandemic, my son 
went to school, and we only saw each other 
at night, but we were tired then and hardly 
talked to each other. When the pandem-
ic started, my son and I found ourselves at 
home all day together. At first, being con-
fined gave me peace. Every afternoon my son 
and I would go for a walk. For the first time 
in years, we had long conversations. During 
these conversations, my son acknowledged 
for the first time that he has autism and how 
much he is affected by it. And for the first 
time, he was open to help. When online class-
es started, he could not concentrate. It was 
also difficult for me to concentrate on work. 
Everything felt like a burden and working 
from home with my son around made me ex-
tremely fatigued.  Sometimes he would stand 
by the refrigerator for an hour and a half mak-
ing a sandwich or sit on the couch for hours 
busy with his phone. Eventually, through ups 
and downs, he graduated from high school. 
He wanted to attend college, but because 

education was still online, everything stalled. 
It took a lot of energy to care for him at home, 
and there was no other option but to admit 
him to a residential home. It was hard at first, 
but when I saw that things were going well for 
him there I let go of worry.   

During the pandemic, I discovered how im-
portant it was for young people to be able to 
reflect on themselves and all that is happen-
ing around them. In fact, I chose to offer mind-
fulness classes in schools and online to youth 
in need. I also began to rethink my work and 
my business relationships. I stopped working 
for my main clients because I found the pres-
sure too high, and the path they wanted to 
take did not match my purpose in my work. I 
also needed to recover from the intense pe-
riod of living with my son. Now I am taking 
time for myself and considering the possibil-
ities and opportunities for my future. I have 
lost my faith in politics in recent times. I delib-
erately did not get vaccinated. I am so angry 
at the government for forcing young people 
in particular to get vaccinated so they can do 
fun things. Despite everything, I look back on 
an intense but valuable period of crisis.   ”

56 years oldEdith

It was also difficult for me to concentrate on work. Everything felt like a 
burden and working from home with my son around made me extremely 

fatigued.
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I believe COVID-19 
made me more 
resilient.

“
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My name is Laura, and I am 24. When the 
pandemic started, I lost my job and I had to 
move back in with my mother. Although I had 
a good relationship with my mum, it was not 
ideal. For me it was not easy to go back to 
the child role again, I was not used to it any-
more. My mum started her own business as 
a masseur right before the pandemic. These 
professions were hit the most, and she could 
not work at all. We faced economic hardship. 
I believe my mum tried to hide many of her 
survival strategies. It is quite funny how now 
politicians talk about how people should 
save energy due to the energy crisis, but they 
do not realise that many have been doing it 
even before now, simply because they could 
not pay for it. I remember that during the 
pandemic winter we did not heat our home 
much. All these outside circumstances im-
pacted our family relationship, there was a 
certain tension. Fortunately, the relationship 
got better as we both found ways to stabilise 
our lives.   

The measures of economic help had quite 
significant loopholes that excluded many 
vulnerable groups. For example, students 
did not have any opportunity to get a job 
because those student jobs simply did not 
exist. I was quite lucky that a friend of mine 
helped me to find a job. Fortunately, I start-

ed university in the autumn of 2020. The uni-
versity offered the students five counselling 
sessions for free, and I used that opportunity. 
It has helped me to think a lot about myself 
and my life. In the beginning, students did 
not see each other in real life, we met only 
through online courses. However, it was nice 
as we were all eager to study and hungry 
for the contacts, so we tried to get to know 
each other anyway. It was quite interesting to 
see how those relationships work differently 
in real life, when we finally met. People that 
you found interesting online were not that 
interesting offline and vice versa. I noticed it 
also with my old friends, that gradually, as we 
could not be in contact and we did not have 
common experiences, we did not have much 
to talk about. 

Everything was so calm during COVID-19, 
there were not many people on the streets, it 
was like living in the countryside but in a city. 
I spent a lot of time during the pandemic on 
self-reflection, thinking about who I am, what 
I want in life. Actually, I believe it made me 
more resilient, more adult. It is a pity that it did 
not happen with society as well. I am amazed 
how the pandemic is forgotten now and that 
everything it made visible, all the social prob-
lems, they are invisible again. The solidarity 
got lost and people are on their own again. ”

24 years oldLaura

I am amazed how the pandemic is forgotten now and that everything it made visible, all the social problems, they are invisible again. The solidarity got lost and people are on their own again.
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People need support 
faster, and this is 
where small 
organisations and 
communities can 
do a lot.

“
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I’m a 51-year-old woman. When the social 
media breakthrough happened in Finland 
about a decade ago, I understood that there 
is potential in these networks and wanted to 
do something around it. I founded a compa-
ny and a CSO together with other people, to 
create social networks via digital platforms. 
When the pandemic began, I continued 
working within these organisations and was 
involved in many projects that discussed how 
civil society could respond to the situation.   

Our organisation developed special initi-
atives, which aimed to support people to 
survive during the pandemic. For instance, 
we have a service that connects neighbours 
with each other, and we used this platform to 
launch COVID-19 aid, such as shopping for 
your neighbour. Many people offered to sup-
port, and some found help. However, many 
people who needed help probably did not 
find the service. I think it is important to find 
ways to connect people. If people had phone 
numbers for their neighbours that they knew 
they could call for help, this would create re-
silience during crisis. I understand that people 
are hesitant to connect with their neighbours 
because they don’t want to lose their anonym-
ity, however I want to search for solutions to 
change this. Our current service is still running 
but it’s not very active now. It is difficult to gain 
the critical mass for continuation, and we also 
don’t have funding to develop it further.   

As a small organisation, we are very agile 
and able to help much faster than public 
authorities. For instance, after one month 
of COVID-19 restrictions, the city of Helsin-
ki and the Lutheran church co-organised a 
food service, which particularly helped el-
derly people. This was a good thing, but it 
took a month to put up. People need support 
faster, and this is where small organisations 
and communities can do a lot. This is not al-
ways organised very well in Finland, where 
people expect that it is primarily the gov-
ernment that supports them. Various kinds 
of support networks can increase resilience. 
Another service that we founded during the 
pandemic was the crowdfunding platform. 
This platform provided artists, event organ-
isers and restaurants an easy way to apply 
for crowdfunding when they faced prob-
lems during the pandemic. I think it took two 
days to set it up: one day for visual design 
and one day for technical construction. We 
applied for COVID-19 aid ourselves and got 
Business Finland funding for developing our 
services. This was very good for our organ-
isation; however, I think it would have been 
better if our organisation got funding for the 
services that we developed for helping com-
panies and organisations to survive through 
the pandemic. Then we could have adver-
tised our services better at the time when 
they were very important.    ”

51 years oldJohanna
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Living with my 
client feels like 
a prison to me.

“
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My name is Milena. I work as a full-time car-
egiver in rural Austria. Originally, I am from 
Slovakia, but I have spent most of my time 
working in Austria. My client patient uses a 
wheelchair and can hardly communicate an-
ymore. At the beginning of the pandemic, I 
could not go home. I stayed for a long time 
with my client which came with a massive 
physical and mental burden. At first, I didn’t 
recognise the signs and could not name so-
cial isolation as the main issue. During that 
time, I was constantly under pressure. Even 
when my mother passed away, I did not take 
the time to mourn. Recently I started to pro-
cess what has happened. Living with my cli-
ent feels like a prison to me. My client feels 
the same way; he often misses his family. 
His children underestimate how much work 
I have with my client. At the same time, they 
are rarely around. I find this particularly dif-
ficult because all the things that need to be 
done around the house are put on my shoul-
ders, though they are not covered by my con-
tract. 

The placement agency suggested to all fami-
lies to pay every caregiver an additional EUR 
20 per day for motivation and compensation. 
My client’s family refused to pay such a bonus 
and instead suggested that I work for them 
privately, without the agency. I refused be-
cause I have to think about my future. With-
out an agency it is not possible to find new 
clients; there is no trust in foreign caregivers. 

I earn EUR 800 net. No person would do this 
job for so little money. My client shows me 
that he knows how I feel and how exhaust-
ed I am. Sometimes he says that I should go 
home. But I cannot leave him alone.  

When I realised that vaccination is necessary 
for crossing borders and easier than constant 
testing, I got the vaccination at the first op-
portunity in spring. However, my representa-
tive from the agency does not advocate vac-
cination. She has strongly opposed any kind 
of mandatory vaccination for 24-hour car-
egivers and does not comply with any safety 
measures herself. I don’t wear a mask while 
working. I estimate the risk of infecting my cli-
ent as very low. I test myself before and after 
every trip.  

I have noticed that many 24-hour caregivers 
are not vaccinated. I see the fact that many 
are vaccine sceptical as a kind of defiant re-
action against the government. Live-in car-
egivers have been waiting for years now for 
their working conditions to improve, but the 
government does not do anything. Now they 
are asking caregivers to be vaccinated, and 
caregivers can say no. I find this childish, but 
I can understand it to some extent. Our job is 
simply not appreciated. The work we do now 
was unpaid for a long time and was done by 
women. Now it is still done by women and 
paid poorly. It receives no financial or moral 
appreciation. ”

50 years oldMilena

My client shows me that he knows how I feel and how exhausted I am. Sometimes he says that I should go home. But I cannot leave him alone.  
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It is not the virus 
itself but the 
psychological 
dividing of people.

“
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I am Chinese, born and raised. Currently, I am 
30 years old and living in Cyprus with my wife, 
who is a Cypriot. In 2019 I was in China when 
COVID-19 started, close to my hometown. I 
was planning to come to Cyprus and reunite 
with my girlfriend in February 2020. When 
COVID-19 hit, we didn’t know how serious it 
would get, until people started dying.    

It took me eight months to come to Cyprus. 
The normal way to apply for a visa was not 
available for tourist and working visas. I tried 
to get a work visa but got rejected without a 
main justification. My wife’s family had to use 
special resources to get me a visa. I had to do 
something that I was not comfortable with. I 
hate using corruption, but it was the only way 
to come to Cyprus.    

My situation is special. I came with a special 
visa and then I married a Cypriot. When I got 
married, I got a temporary family reunifica-
tion visa. I also applied for a permanent visa. 
The government immigration department 
made a mistake with my address when they 
sent the reply, and it took me six months to 
discover the mistake and why my visa was not 
issued. I am not even sure I am residing in Cy-
prus legally now. I want to learn to drive here 
in Cyprus and work legally, but I cannot do 

it. The immigration department is very slow. 
I cannot go back to my country and see my 
family, because I don’t know if I can leave the 
country or come back. My situation means I 
could not apply for any support scheme dur-
ing COVID-19. Psychologically, I am worried. 
I can’t do anything on my own. I cannot have 
electricity in my name, I cannot register for 
the National Health System. I am patient and 
I feel supported by my family here, but I feel 
I have to rely on other people all the time. I 
even had to use acquaintances to open a 
bank account.    

I am not vaccinated. I am not against vacci-
nation. Most possibly I would be vaccinated 
if I were in China. In Cyprus one can chose to 
be unvaccinated since there is no wide use 
of public transportation, and you can go an-
ywhere with your car. However, it is annoying 
to do a rapid test every 48 hours. I cannot 
go for a drink or to a restaurant, I can’t go to 
events with my job. I did not get vaccinated 
because of family influence. I feel discriminat-
ed against because of my vaccination status, 
and I feel there is a continuous argument be-
tween vaccinated and unvaccinated people. 
It is not the virus itself but the psychological 
dividing of people.   ”

30 years oldBob

My situation means I could not apply for any support scheme during COVID-19.
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SWEDEN

Despite the trauma 
of losing patients and 
many of my colleagues 
in my home country due 
to COVID-19, I have not 
requested any care.

“
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My name is Alice, and I’m a 46-year-old nurse. 
I am married, and we have an eleven-year-
old son. I came to Sweden from a central Af-
rican country in 2007. I work at an intensive 
care unit in the infection clinic of a hospital.   
I have been working at the infectious disease 
clinic throughout the pandemic. At the begin-
ning, it was chaotic with many people calling 
in sick or wanting to change jobs. Every day, 
there were new directives on how we should 
wash our hands and how we should dress, 
etc. We worried about getting infected. I got 
COVID-19 twice at work, and extreme fatigue 
and exhaustion were big problems. People 
who got COVID-19 didn’t return to work for 
long; if they did then they got sick again. 
They just weren’t healthy enough and they 
still aren’t. In my ward, the situation deterio-
rated considerably as most of my colleagues 
quit. This means I had to take on more re-
sponsibilities, teaching the new staff and su-
pervising them, which is hard when there are 
so many. I am the only experienced nurse on 
the ward now; I have worked there for almost 
five years.  

My employer offered ‘feel good’ activities 
such as psychologist appointments. In addi-
tion to therapy, we have a counsellor and a 
hospital chaplain. Despite the trauma of los-
ing patients and many of my colleagues in 
my home country due to COVID-19, I have 
not requested any care. I probably have 

PTSD, just like my colleagues. I dare not show 
that as I’m caring for many patients with 
PTSD. I should get help. Most nurses come 
to work and throw themselves into whatever 
tasks they’re given, and they don’t focus on 
themselves.   

This whole situation has been stressful and 
has affected my personal life. It has been like 
a nightmare. I feel like I have no life at home. 
I can see looking back that I haven’t been 
myself for some time. For instance, when I 
got home, I generally argued with my family. 
Initially, I took care of myself, was motivated, 
cycled a lot to work, but now I have gained 
weight. The pandemic affected my health 
and my relationship with my family, and it’s 
still not good.
  
I was also studying during this period. I wasn’t 
able to concentrate on my last exam due to 
my exhaustion, stress, and anxiety; so, I failed 
it. Next year I hope that I can retake it. In the 
future, I would like to do research, maybe a 
comparative study regarding patient care in 
Sweden and my native country.
 
I am happy that we’ve gotten over the worst 
phase and it’s more normal than before. Re-
cently, our employer invited the staff to a 
party, and it was lovely to dance. It feels like 
life is back. ”

46 years oldAlice

Recently, our employer invited the staff to a party, and it was lovely to dance. It feels like life is back.
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I am not vaccinated 
even though I really 
want to be, because 
the authorities are 
using the vaccination 
to deport asylum 
seekers.

“
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I am a 27-year-old refugee seeking asylum 
in Iceland. I live in a reception centre for asy-
lum seekers. I have been in Iceland for just 
over one year, and the authorities have re-
jected my application for asylum twice. Just 
recently, I received a negative answer about 
reopening my case. Legally I have the right to 
have my case reopened by the authorities af-
ter twelve months. This has been the case for 
other asylum seekers, but a selected group of 
men, including myself, have all been reject-
ed. So now I’m in the dark about my situation 
and I’m in a waiting stage.  
 
I am currently not vaccinated although I really 
want to be, because the authorities are using 
the vaccination as a tool to deport asylum 
seekers. This has happened before, and it has 
caused fear among asylum seekers. I can’t let 
that happen to me because I have no place 
to go. I am afraid of not being vaccinated and 
getting seriously sick. This fear has affected 
me a lot. Even if you are vaccinated, it is still 
possible to contract the virus, but it is likely to 

affect you less. However, if you are not vacci-
nated, you never know how the virus will af-
fect you. It is also a safety issue for others that 
I get vaccinated; it isn’t just my health at stake 
here. I don’t want to put other people’s lives 
in danger, so I have been isolating myself a 
lot. Access to medical care, including the 
vaccine, is a basic human right. The vaccine 
should be easily accessible to everyone, but 
when it is weaponised, it becomes a whole 
other story. 
 
I haven’t been able to communicate and be 
around people because I am not vaccinated. 
I have been isolated now for a very long time. 
Because of this situation, I haven’t been able 
to integrate or get to know anyone or go to 
any social gatherings.

”

27 years oldAlex

Access to medical care, including the vaccine, is a basic human right. The vaccine should be easily accessible to everyone, but when it is weaponised, it becomes a whole other story.
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HUNGARY

I can now take 
care of myself, 
not just fighting 
for survival.

“
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My name is Erzsi, I am a 36-year-old Roma 
woman and I escaped from an abusive rela-
tionship seven years ago. I have one daugh-
ter who is 17 years old. I grew up in a small 
village in East Hungary and I have three broth-
ers and sisters. I run an association in my vil-
lage, which I set up under the first lockdown 
when I was forced to return home because 
of the closures. I have two brothers working 
in the association, which deals with housing, 
health, education and the employment of lo-
cal Roma. My association also deals with envi-
ronmental pollution, because we Roma live in 
a very polluting way. Because of our poverty, 
for example, we burn everything to keep the 
house warm. 

In the past, I learned to keep quiet, and it 
led to depression. It never occurred to me 
to seek professional help; a Gypsy woman in 
the countryside has no one to turn to. One 
New Year’s Eve, when I came home, my hus-
band wanted to have sex with me, but I didn’t 
want to, so he tried to strangle me with a 
string. I could feel death coming, I was about 
to let go of my life, but then he looked me in 
my eyes and let me go. Then I went out into 
the cold night without a bag, without a coat, 
leaving my child behind. She was ten years 
old at the time, and I never got my daugh-

ter back. In the meantime, I met my current 
partner, who is a gift from God, and finally af-
ter six months I was able to see my daughter 
again. My daughter turned 18, so I can now 
see her, and she can come to me. I want to 
help my daughter to stand up for her own in-
terests and fight for the things she wants. Our 
relationship is much more direct, better and 
calmer. 

Today I run a camp for Roma refugees from 
Ukraine. This work in the refugee camp 
helped not only me, but also my association, 
because the development here is also done 
by the association. My life has improved in 
the last two years. I work a lot, but I do my 
work in a way that suits the good Lord. I give 
love, respect and support to people, and 
that’s how we managed to fulfil our dream 
and build a house in my village.  I can now 
take care of myself; I am not just fighting for 
survival. I will finally graduate soon so that I 
can go to university. Now I have the freedom 
to take care of myself. The COVID-19 period 
gave us a lot. We founded the organisation 
which completely changed my position in the 
village, and now the stakeholders take us se-
riously. We never get help from outside, but 
my partner and I do everything together. Now 
our money is enough, we can live normally. ”

36 years oldErzsi

Today I run a camp for Roma refugees from Ukraine. This work in the refugee camp helped not only me, but also my association, because the development here is also done by the association. 
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Becoming a first-time 
parent during the
pandemic was a 
strange experience.

“
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My name is Darren, and I am 33 years old. 
I am married and I have two daughters un-
der the age of three. My wife gave birth to 
our first baby a week into the first lockdown. 
Becoming a first-time parent during the pan-
demic was a strange experience. During that 
time, the health services were all over the 
place, as they went through a crazy time. 
Consequently, basic care for our baby wasn’t 
given, the public health nurses weren’t doing 
the visits to check on babies, and all contact 
was over the phone. 

I felt for my wife, it was very hard for her. What 
affected me the most was that the baby was 
born through C section, and she had to stay 
in the hospital for three days and I wasn’t al-
lowed to visit them due to pandemic restric-
tions. My wife took a year out of work and 
spent her maternity leave just cooped up in 
the house. She suffered from post-natal de-
pression for a good few months after giving 
birth. She was very unwell, both mentally and 
physically. So, I just had to put myself aside 
for a while and take over. I took over all the 
night feeds straight away, and meanwhile I 
was thinking “What have we done? What kind 
of a world have we brought our child into?”.  

COVID-19 was there, and we were dealing 
with having a baby- it was a hard time. 

One thing we did find helpful was going 
out walking. Just going out for a walk in the 
area, it was something that we stuck to. Every 
evening we’d go out for about half an hour, 
just for fresh air. My wife’s mother lives with 
us, so that was great. We wouldn’t leave the 
baby with her for the whole day, but she was 
there if we needed a break for an hour or two. 
It didn’t really have an effect on us as a cou-
ple, we have a very strong marriage. I have a 
lot of admiration for my wife, and everything 
she has done. From my own perspective, as 
a new parent, I feel that the government was 
great at bringing in certain things, like the 
social welfare payments for people who lost 
their job. But there were a lot of oversights, 
particularly regarding the health services 
around childbirth. 

It was a much more pleasant experience this 
time around with the birth of our second 
daughter. It was amazing. My wife burst into 
tears the first day when I went to visit her. She 
did not get to experience that with our first 
daughter. ”

33 years oldDarren

I took over all the night feeds straight away, and meanwhile I was thinking “What have we done? What kind of a world have we brought our child into?”.  COVID-19 was there, and we were dealing with having a baby- it was a hard time. 
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I hope that we as  
a human race have 
learned something, 
that we can do 
something to prevent  
the planet from dying.

“
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When the pandemic hit, my first feelings 
were claustrophobia, fear of the unknown, 
confusion and anxiety. It has catastrophical-
ly affected the trans community. There has 
already been great poverty in trans commu-
nity due to the discrimination and violence 
we are exposed to, but the pandemic inten-
sified it all. There was an immediate shortage 
of female hormones. Due to COVID-19, no 
one from the trans community could access 
trans-specific services. Many lost their jobs. 
COVID-19 is a tremendous collective trauma 
for our community! I work for a trans organi-
sation that has a hotline, and we do advocacy 
programs. These advocacy programs have 
entirely stopped. We have focused solely on 
providing essential assistance. We had to stop 
self-help groups. We had a case of a trafficked 
woman. We had consultations with the state’s 
anti-trafficking team, and they didn’t know 
what to do with her. They didn’t want to allow 
her to be in women’s shelter because she is 
a trans woman. However, two anti-trafficking 
women’s organisations paid for an apartment 
and provided everything for her. Our associ-
ation’s budget is very minimal, and we could 
not provide such support to her without them. 
They proved to be feminist allies in this case. 
Unfortunately, this is not often the case when 

it comes to the trans community.  

Many members of our community are home-
less and engage in prostitution. The state has 
no answer to either of these things. We were 
traumatised by a feeling of helplessness, that 
there was nothing we could do. There was no 
plan, and it was exhausting. It was also hard 
for those of us who provided psychological 
assistance services. We could not organise 
getting supervision assistance, so many ser-
vice providers have experienced burnout.  

Just before the pandemic hit, I had tried to 
emigrate, and I failed. It felt like a crisis to me. 
Even before COVID-19, I had that feeling of 
isolation, depression and loneliness. The sup-
port I gave to others helped me. It fulfilled me 
that I could at least do something good and 
valuable for the trans community. I also con-
sider myself an activist for animal rights and 
environmental protection. I have been a veg-
etarian for thirty years. I was glad to see that 
nature was recovering when the whole world 
stopped. I liked that about COVID-19. Slow-
ing it all down allowed introspection. At least, 
I hope that we as a human race have learned 
something, that we can do something to pre-
vent the planet from dying. ”

51 years oldAdvaita

There has already been great poverty in trans  community due to the  discrimination and  
violence we are exposed to, but the pandemic  intensified it all.
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Below are the concluding remarks and reflections written by the editors drawing from 
our experiences of collecting the narratives as part of RESISTIRÉ and from our collec-
tive efforts assembling this book. 

The stories presented in this book are particularly insightful because they offer a clear 
view of the meaning of intersectionality, looking at how the protagonists’ lives are af-
fected by multiple aspects of vulnerability and how Covid-19 amplified them.   

At the time of publication of this book, more than three years have passed since the 
outbreak of the pandemic. In order not to forget the lessons learnt, the narratives 
collected are a testimony to the direct and indirect effects that policies have had on 
disadvantaged groups. The book also shows how civil society initiatives can be taken 
as examples of better stories in terms of the support they provided in the most difficult 
of times.   

Finally, these pages illustrate how this crisis has been an opportunity for many to re-
flect on themselves, on a personal level, to care more about their own well-being, to 
find the strength and the courage to take important decisions and to fight even harder 
for their rights and those of their communities.  
  
The hope is that readers, at the end of this journey, will find something to rejoice 
about, something to be indignant about, but also inspiration from the concept of bet-
ter stories, for ourselves and for others.  

Claudia Aglietti

Concluding remarks

Challenges, resistance, inspiration 
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Being part of the RESISTIRE team that collected narratives describing people’s expe-
riences of life during the pandemic allowed us individually and as part of the wider 
project team to garner a greater insight into the myriad ways people experienced 
the pandemic. The narratives illustrate the complex ways people dealt with and ex-
perienced COVID-19 and the impact existing inequalities had on people’s daily lives. 
Strikingly, the importance of connection and the impact of imposed social isolation 
shone throughout many of the narratives. As did how micro everyday strategies 
helped people to get by. Strategies such as daily walks and for many people engag-
ing with nature – a free and powerful tool that helped many people get by.  

The narratives show many stories of resilience and how the pandemic was a catalyst 
for change for many people however, it is important to acknowledge and to try and 
take lessons from the struggles a lot of people experienced. The narratives also illus-
trate that for many individuals at the margins of society the pandemic made already 
difficult situations even more of struggle. Not everyone had the time or space for 
introspection and/or personal growth. However, my abiding take aways from the nar-
ratives are that for many people the pandemic led to positive changes, strengthened 
communities and that the pandemic allowed many people to pause, regroup and 
reassess what they value in their lives.  
                             

 Caitriona Delaney 

Resilience, change, power
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Being part of the editing team for this book has been an emotional and humbling 
experience. It has been a privilege to read and engage with the narratives shared 
by individuals from such diverse walks of life, both those included in this book and 
many others that will stay with me for the rest of my life. Even before joining my dear 
colleagues in co-editing this book, I felt fortunate to have conducted interviews with 
people in Turkey, who not only generously shared their experiences with me but also 
allowed me to reflect on my own journey as a woman in Turkey, a country suffering 
from multiple intersecting crises, of which the pandemic was just one. As such, the nar-
ratives in this book not only demonstrate the resilience, resourcefulness, and solidarity 
exhibited by the interviewees as they navigate through immense challenges and seek 
ways to cope and resist in their daily lives. They also awaken us to certain privileges 
and challenges we have that we may be unaware of.

The significance of this book lies in its ability to humanize the statistics and policies, 
amplifying voices that are often silenced and overlooked. It exposes the deeply in-
grained systems of inequality that persist in our societies while revealing personal and 
collective struggles in the face of adversity. What strikes me the most is how it demon-
strates the interconnectedness and interdependence of us all despite our differences 
and the urgent need to place care, in all its dimensions, at the center of our lives and 
recognize it as a social, political, and economic issue that encompasses more than 
individual actions. This goes beyond caring for our loved ones; it extends to caring for 
other human beings, nature, animals, and last but not least, ourselves. That is perhaps 
why the pandemic period has not only produced or exacerbated challenges and gen-
dered inequalities, but it has also provided us with a unique opportunity to reconsider 
our place in this world, both as individuals and as a species, reflect on ourselves and 
our lives, and resist what is deemed ‘normal’.

I believe the precious stories shared in this book, weaving pain and trauma with hope 
and solidarity, will inspire the readers to find, cherish, and cultivate their own better 
stories, individually and collectively, and make them even better.

Pınar Ensari 

Hope, care, resistance
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I could not imagine a better way of saying farewell to the RESISTIRÉ project than 
working on such a special book, with an incredibly kind and supportive group of 
people. I feel blessed that I had the chance to work in such an amazing environment.  
The book has been the result of a learning process, of thorough discussions and 
open exchanges. We treated these voices with care, but also tried to take care of our-
selves in the process as much as possible. This is the most important takeaway for me.  
I believe the book is a powerful testimony of the challenges we lived through during 
the pandemic crisis, but also, and most importantly of the opportunities for change 
that came when the entire world stopped and we were forced to reflect on what 
was important. Asking themselves such questions, the many voices collected in this 
book responded with a renewed commitment to solidarity or discovered a sense of 
community. Others realised that they needed to take care of themselves, embraced 
their true self, or took the time to explore their needs and feelings. All these voices 
together offer a glimpse of a better future of equality, solidarity and care.  
 
This book has the unique value of building a collective memory of the pandemic 
years through the voices of people in all their diversity, and particularly of those at the 
margins. Feelings and opinions are reported as they were originally narrated, without 
any attempt at fitting them into a preestablished narrative or silencing uncomfortable 
experiences.  
This book is a lived testimony that invites the readers to take a journey, put them-
selves into other’s shoes and open their mind to the possibilit(ies) of change in the 
present.  

Elena Ghidoni

Solidarity, historic testimony, hope 
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I believe this collection of narratives contributes to making sense of what happened 
during the COVID-19 pandemic at both the individual and collective levels. It gives 
the opportunity to the reader to reflect on these hard times and perhaps find echoes 
in some voices, while also providing access to other life stories and points of view. 
Having firsthand access to a diverse range of people’s stories makes the complex 
effects of the pandemic tangible and highlights the concrete implications of such a 
global phenomenon on individual lives. 

Furthermore, this book shows that lessons can be drawn especially from experiences 
that are frequently silenced but demonstrate remarkable resilience. By looking at mar-
ginalised voices and exploring how these individuals either resisted by themselves or 
organised collectively, it demonstrates how this period acted as a revealer of struc-
tural inequalities, local orders, and the importance of caregiving. End to end these 
narratives provide systemic insights into how the pandemic shaped our everyday lives 
and generated long-lasting change. It highlights the significance of caregivers and 
frontline workers, as well as the determinant role of social benefits, welfare services, 
and public institutions in navigating and recovering from this period. In many narra-
tives, civil society organisations also play an important role in organising solidarity and 
connecting people with each other.  

Overall, the accumulation of these stories puts our own into perspective and helps us 
to think about how to organise collectively to face current and future crises.  

Audrey Harroche 

Solidarity, alterity, resilience 
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This book has shown the multifaceted nature of inequality and the ways in which the 
mental wellbeing of individuals was affected by the pandemic. It has brought to light 
the pervasive nature of structural marginalisation in regards to barriers to equitable 
healthcare, financial stability, employment security and safe spaces. This book how-
ever has also shown the resilience and adaptability of individuals in the face of im-
measurable change, and provides a tool for readers to engage with and learn about 
the struggles faced by those around them. Many of those struggles that were hidden 
have now been brought to light, alongside the courage and human spirit that pre-
vailed amidst the most challenging circumstances.  

While numerous tragedies occurred during the pandemic and many suffered from 
the effects of structural inequalities and policy decisions, it is heartening to see the 
number of individuals who experienced significant personal growth, and also how 
individuals joined together to create communities of support and kindness. It is evi-
dent from the stories in this book that the pandemic was a period of great reflection, 
and allowed a reconsideration of the priorities in people’s lives, leading to positive 
change. We therefore hope that these stories raise questions among the readers re-
garding what change needs to occur, and how we can become more resilient in the 
face of future crises to ensure the safety and wellbeing of every member of society.  

Alexis Still

Unity, fortitude, transformation 
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This book serves as a powerful reminder to me that I am part of a broader communi-
ty extending beyond my immediate surroundings: my neighbourhood, my city, and 
my country. It has highlighted the shared experiences of suffering, but also the hope 
and resilience that unites us all. Throughout the process of working on this book, I 
have been going through some of the most politically challenging times where my 
very existence has been ignored and attacked as a queer-feminist activist living in 
Turkey.  As I bear witness to the immense inequalities and rights violations endured 
by LGBTQIA+ individuals, women, migrants/refugees, children, seniors, animals, and 
nature, this book has acted as a shield, reminding me of the hope that emerges from 
solidarity as well as the relentless determination of individuals to better themselves 
and the lives of others.   

This book aims to represent your voice - if not yours, then that of your friend or even 
of your next-door neighbor or perhaps of a passerby on your street. Undoubtedly, the 
personal experiences of some of us are reflected within these pages. And each story 
leaves a critical note in history and in this very moment, echoing the profound nature 
of how political the personal is. I hope that these stories will provide solace, foster 
a sense of solidarity and ignite hope to anyone who reads them. Moreover, I truly 
wish this book is that it will resonate with my fellow activist friends and human rights 
defenders worldwide, reaffirming their worth and reminding them of the crucial role 
they play. 

Nazlı Türker  

Solidarity, hope, memory  
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The stories presented in this book are collected through narrative interviews. A 
narrative interview does not follow the traditional question and answer format of 
other interviewing methods. Rather, the narrative methodology involves a concep-
tual shift, from presuming that respondents have answers to questions asked by an 
interviewer, towards respondents being narrators of their own experiences in their 
own voices (Chase 2005; Kim 2016). 
 
The importance of marginalised voices being heard in their ‘own voice’ is a key ten-
et of the RESISTIRÉ project. The narrative methodology employed in this project 
provides a vehicle to do this. Indeed, narrative inquiry allows for “stories [to] be 
told, particularly the stories of those who might have been marginalised or alienat-
ed from the mainstream, and those whose valuable insights and reflections would 
not otherwise come to light” (Kim 2019: 14).

Data collection 
 
The narrative interviews collected under the RESISTIRÉ project have been conduct-
ed and reported by 30 national researchers (NRs) across the EU27 (except Malta), 
Iceland, Serbia, Turkey, and the UK, with the aim to gather data on the lived expe-
riences and impact of the outbreak and its policy responses (Axelsson et al. 2021). 
 
Interviews conducted during July 2021 and February 2022 started with a general 
background question followed by an open, ‘grand’, question: “Can you describe to 
me how you have been affected by COVID-19 and what this has meant for your sit-
uation?”. The goal of the interview was for the narrators to remain the central actor 
throughout, and for the interviewers to be an ‘active listener’. 
 
Interviews conducted in November 2022 saw a slight change to the open question 
employed. The specific focus was to collect examples of better stories of lived ex-
periences and the individual strategies employed to cope with crises such as COV-
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ID-19, as well as the intersecting inequalities that vulnerable groups encounter 
daily. To this aim, the opening questions used were “How have you handled your 
situation on an everyday basis during the pandemic? Have you experienced ways 
to cope with the negative effects of the pandemic that have been more successful 
than others? Has the pandemic led to improvements in your situation? Are there 
things that you or others have done that have helped you?”. NRs then followed up 
with more specific questions to garner a better understanding of the participant’s 
experience. This last round of interviews sought to explore the ways that the narra-
tors coped with their situation, their agency, and their strategies.  
 

Reporting the story in a narrative template 
 
Upon completion of the interviews, the NRs summarised their findings using a pro-
ject template and wrote each story as told by the person (using ‘I’), including trans-
lated quotes from the narrator when possible. The narrative template used in RE-
SISTIRÉ included descriptions of personal characteristics (such as gender, age), as 
well as a mention of the life situation and background of the participant, the prob-
lem(s) described by the narrator, the causes and the consequences as understood 
by the narrator, the relation to COVID-19, the sequence of events as described, the 
places/locations and the main actors involved in the story told.

 The template also included a section where the NRs could select which domains 
(care, decision-making and politics, education, human rights and health, gender 
care gap, gender-based violence, gender pay and pension gap, work/ labour mar-
ket) and inequality grounds (age, class, disability, ethnicity, religion, sex/gender, 
sexuality, gender identity, nationality) were covered in the interviews, and sections 
for especially telling quotes, main findings and a headline that the NRs felt cap-
tured the essence of the story.  
 

Ethics 
 
Informed consent was obtained from all participants, following the procedure 
required by the European Commission or, if applicable, as required by national 
regulations. Participant information and consent forms were provided by the pro-
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ject which NRs could adapt to national regulations if necessary. In cases where the 
interview was conducted online, consent was given verbally and recorded. Each 
narrator was given a pseudonym. 
 
Sampling  
 
Snowball sampling and purposive sampling were employed to collect diverse ex-
periences in order to highlight the intersection of inequalities and identities, thus 
reflecting the gender+ approach of RESISTIRÉ. Purposive sampling in the third cy-
cle mainly focused on respondents who could provide a narrative that could be 
analysed using the better story perspective. In terms of number, the target was six 
narratives per country for cycle one with this increasing to ten narratives in cycle 
two and cycle three.    
 
Analysis     
 
Initial analysis involved reading through all narratives and taking notes on the 
themes of interest. This inductive process resulted in a myriad of possible themes. 
All the narratives were subsequently imported into NVivo where they were as-
signed attributes based on the domains chosen by the NRs.  All narratives have 
been analysed to produce insights to inform future COVID-19 policy responses. 
Furthermore, insights and knowledge gaps on the impacts on inequalities stem-
ming from COVID-19 responses have also been identified.

All project outputs are available at https://resistire-project.eu.
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